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PREFACE 
The Dutch sector of the southern North Sea covers a larger area than the terrestrial part of 
The Netherlands. Notwithstanding this, the North Sea has been neglected by Dutch conser-
vationists until quite recently. Probably, this was largely caused by lack of knowledge. It was 
only in the 1970s that ship-based surveys of seabirds (and usually also marine mammals) in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea commenced. Aerial surveys started in 1984. Both types of 
surveys have now resulted in a large amount of data on occurrence and distribution of birds 
and mammals. 
Any survey method has its advantages and limitations, as everybody involved in these types 
of censuses is well aware. So it is very adequate that, after the results of the airborne cen-
suses had been summarized by Baptist & Wolf in 1993, the North Sea Directorate and the 
National Institute of Coastal and Marine Management of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, 
Public Works and Water Management commissioned the DLO-lnstitute of Forestry and Nature 
Research to prepare a comparable report on ship-based counts of seabirds. The present 
report was produced in close co-operation wi th the Dutch Seabird Group and the Netherlands 
Institute for Sea Research, which together provided most of the data. 
The authors have done much more than required. They were asked to give a description of 
the occurrence and distribution of seabirds in the southern North Sea, as appears from ship-
based counts. However, the present report goes in much more detail and, moreover, it 
embarks on a series of comparisons between their data and other sources of information. 
A final word has to be devoted to the volunteer birdwatchers who made this report possible 
and wi thout whom future studies cannot be carried out. The census data analysed have been 
collected to a large extent by these volunteers. Thanks to their efforts in freezing gales and 
burning sun the larger part of the data have been collected. It would be an appropriate way 
to thank them if this report could lead to an improved conservation of their beloved seabirds. 
Prof. Dr. Wim J . Wolff, head of department of Aquatic Ecology, 
DLO - Institute of Forestry and Nature Research (IBN-DLO) 
Drs. Jan Andries van Franeker secretary, 
Dutch Seabird Group (NZG) 
Dr. Han J . Lindeboom head of department of Applied Marine Ecology, 
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
History 
The Netherlands are not particularly rich in nes-
ting seabirds. Its sandy beaches and crowded 
shores leave little space for breeding birds and are 
totally unsuitable for cliff-breeding or burrow 
nesting seabirds. Although important colonies of 
gulls and terns are found in our country, more 
pelagic species such as petrels and auks are 
mainly known as (scarce) passage migrants, win-
ter visitors, v ict ims of oil pollution or storm driven 
casualties on beaches. Beached seabirds have at-
tracted attention since the beginning of this cen-
tury, because strandings provided evidence that 
several species of seabirds, although rarely obser-
ved alive, did occur in the southern North Sea 
(Haverschmidt 1930 , Diesch 1932 , Enkelaar 
1934 , Zweeres 1935 , Duiven 1974) . Allready in 
the first half of this century, several keen obser-
vers reported large flocks of seaduck and divers 
along our coast (Brouwer & Verwey 1919 , 1922 , 
De Graaf 1 930) , but "seawatching" did not beco-
me a more regular passtime until the late 1 950s 
(Van den Oord & Swaab 1964 , Buurma & De Mi-
randa 1968 , Tekke 1971) . Seabird passage along 
the coast was studied on a systematic basis after 
the foundation of the 'Club van Zeetrekwaame-
mers' (CvZ, currently a working group of the 
Dutch Seabird Group, NZG) in 1 972 (Van Dijk & 
Buurma 1973 , Camphuysen & Van Dijk 1983). 
Hence, studies of seabirds in the southern North 
Sea were traditionally land-based. Occasional 
reports of intriguing species of seabirds at sea by 
ornithologists joining cargo vessels, ferries, t raw-
lers or light-vessels (cf. Traanberg 1923 , Van 
Blerkom et al. 1 936 , Van der Heide 1 938 , Jesper-
sen 1949 , Boer 1 9 7 1 , Oliver 1976), did at first 
not lead to a significant increase in the interest in 
seabirds at sea. However, in the 1970s, the first 
steps towards sea-based studies of seabirds in 
the southern North Sea were made (Joiris 1 972 , 
Engelsman & Hulsman 1974 , Swennen 1978 , Joi-
ris 1983) . The Voordelta was the first area which 
was studied in a systematic manner, while using 
an aircraft (Baptist & Meininger 1984) . In 1978 , 
the CvZ started systematic 'offshore' seawatches 
on Meetpost Noordwijk, a research platform in 
the coastal zone off mainland Zuid-Holland 
(Camphuysen 1979a) and launched ideas for fur-
ther work on gas production platforms and ship-
based studies in Dutch coastal waters (Camp-
huysen 1979b) . The results of seawatches at 
Meetpost Noordwijk between 1978 and 1982 
(Camphuysen et al. 1982 , Den Ouden & Camp-
huysen 1983 , Den Ouden & Van der Ham 1988 , 
Van der Ham 1988), results of observations on 
gas production platforms K7-FA-1 and K8-FA-1 
further offshore in 1984/85 (Platteeuw et al. 
1985), but particularly the first reports of the 
'Seabirds at Sea Team' (SAST) in Aberdeen (Mit-
chell et al. 1980 , 1 9 8 1 , Blake et al. 1984) , en-
gendered considerable interest in seabirds at sea 
and particularly in the possibilities for ship-based 
studies of seabird distribution in our waters. 
A literature search resulted in the conclusion 
that little was known about the presence, abun-
dance, t iming and spatial distribution of seabirds 
in the southern North sea (Camphuysen 1984) . 
Aerial surveys for seabirds on the Dutch sector of 
the continental shelf, commenced in December 
1984 , organised by Henk Baptist (Deltadienst 
Milieuonderzoek of the Ministry of Transport, 
Public Works and Water Management; later na-
med Tidal Waters Division (DGW), currently na-
med National Institute for Coastal and Marine 
Management (RIKZ)). This programme comprised 
monthly surveys between December 1984 and 
December 1 987 , occasional trips in 1 9 8 8 , and bi-
monthly fl ights between August 1989 and the 
present (Baptist & Wolf 1 993) . In the mid-1 980s , 
several students based at the Netherlands Institu-
te for Sea Research (NIOZ), under supervision of 
Kees Swennen, launched research projects in 
which the backgrounds of seabird distribution in 
the southern North Sea, particularly in the Frisian 
Front area, were studied (Leopold 1 987 , Van der 
Niet unpubl. data). Methods of these ship-based 
surveys were different from 'North Sea standards' 
proposed by Tasker et al. 1984 and therefore 
currently of little use. In March 1 987 , CvZ volun-
teers, in close co-operation w i th DGW (H. Baptist) 
and the North Sea Directorate (DNZ), were able to 
start regular systematic surveys onboard RV Hol-
land. From NIOZ, a new series of cruises was 
organised, also on platforms of opportunity and 
mainly using students and volunteers as obser-
vers, under supervision of Mardik Leopold. SAST 
methods were now adopted both by ornithologists 
based at NIOZ and by CvZ (see chapter 3). RV 
Holland could be frequently manned w i th ornitho-
logists between 1987 and 1990 . Cruises orga-
nised by NIOZ covered the whole North Sea, and 
even extended towards the Bay of Biscay, the 
Celtic Sea, the Channel, and the Orkney and 
Shetland Islands, particularly when using fisheries 
research vessels in co-operation w i th the Nether-
lands Institute for Fisheries Research (RIVO-DLO). 
I n t r oduc t i on 
These trips subsequently became more popular, 
so that it became diff icult to find volunteers for 
trips onboard RV Holland. Since 1993, ship-based 
surveys are organised by the Institute for Forestry 
and Nature Research (IBN-DLO) and financially 
supported by the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature 
and Fisheries. Al though in recent years several 
trips of dedicated vessels were organised, most 
cruises were and still are on platforms of opportu-
nity. In the mid- and late 1980s, also research 
institutes in Denmark, Germany and Belgium set 
up ship-based surveys in the North Sea, basically 
fol lowing methods developed by SAST in Aber-
deen, which finally led to a joint database (inclu-
ding data f rom aerial surveys). This joined databa-
se is the so-called European Seabirds at Sea Data-
base (ESAS), which is maintained in Aberdeen by 
the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (Tasker 
1 991 a, Stone et al. in press). 
Recent publications 
Since 1984 and 1987 , the years in which respec-
tively aerial and ship-based surveys of seabirds in 
the southern North Sea organised from Dutch or-
ganisations and institutions commenced, several 
short papers and preliminary reports were publis-
hed. In the case of aerial surveys, publications 
often focussed on methods or discussed the 
statistical validity of the collected information 
(Baptist & Camphuysen 1987 , Baptist 1988 , Bap-
tist 1990 , Baptist & Wolf 1 9 9 1 , 1992). From 
ship-based surveys, a series of short notes and 
preliminary reports were published covering a 
variety of topics (Baptist & Camphuysen 1987 , 
Leopold 1988ab, Camphuysen & Platteeuw 
1988 , Platteeuw 1988 , Leopold 1989, Leopold et 
al. 1990 , Camphuysen 1 9 9 1 , Offringa & Leopold 
1 9 9 1 , Van Katwijk & Camphuysen 1993, Leopold 
1993 , Offringa 1993) . Besides, data were used 
for studies of certain regions wi th in the North Sea 
(Leopold 1988c, Bergman et al. 1 9 9 1 , Leopold 
1 9 9 1 , Bergman & Leopold 1992 , Camphuysen et 
al. 1992 , Leopold et al. 1993 , Van Leeuwen et 
al. 1994) . NIOZ students produced several (unpu-
blished) internal reports (Witte & Camps 1989, 
Geertsma 1990 , Offringa 1 9 9 1 , Geertsma 1992 , 
Den Hollander 1993) . Results of ship-based sur-
veys (and occasionally also results of aerial sur-
veys) were quarterly summarized in Recent Re-
ports in Sula, the journal of the Dutch Seabird 
Group. In 1993 an atlas of the seabirds in the 
southern North Sea was published, based on the 
results of aerial surveys (Baptist & Wolf 1993), 
providing the first overview focussing on the 
distribution and abundance of seabirds in the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea. 
This report 
To enable comparison of the results of aerial 
surveys w i th those obtained in ship-based surveys 
the North Sea Directorate asked for a compilation 
of data from ships similar to the atlas mentioned 
above. Moreover, the conservation use of such 
data became more and more obvious (Tasker 
1991b, Camphuysen et al. 1992). Future monito-
ring has to be planned and comparisons between 
the results of aerial and ship-based surveys are 
needed. Both methods have obvious advantages 
and disadvantages. Aerial surveys provide less 
accurate information on the species level in sever-
al groups of seabirds, whereas the systematic 
approach and fixed routes fol lowed by the aircraft 
were never achieved by ship. This atlas is meant 
to compile the results of ship-based surveys con-
ducted since 1987 in the Dutch sector of the 
southern North Sea. Only data were used of sur-
veys in which methods as proposed by Tasker et 
al. 1 984 were adopted. Results of surveys organi-
sed onboard RV Holland, data of cruises organised 
by NIOZ and IBN-DLO during 1 987-93 were com-
bined. Added were data collected by others during 
1985-93 wi th in the study area, as available in the 
ESAS database. With this atlas, base-line data are 
provided which can be compared to results obtai-
ned by aerial surveys. In order to put the results in 
a broader context, we made a comparison w i th 
seawatching results and strandings data, in an 
attempt to achieve a more complete review of the 
status of seabirds in Dutch North Sea waters 
throughout the year. 
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2. STUDY AREA, OBSERVER EFFORT 
The material used for this atlas was collected 
during ship-based surveys on board a variety of 
vessels between 5 1 ° and 5 6 ° N , 0 2 ° and 0 7 ° E 
(figure 2.1a), an area which wil l simply be called 
the southern North Sea. This area includes some 
of the British, Belgian, German and Danish parts 
of the continental shelf plus the entire Dutch 
S t u d y area, observer e f f o r t 
sector (figure 2.1a, 3.2). In the south, from the 
Vlaamse Banken to 5 3 ° N , this area is often refer-
red to as the 'Southern Bight'. Part of the Dog-
gersbank, Nordschillgrund and the German Bight 
form the other borders of the study area. The 
Dutch coast is often divided into three major 
parts: the Voordelta in the south, the mainland 
coast of Noord- and Zuid-Holland in the middle, 
and the Wadden Sea islands in the north (figure 
2.1b). The Wadden Sea itself was not normally 
included in our surveys, although some observers 
continued w i th observations when their vessel 
left the North Sea and entered these waters. 
The southern North Sea is shallow and reaches 
a maximum depth of just over 80m in the Outer 
Silver Pit (figure 2.1a). The 3 0 m depth contour 
runs approximately 45 km north of the Wadden 
Sea islands and some 9 0 km to the west of the 
mainland coast and the Delta area. The Voordelta 
is very shallow in places and new sand banks are 
currently developing which are exposed most of 
the t ime. Residual currents run f rom southwest to 
northeast in the Southern Bight, transporting 
Channel water mixed w i th riverine input along the 
mainland coast. Channel water is relatively saline 
and clear, but poor in nutrients and organic sus-
pended matter compared to the riverine input. 
Central North Sea water comes in from NW and 
mixes w i th Channel water and Continental coas-
tal water (the mixture of Channel water and wa-
ter f rom the large rivers Schelde, Maas and Rijn) 
in the Oestergronden region (Laevastu 1963 , De 
Gee et al. 1991) . Bottom sediments are basically 
sand, mud and gravel (Veenstra 1970) . Narrow 
sand ridges occur just to the south of Outer Silver 
Pit, off the English east coast, in the Voordelta 
(Zeeuwse Banken) and off Belgium {Vlaamse 
Banken) (Eisma et al. 1979) . Large muddy areas 
are found in the Oestergronden, SE of the Dog-
gersbank and in the Nordschillgrund region. Bot-
tom sediments in the Southern Bight are mainly 
sand w i th occasional gravel patches. At the 
transit ion between 25m deep Southern Bight 
water and Oestergronden (50 m depth), the 
maximum tidal current velocity drops below a 
critical value, resulting in deposition of mud and 
detritus on the bot tom. Between the 30 and 40m 
contours, the sediment has a high mud and orga-
nic (carbon) content, and contains an abundant 
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fauna. This enriched zone is called the Friese 
Front and is located approximately between 5 3 ° 
30 'N , 4 °E and 5 4 ° N , 5°E (De Gee et al. 1991) . 
In the Friese Front area, spring development of 
zooplankton is more pronounced than in surroun-
ding areas. In summer, acoustic recordings sho-
wed high concentrations of pelagic fish shools 
above the enriched zone, mainly consisting of 
sprat Sprattus sprattus and immature herring 
Clupea harengus (Sprong et al. 1990) . 
Ship-based surveys included counts of birds 
near the coast as well as offshore and were usu-
ally carried out on ships of opportunity rather than 
on dedicated vessels (ships that specifically set 
out to sea for seabird surveys). Important contri-
butions were cruises onboard RV Holland (5311 
ten-minute counts), when volunteers of the Dutch 
Seabird Group joined the water quality monitoring 
Study area, observer e f f o r t 
trips for the North Sea Directorate, named 'WA-
MONO, WAMONO-PLUS (both only in 1987 ; f igu-
re 2.2 and 2.3) and MONO'88 (1988-90 ; figure 
2.4). These trips were on f ixed routes, but since 
the ship steamed day and night there were diffe-
rences in overall coverage of the route each tr ip. 
Extensive surveys were carried out on the re-
search vessel Aurelia (5165 counts), particularly 
in the Friese Front area and around the Bruine 
Bank (figure 2.5). Coastal surveys were conduc-
ted onboard the research vessel Navicula (3920 
counts; figure 2.6), which mainly aimed to map 
divers, seaduck and other coastal seabirds. Exten-
sively used by volunteer ornithologists were the 
fisheries research vessels Tridens I (2395 counts, 
1987-1990) and Tridens II (2067 counts, 1990-
1993) . Several other vessels were used less fre-
quently, including MVs Solo (410 counts), Bree-
veertien (352 counts), Pelagia (95 counts), Tyro 
(49 counts), and fishing vessel KW 34 (Rosema-
rie; 26 counts). These surveys were conducted 
under supervision of the Netherlands Institute for 
Sea Research (NIOZ) as part of several research 
programmes. Since 1 9 9 2 , the organisation of this 
kind of surveys is in the hands of the Institute of 
Forestry and Nature Research (IBN-DLO). Addi-
tional information was obtained from the ESAS 
Database from British (Joint Nature Conservation 
Committee), Danish (Ornis Consult Ltd), German 
(Inselstation Vogelwarte Helgoland) and Belgian 
(Instituut voor Natuurbehoud) observers (table 
2.1). Bi-monthly observer effort, arranged per 
1 0 x 2 0 ' square and in terms of area (km2) survey-
ed, is presented in figures 2 .7-2 .12. It is obvious 
that, despite the fact that overall coverage was 
not the main intention, most of the study area 
was visited during ship-based surveys. The only 
exception is the poor mid-winter coverage of 
waters north of 54 °N (December-January, figure 
2.10). 
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Table 2.1 Origin of data used in this atlas, expressed as km2 surveyed per year (rounded). 
Tabel 2.1 Herkomst van gegevens gebruikt in deze atlas, uitgedrukt in onderzochte oppervlakte (km2) 
per jaar (afgerond). 
Year 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
Totals 
% 
JNCC 
1376 
414 
191 
15 
24 
48 
112 
44 
197 
2420 
11.3 
NIOZ 
-
-
3193 
1726 
1431 
994 
1340 
931 
790 
10,405 
48.5 
IBN 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
795 
795 
3.7 
INB 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
485 
962 
1447 
6.7 
NZG/RWS 
-
-
1577 
1698 
843 
769 
-
-
28 
4915 
22.9 
Omis 
-
140 
202 
207 
290 
33 
-
22 
-
894 
4.2 
VWH 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
208 
208 
1.0 
other 
-
-
-
-
-
-
360 
-
-
360 
1.7 
Total 
1376 
554 
5163 
3646 
2588 
1844 
1812 
1482 
2980 
21,445 
JNCC= Joint Nature Conservation Committee, Aberdeen, U.K.; NIOZ= Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, 
Texel, the Netherlands; IBN= Institute for Forestry and Nature Research, Texel, the Netherlands; INB= Instituut voor 
Natuurbehoud, Hasselt, Belgium; NZG/RWS = Dutch Seabird Group, Zeist, in co-operation with Tidal Waters Division 
and North Sea Directorate, the Netherlands; Ornis= Ornis Consult Ltd, Copenhagen, Denmark; VWH= Inselstation 
Vogelwarte Helgoland, Helgoland, Germany. 
3. METHODS 
Counting birds at sea 
Traditionally, observers of seabirds in the North 
Sea just recorded all birds seen along the ship's 
course line, or wi th in a 3 6 0 ° radius on stations 
(Boer 1 9 7 1 , Joiris 1972 , Engelsman & Hulsmann 
1974 , Joiris 1976 , Bourne 1976 , Joiris 1978 , 
1983ab, Leopold 1987 , Joiris 1989). This had 
the advantage that larger samples were obtained, 
providing a good basis for distribution patterns, 
but as the area observed is not known, densities 
cannot be calculated. The 'effect ive strip w id th ' 
varies greatly between weather conditions (it is 
less wide in windy or foggy conditions) and be-
tween different observers. Ship-based surveys 
used for this report were conducted using strip-
transect counts, which were developed as a 
standard for the North Sea (cf. Tasker et al. 
1984). Counts were usually conducted from the 
top-deck or, on small vessels, the bridge. During 
steaming, f rom one to three observers counted 
birds in a strip-transect on one side and ahead of 
the ship. Birds were normally discovered wi th the 
naked eye and if necessary identified by using 
binoculars. Standard counting units were ten-
minute-periods and the transect width was prefe-
rably 3 0 0 m (less wide in poor conditions or on 
small vessels). All swimming birds or birds tou-
ching the water (diving, dipping or plunge-diving) 
present within the strip designated as the transect 
were recorded as 'in transect ' , whereas for f lying 
birds a 'snap-shot' was taken at regular intervals 
(see Tasker et al. 1984 for details). Occasionally, 
particularly in flat calm conditions and wi th suff i-
cient observers onboard, t w o transects, one on 
either side of the ship, were observed simultane-
ously. Only birds recorded in transect (swimming 
or within snapshot) were used for calculations of 
densities (number of birds per km2 sea surface; 
n/km2) and to produce spatial distribution patterns 
on the basis of densities for the more common 
species. Simultaneously, a 1 8 0 ° scan of the area 
ahead of the ship was used to record scarcer 
species of birds, conform methods described in 
Tasker et al. (1984). Within this scan, all birds 
normally detectable wi th the naked eye ahead of 
the ship were recorded (hence, including birds in 
transect). Particularly for rare species of seabirds, 
these recordings are valuable in order to produce 
informative distribution maps. The chance to 
detect rarer species of seabirds, particularly for 
those wi th an aerial lifestyle such as shearwaters 
and storm petrels, in the strip transect counts is 
remote. Obviously, birds recorded in the scan 
which were not within the transect cannot be 
used to calculate densities (n/km2). Scan sightings 
are therefore usually effort corrected by calcula-
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ting total numbers per unit distance travelled [e.g. 
n/km). In this atlas, for scarce seabirds and wa-
ter fowl , sightings were simply plotted on maps to 
show the spatial distribution of records. All birds 
recorded with in the scan (which includes birds in 
transect) were used for a monthly analysis of 
species composit ion (divers, terns), age (Gannet, 
gulls), plumage (auks) or colour phase (Fulmar). 
Total numbers of birds recorded at sea, and ob-
server effort expressed as distance travelled, are 
listed in Appendix 1 . Groups of birds associated 
wi th fishing vessels, marine mammals, other 
obvious objects (platforms, buoys, etcetera) or 
other peculiarities in the sea such as tidal current 
lines, rubbish, oil, sand banks or ice were labelled 
in a 'notes' column. However, if such flocks 
happened to be wi th in the transect strip, these 
birds were treated as all other individual birds or 
groups and used for calculations of densities. 
Birds associated w i th or obviously attracted by 
the own vessel were listed separately and not 
used for calculations of densities. The advantage 
of using internationally accepted standard proce-
dures for seabird work at sea is obvious. With 
teams from all North Sea countries using the 
same strip transect method, it has been relatively 
easy to use data gathered by others. In the ESAS 
database the work of several different teams has 
been amalgamated (table 2.1), and this database 
provided us w i th important additions to our own 
data. 
Correction for birds not seen 
Before densities were calculated, numbers of 
animals observed in the counting strips had to be 
corrected for individuals apparently overlooked by 
the observers at sea. According to line transect 
theory (Burnham et al. 1980) the probability of 
missing a target increases wi th distance to the 
observer. The chance of missing a seabird in 
transect is largest for dark-backed birds (divers, 
grebes, petrels, cormorants and auks) and for the 
smaller, l ight-mantled and intermediately coloured 
birds (Fulmar, skuas, the smaller gull species, 
terns). The problem is particularly important for 
swimming birds, as birds in the air are much more 
conspicuous. In order to estimate the proportion 
missed, the strip under observation was subdivi-
ded into sections of 100 m wide and each obser-
ved swimming seabird or group of birds was de-
signated to the appropriate section. Thus, for the 
2 0 0 and 3 0 0 meter bands, 2 and 3 sub-sections 
were used respectively. For each set of counts, 
the number of observations should be statistically 
Table 3.1 Correction factors used to compensate 
for swimming birds missed in the counting 
strips. The smaller gulls (Little, Black-headed, 
Common Gull and Kittiwake) all had the same 
detection curves. 
Tabel 3.1 Correctie factoren die gebruikt zijn om 
de gemiste fractie van zwemmende zeevogels in 
de transecten te berekenen. De ontdekkingskan-
sen voor de kleinere meeuwensoorten (Dwerg-, 
Kok-, Storm- en Drieteenmeeuw) waren gelijk. 
Strip Width 
Species 
divers 
Great Crested Grebe 
Fulmar 
Great Skua 
smaller gulls 
terns 
Guillemot 
Razorbill 
Little Auk 
Puffin 
150 and 200 m 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.2 
1.2 
1.5 
1.2 
300 m 
1.3 
1.3 
1.1 
1.3 
1.4 
1.7 
1.4 
1.5 
1.9 
1.5 
equal for each sub-strip. The proportions of birds 
seen in each sub-strip were calculated and com-
pared to the null-hypothesis of equal numbers. 
The distribution of the sightings for the first group 
of species differed from the desired equality in 
most cases. We assumed, that all birds present in 
the nearest 100 m are detected. Using this as-
sumption, the numbers overlooked in the more 
distant strata were calculated and the numbers 
present in the total band were accordingly correc-
ted. The correction was smoothed over the entire 
area where animals of the species under conside-
ration were found. In order to achieve this, num-
bers of each observation were multiplied by the 
same correction factor, derived from the proporti-
ons of animals in each sub-strip. This method 
ensures that no animals 'appear' in areas where 
the species was not observed. Further smoothing 
occurs through grouping of the counts into the 
10x20 ' squares (see below). Although the precise 
distribution patterns may be slightly disfigured by 
this procedure, both the large-scale distribution is 
mapped correctly and the total numbers of ani-
mals present in the area are estimated best. For 
the larger gulls (Herring, Lesser and Great Black-
backed Gulls and for Gannet) no correction was 
considered necessary. These spend a lot of t ime 
in fl ight anyway, and when swimming often occur 
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in large aggregations, in response to fishing ves-
sel act iv i ty, making accurate distance determinati-
ons diff icult. As for several species the sample 
sizes were rather small, and may have been undu-
ly influenced by particular observers or cruises, 
we used the larger European Seabirds At Sea 
(ESAS)-database (cf. Stone et al. in prep.). Cor-
rection factors for the different species, for diffe-
rent total strip widths are given in table 3 . 1 . Note 
that corrections were only applied to swimming 
birds of the species listed in table 4 . 1 , and there-
fore not to birds that were seen in the air. Flying 
birds were thus assumed to be always detected 
wi th in the counting strips. Corrections were also 
not used for scarcer species for which no densi-
ties or total numbers present were calculated. 
Distribution maps 
Densities are mapped in different shadings in 10 ' 
latitude x 2 0 ' longitude squares (so-called 'Mijn-
bouwvakken', used in Dutch offshore mining and 
management activities) per two-months period 
(June-July to Apri l-May), if at least 10 birds were 
seen wi th in the strips covered in that period. The 
lowest density class (in the legends: 0.1-0.9 birds 
per km2) in fact includes all densities < 1/km2. 
Sample sizes given w i th the distribution maps 
indicate the total number of birds that were seen 
in transect, and used for calculations of densities, 
but do not indicate the total number of birds at 
sea that t ime of year. Overall coverage or obser-
ver effort , in terms of km2 surveyed, is given 
separately in distribution maps on the same scale 
(figures 2.7-2.12) , while squares wi th limited 
effort ( < 2 km 2 surveyed) were indicated on all 
maps by a slightly smaller size. All other birds 
(not being in transect) were recorded but have 
not been used for calculations of overall numbers 
or distribution patterns on the basis of densities. 
Of rare seabirds, all recorded individuals, whether 
in transect or not, were plotted on maps to show 
all sightings. Proportions of age classes, pluma-
ges or species identifications in groups of com-
mon species which are hard to identify (e.g. di-
vers) in certain areas or periods were calculated 
on the basis of all birds observed (i.e. scan results 
plus strip-transect) rather than the often much 
smaller sample of birds observed in transect. 
Map interpretation 
In the presentation of results in distribution maps, 
the results have simply been lumped into squares 
of 10x20 geographical minutes. Three associated 
problems w i th this approach need to be addres-
sed. Firstly, differences between years in the 
numbers of seabirds in the southern North Sea 
cannot be recognised, and one 'special ' year w i th 
many more sightings than average will unduely 
influence the maps. An example of this problem 
are the relatively numerous sightings of Great 
Skuas in autumn 1987 (over 5 0 % of all records). 
Secondly, important differences in effort between 
years occurred. Data in the Friese Front area have 
mainly been gathered in 1987-90 , those on the 
Bruine Bank mainly in 1 9 8 9 - 9 1 , while dedicated 
surveys for divers and seaduck in the coastal zone 
took place in 1990-93 . The Holland programme, 
in which a regular coverage was achieved over 
much of the Dutch sector, was restricted to 
1987-90 and the Doggersbank region was only 
visited under MONO'88 wi th the Holland (figure 
2.4) and later by research vessels Aurelia, Tyro 
and Tridens. Differences in distribution patterns 
between years which were caused by differences 
in coverage will not show up in the maps, which 
are composites over 1985-93 . Thirdly, apparent 
differences between neighbouring squares may 
well be the result of chance, especially in ship-
fol lowing birds. Large numbers of gulls and Ful-
mars may be found associated w i th trawlers. With 
average densities of usually less than 10 birds per 
km2 , a single count of hundreds of birds of a 
given species within the counting strip will desig-
nate the highest density class to that particular 
square. Such counts happen regularly in the sout-
hern North Sea, as trawlers w i th associated sea-
birds are frequently met (Camphuysen 1993a). 
With larger numbers of counts, such 'short- l ived' 
high densities would level out, but in the present 
database the amount of data is often not large 
enough to make this happen. 
Estimates of total numbers 
Estimates of total numbers of birds at sea in the 
southern North Sea ( 5 1 ° - 5 6 ° N , 2° -7°E) were 
made on the basis of 30 'Nx1 °E squares (so-called 
'ICES-squares') and summarized for a coastal 
zone of 10 (parts of) ICES squares and an off-
shore zone of 33 such squares (figure 3.1). Esti-
mates of total numbers of birds wi th in the sout-
hern North Sea per 2 month period were calcula-
ted and are presented in table 4 .2 . Peak numbers 
of common species occurring wi th in the study 
area were assessed and compared wi th recent 
estimates of NW European or world populations 
(table 4 .3 ; cf. Evans 1984 , Lloyd et al. 1 9 9 1 , 
Rose & Scott 1994). The Ramsar Convention 
(Convention on Wetlands of International Impor-
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Offshore and 
coastal zones, 
used for estimates 
of total numbers 
of birds at sea 
56 
55 
54 
' « • 
Dutch sector of 
the North Sea, 
used for estimates 
of total numbers 
of birds at sea 
Figure 3.1 ICES squares (0.5°N x 1 °E rectangles) 
and the border between an offshore and a coas-
tal zone (solid line) used for estimating total 
numbers of birds 
Figure 3.2 ICES squares (0.5°N x 1 °E rectangles) 
used for estimates of total numbers of birds wit-
hin the Dutch sector of the southern North Sea 
(solid line) 
tance, especially as Waterfowl Habitat) uses a set 
of criteria by which internationally important wet-
lands can be identified for designation to the 
Ramsar list. A wet land is identified as being of 
international importance if it regularly supports 
1 % of the individuals in a population of one spe-
cies or subspecies of water fowl . For the interpre-
tat ion of data presented in this atlas, it is impor-
tant to realize that the 'coastal zone' defined 
earlier covers an area of approximately 16,000 
km 2 , whereas the 'offshore zone' covers a total 
area of approximately 114 ,000 km2 , both much 
larger than average 'wet lands ' . To apply the 
criterion it is necessary to know the numeric size 
and geographical limits of the populations of wa-
ter fowl species occurring in each wet land. For 
many species the numeric size and geographical 
limits are indicated by Rose & Scott (1994). Peak 
numbers occurring in the southern North Sea 
were listed and expressed as proportions of the 
total population estimates, using the geographical 
limits from Rose & Scott (1994) or the North Sea 
breeding population. 
The Dutch sector of the North Sea, although an 
arbitrary unit in itself, is used for management 
and conservation of the marine environment under 
jurisdiction of the Netherlands. Hence, estimates 
of total numbers within this sector were made 
separately and mentioned in the species accounts. 
Estimates of total numbers of birds at sea in the 
Dutch sector were also made on the basis of 
(parts of) ICES-squares (figure 3.2). Estimates of 
total numbers of birds wi th in the Dutch sector per 
2 month period were calculated and presented in 
table 4 .4 . In this same table, peak numbers of 
common species occurring wi th in this area were 
listed and compared wi th recent estimates of NW 
European or world populations {cf. Evans 1984 , 
Lloyd et al. 1 9 9 1 , Rose & Scott 1 994) 
It must be clear that the abundance estimates 
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derived f rom extrapolations of densities over 
larger areas are very crude. Hence, the estimated 
numbers should be considered rough indications 
of total numbers. 
Comparisons with other data 
Distribution patterns derived from ship-based 
surveys, on the basis of densities at sea, were 
compared w i th similar data published as results of 
aerial surveys (Baptist & Wolf 1993). Only the 
general distribution patterns were compared, not 
the densities square by square. Timing, species 
composit ion wi th in certain groups of birds and 
spatial distribution of seabirds observed from 
seawatching sites along the Dutch coast (cf. 
Camphuysen & Van Dijk 1 983 , Platteeuw ef a/. 
1 994) were compared wi th similar results obtai-
ned in coastal waters during ship-based surveys. 
The t iming of (mass-) strandings, trends through 
the years and indications of the vulnerability to oil 
pollution of seabirds in Dutch waters are indicated 
for each species (mainly derived from Camphuy-
sen 1989 , 1992 , Camphuysen & Van Franeker 
1992) . Finally, in an overall discussion, the f in-
dings in this atlas are compared w i th results of 
similar surveys in other parts of the North Sea, 
the Delta area and Wadden Sea, and adjoining 
seas, the Baltic and eastern At lant ic. A bibliograp-
hy at the end of this report aims at giving a com-
plete overview of historic and recent studies of 
seabird distr ibution, seabird migration and seabird 
strandings in this part of the North Sea. To avoid 
lengthy references in the text , comparisons wi th 
aerial surveys (Baptist & Wolf 1993), beached 
bird surveys (Camphuysen 1989) , and seawat-
ching results (1974-79 , Camphuysen & Van Dijk 
1983 ; 1980-89 , Platteeuw et al. 1994), wil l be 
referred to as # 1 , #2 , #3 , and #4 respectively 
('key references'). 
4.RESULTS 
Seabirds observed during ship-based surveys are 
discussed per taxonomie group of birds (divers-
auks), on the species level if possible. Land-birds 
such as raptors and passerines are excluded. 
Land-birds are frequently observed at sea, parti-
cularly during spring- and autumn migration, but 
these have no link w i th the marine environment. 
Records of swans, geese, dabbling duck, most di-
ving duck, rails and waders wil l be treated only 
briefly. 
For common seabirds (table 4.1) , distribution 
maps are presented on the basis of strip-transect 
counts, showing mean densities of birds per 
10 ' x20 ' square. Data are presented in bi-monthly 
periods. Maps wi th densities are only given if at 
least 10 birds were observed in transect in that 
period. The sample size given w i th these maps 
indicates the number of birds seen in transect in 
that period (cf. table 4.1). Overall densities are 
given in table 4.1 to show the seasonal pattern of 
common seabirds in the southern North Sea. 
Distribution maps are briefly discussed and com-
pared w i th the corresponding maps from aerial 
surveys. Several seabirds have colour phases (e.g. 
Fulmar), summer versus winter plumages (e.g. 
auks) or can be aged using plumage characteris-
tics (e.g. Gannet, gulls). The seasonal pattern in 
the frequency of these plumage types is given per 
month in tables w i th each species. Abundance 
estimates were made for an offshore zone and a 
coastal zone in the southern North Sea (figure 
3 . 1 , table 4 .2 ; see chapter 3) and for the Dutch 
sector (figure 3.2, table 4.4). Peak numbers of 
each species were compared w i th recent infor-
mation on the NW European population and the 
proportion which was maximally found with in 
these areas was assessed (Evans 1 984 , Lloyd et 
al. 1 9 9 1 , Rose & Scott 1994 ; tables 4 .3 , 4.4) . 
Seasonal and spatial patterns derived from ship-
based data were compared w i th aerial data, sea-
watching results (#3, #4) and strandings data 
(#2, Camphuysen & Van Franeker 1992) . Conclu-
sions are drawn on the relative importance of the 
southern North Sea for each species (compared to 
the NW European population), potential threats, 
and possible conservation measures. Records of 
scarce species are plotted on maps showing all 
individual sightings throughout the year or for 
shorter periods. Sample sizes given wi th these 
maps indicate the total number of birds seen, 
within or outside transect (cf. Appendix 1). Rare 
seabirds are only briefly discussed. 
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Table 4.7 Seasonal pattern of common seabirds in the southern North Sea (birds in transect, corrected 
for individuals missed; conform Stone et al. in press), 1985-93. Top half: observer effort (km2 
surveyed) and total number of birds seen in transect; bottom half: mean densities (n/km2). Eider and 
Common Scoter, which occurred highly aggregated, were not included. 
Tabel 4.1 Seizoenpatroon van veel voorkomende zeevogels in de zuidelijke Noordzee (vogels binnen het 
transect, gecorrigeerd voor gemiste vogels conform Stone et al. in press), 1985-93. Bovenste helft: 
waarnemingsinspanning (km2 onderzocht) en totaal aantal waargenomen vogels in het transect; 
onderste helft: gemiddelde dichtheden (n/km2). Gegevens van Eidereend en Zwarte Zeeëend, soorten 
die een sterk geconcentreerd voorkomen hebben, zijn niet opgenomen. 
Km2 surveyed 
Divers 
Great Cr. Grebe 
Fulmar 
Gannet 
Cormorant 
Great Skua 
Little Gull 
Black-headed Gull 
Common Gull 
Lesser Bl.-b. Gul 
Herring Gull 
Great Bl.-b. Gull 
Kit t iwake 
Sandwich Tern 
"commie" terns 
Guillemot 
Razorbill 
Divers 
Great Cr. Grebe 
Fulmar 
Gannet 
Cormorant 
Great Skua 
Little Gull 
Black-headed Gull 
Common Gull 
Lesser Bl.-b. Gul 
Herring Gull 
Great Bl.-b. Gull 
Kit t iwake 
Sandwich Tern 
"commie" terns 
Guillemot 
Razorbill 
Jun-Jul 
3049 
2 9 5 0 
133 
4 6 
15 
104 
176 
2 4 1 4 
1250 
24 
526 
4 5 6 
173 
925 
2 
Jun-Jul 
0 
0 
0.97 
0 .04 
0.02 
0 .00 
0 
0.03 
0.06 
0.79 
0.41 
0.01 
0.17 
0.15 
0.06 
0 .30 
0 .00 
Aug-Sep 
4 8 6 4 
2 
5197 
874 
14 
173 
37 
182 
108 
2769 
599 
1132 
910 
140 
947 
2185 
8 
Aug-Sep 
0 
0.00 
1.07 
0.18 
0.00 
0.04 
0.01 
0.04 
0.02 
0.57 
0.12 
0.23 
0.19 
0.03 
0.19 
0.45 
0.00 
Oct-Nov 
3860 
214 
108 
1703 
1367 
9 
41 
1209 
1750 
3529 
1587 
5021 
3614 
4 0 5 0 
1 
1 
6 9 9 0 
982 
Oct-Nov 
0.06 
0.03 
0 .44 
0.35 
0 .00 
0.01 
0.31 
0.45 
0.91 
0.41 
1.30 
0.94 
1.05 
0.00 
0.00 
1.81 
0.25 
Dec-Jan 
2156 
8 3 4 
1156 
7 3 0 
98 
86 
8 
3 2 0 
1608 
5974 
70 
10679 
3111 
2643 
1 
3788 
417 
Dec-Jan 
0.39 
0 .54 
0 .34 
0.05 
0.04 
0.00 
0.15 
0.75 
2.77 
0.03 
4.95 
1.44 
1.23 
0.00 
0 
1.76 
0.19 
Feb-Mar 
4 0 8 8 
927 
1876 
3992 
525 
22 
8 
415 
1754 
4 9 2 5 
670 
9253 
1830 
3866 
4 0 
2 
4 4 0 6 
1296 
Feb-Mar 
0.23 
0.46 
0.98 
0.13 
0.01 
0 .00 
0 .10 
0.43 
1.20 
0.16 
2.26 
0.45 
0.95 
0.01 
0 .00 
1.08 
0.32 
Apr-May 
3 3 0 2 
35 
5 
1954 
142 
99 
6 
693 
118 
4 9 4 
4 6 6 2 
3 8 1 6 
227 
1105 
667 
509 
1565 
214 
Apr-May 
0.01 
0.00 
0.59 
0.04 
0.03 
0.00 
0.21 
0.04 
0.15 
1.41 
1.16 
0.07 
0.33 
0 .20 
0.15 
0.47 
0.06 
Mean 
2 1 3 2 0 
2 0 1 0 
3 1 4 7 
16526 
3 1 3 9 
276 
251 
2 6 7 4 
5516 
15206 
12172 
3 0 6 1 8 
9938 
13100 
1305 
1632 
19859 
2 9 1 9 
Totals 
0.09 
0.15 
0.78 
0.15 
0.01 
0.01 
0.13 
0.26 
0.71 
0.57 
1.44 
0.47 
0.61 
0.06 
0.08 
0.93 
0 .14 
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Table 4.2 Estimates of (average) total numbers of birds in the southern North Sea (derived from birds in 
transect, corrected for individuals missed; see figure 3.1). Estimates for seaduck and Eider were not 
calculated on the basis of densities, but based on counts of groups (see chapter 4.6). 
Tabel 4.2 Schatting van het (gemiddeld) aantal zeevogels in de zuidelijke Noordzee (al/een vogels binnen 
het transect, gecorrigeerd voor gemiste individuen; zie figuur 3.1). Schattingen voor zee- en Eider-
eenden zijn niet gebaseerd op dichtheden, maar op getelde groepen (zie tekst hoofdstuk 4.6). 
Divers 
GtC Grebe 
Fulmar 
Garnet 
Cormorant 
Eider 
Com Scoter 
Coastal zone (16,000 km2) Offshore zone (114 ,000 km2) 
Jun-Jul Aug-Sep Oct-Nov Dec-Jan Feb-Mar Apr-May Jun-Jul Aug-Sep Oct-Nov Dec-Jan I 
0 
0 
3000 
340 
700 
250 
1700 
Velvet Scoter 30 
Arctic Skua 
Great Skua 
LitrJeGuH 
BRiGull 
Com GiJ 
LBbGJ 
Herr Gull 
GBbGull 
Kittiwake 
SandwTern 
"comm" t 
50 
100 
0 
1000 
1300 
20200 
14500 
200 
1200 
4700 
1700 
Gulem/Razorb 100 
-Gutemot 
-Razorbi 
Little Auk 
Puffin 
All birds 
100 
0 
0 
0 
69900 
0 
10 
1300 
3000 
200 
20 
2300 
10 
200 
300 
500 
800 
300 
16200 
3800 
5000 
1100 
1000 
10500 
1400 
1400 
0 
0 
0 
1800 
3600 
500 
7200 
100 
440 
2100 
90 
80 
100 
11200 
23500 
29200 
19600 
9400 
17800 
3300 
600 
700 
16800 
58000 
24 
0 
30 
3900 
11200 
55300 
700 
46300 108800 
22300 
21800 
10 
10 
28400 
23700 
4200 
20 
0 
23100 
19500 
10 
0 
33800 
30400 
2700 
40 
30 
6100 
21100 
5000 
600 
100 
16800 
60000 
2300 
0 
10 
2900 
9800 
34300 
2800 
55100 
6200 
9200 
200 
10 
13800 
9900 
3500 
30 
20 
200 
80 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1600 121800 227200 
200 
400 
370 
53000 
500 
10 
10 
7300 
600 
4800 
29800 
35800 
1000 
200 
5700 
4300 
1100 
900 
200 
0 
0 
4700 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
400 
0 
1400 
800 
37200 
1600 
900 
12500 
100 
2200 
50600 
45500 
70 
0 
80 
13700 
0 
0 
20 
0 
1000 
2600 
0 
900 
1900 
18600 
3000 
4100 
22000 
100 
1100 
92500 
92100 
300 
0 
200 
54410 251850 330480 205580 117200 210750 380400 
400 
20 
86300 
28700 
0 
10 
2900 
0 
200 
1200 
3000 
1400 
5900 
4900 
28000 
41200 
127700 
0 
0 
800 
30 
# 
Feb-Mar Apr-May 
3000 
30 
700 
0 
28600 176800 111700 
3100 
0 
0 
0 
10 
0 
200 
600 
500 
25100 
500 
62500 
70400 
18200 
0 
0 
510 
10 
0 
300 
100 
1300 
7100 
9800 
75900 
36000 
7000 
50 
0 
580 
0 
300 
300 
40 
3200 
400 
53100 
9500 
7400 
54200 112200 103600 
0 
0 
80 
0 
1300 
2100 
241900 121000 198400 128600 
211300 
22600 
2200 
5000 
93000 150400 116700 
23200 
18000 
3900 
40800 
17700 
7000 
11300 
200 
4600 
534800 313030 588800 412540 
*) Extrapolations were made per 30'Nx1 °E rectangle (ICES-squares). Due to poor coverage north of 
54°N in mid-winter, the offshore area for which the number of birds was calculated in December-
January was only 82,000 km2 (ca. 70% of the total area). 
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Table 4.3 Peak numbers of common seabirds in the southern North Sea, estimated from ship-based 
surveys, compared with recent estimates of the NE Atlantic populations and the percent level for use 
in Ramsar Convention criterion 3c (cf. Rose & Scott 1994). Maximum estimates were derived from 
table 4.2, except in seaduck and Eider where the maximum number located in Dutch waters is given 
(see chapter 4.6). 
Tabel 4.3 Maximale aantallen van algemene zeevogels in de zuidelijke Noordzee op grond van schatting 
en aan de hand van scheepstellingen en vergelijkingen met recente schattingen van de NW Europese 
populaties en het percentage van deze populaties voor gebruik bij Ramsar Conventie criterum 3c (cf. 
Rose & Scott 1994). Maximum schattingen zijn afgeleid van tabel 4.2, behalve voor zee- en 
Eidereenden waarde hoogste gevonden aantallen zijn weergegeven (zie tekst hoofdstuk 4.6). 
Species / group 
Red-throated Diver 
Black-throated Diver 
Great Crested Grebe 
Fulmar 
Gannet 
Cormorant 
Eider 
Common Scoter 
Velvet Scoter 
Arct ic Skua 
Great Skua 
Little Gull 
Black-headed Gull 
Common Gull 
Lesser Black-backed Gull 
Herring Gull 
Great Black-backed Gull 
Ki t t iwake 
Sandwich Tern 
Common Tern 
Arct ic Tern 
Guillemot 
Razorbill 
Little Auk 
Puffin 
Maximum 
estimate 
9 ,800 
4 0 0 
21 ,100 
228 ,500 
35 ,900 
700 
105 ,000 
135 ,000 
13 ,000 
1,200 
2 ,900 
14,200 
24 ,900 
80 ,400 
82 ,900 
171 ,300 
63 ,500 
149 ,500 
7,000 
10 ,600 
1,000 
242 ,400 
4 4 , 0 0 0 
18,000 
7 ,000 
period 
Dec-Jan 
Dec-Jan 
Feb-Mar 
Aug-Sep 
Oct-Nov 
Jun-Jul 
Jan-Feb'93 
Jan-Feb'93 
Jan-Feb'92 
Aug-Sep 
Aug-Sep 
Oct-Nov 
Oct-Nov 
Dec-Jan 
Apr-May 
Dec-Jan 
Oct-Nov 
Oct-Nov 
Apr-May 
Aug-Sep 
Aug-Sep 
Oct-Nov 
Feb-Mar 
Dec-Jan 
Feb-Mar 
NE 
Atlantic 
75 ,000 
1 20 ,000 
100 ,000 
10 ,000 ,000 
8 9 2 , 0 0 0 
320 ,000 
3 ,000 ,000 
1,300,000 
1,000,000 
55 ,000 
27 ,200 
75 ,000 
5 ,000 ,000 
1,600,000 
4 5 0 , 0 0 0 
1,400,000 
4 8 0 , 0 0 0 
8 ,400 ,000 
150 ,000 
180 ,000 
> 1,000,000 
8 ,000 ,000 
2 ,400 ,000 
> 1,000,000 
> 12 ,000 ,000 
ref 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(1) 
(5) 
(5) 
(6) 
(6) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(6) 
(1) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(2) 
% 
13.1 
0.3 
21.1 
2.3 
4 .0 
0.2 
3.5 
10.4 
1.3 
2.2 
10.7 
18.9 
0.5 
5.0 
18.4 
12.2 
13.2 
1.8 
4.7 
5.9 
< 0.1 
3.0 
1.8 
< 1.8 
< 0.1 
References: 
(1) Rose & Scott 1994, NW European population 
(2) NE Atlantic; rough estimate, using figures in Lloyd et al. 1991 
(3) Lloyd et al. 1991, East Atlantic breeding population plus same number immatures 
(4) Rose & Scott 1994, P.c.carbo NW Europe + P.c.sinensis N/C Europe 
(5) Durinck et al. 1994, NW European winter population 
(6) Lloyd era/. 1991, NW Europe breeding population 
(7) NE Atlantic, breeding adults and equal number immatures; Jensen 1993 In: Durinck et al. 1994 
(8) N Atlantic, breeding adults and equal number immatures; Lloyd et al. 1991 
(9) Evans 1984, NE Atlantic breeding population 
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Table 4.4 Estimates of total numbers of seabirds in the Dutch sector of the North Sea from ship-based 
surveys, 1985-93 (see figure 3.2), compared with recent estimates of the NE At/antic populations and 
the percent level for use in Ramsar Convention criterion 3c {cf. Rose & Scott 1994; see table 4.3). In 
seaduck and Eider where the maximum number located in the Dutch sector is given (see chapter 4.6). 
Tabel 4.4 Schattingen van de aantallen zeevogels op het Nederlandse deel van de Noordzee aan de 
hand van scheepstellingen, 1985-93 (zie figuur 3.2), en vergelijkingen met recente schattingen van de 
NW Europese populaties en het percentage van deze populaties voor gebruik bij Ramsar Conventie 
criterum 3c (cf. Rose & Scott 1994; zie tabel 4.3). Voor zee- en Eidereenden zijn de hoogste 
gevonden aantallen weergegeven (zie tekst hoofdstuk 4.6). 
Divers 
Grebes 
Fulmar 
Gannet 
Eider 
Com Scoter 
Velv Scot 
Arct Skua 
Great Skua 
Little Gull 
Bl-h Gull 
Comm Gull 
L Bib Gull 
Herr Gull 
Gr Bib Gull 
Kit t iwake 
Sandw Tern 
Jun-Jul 
0 
0 
5 8 6 0 0 
2 7 0 0 
2 5 0 
1700 
20 
20 
4 0 0 
0 
8 0 0 
1700 
3 6 8 0 0 
14700 
7 0 0 
7 1 0 0 
3 5 0 0 
'commie ' tern 1 2 0 0 
Razorbill 
Guillemot 
Razor/Guill 
Little Auk 
Puffin 
0 
15500 
15500 
0 
0 
145700 
Aug-Sep 
0 
10 
1 1 4 1 0 0 
9500 
20 
2300 
10 
600 
2000 
50 
1100 
4 0 0 
2 4 6 0 0 
5000 
6 9 0 0 
6 4 0 0 
900 
10100 
100 
3 9 5 0 0 
3 9 6 0 0 
0 
100 
2 2 3 7 0 0 
Oct-Nov 
2 0 0 0 
3200 
4 3 4 0 0 
19900 
4 0 0 
4 9 0 0 
80 
300 
800 
10700 
2 1 9 0 0 
2 9 9 0 0 
15300 
5 1 9 0 0 
3 5 3 0 0 
5 3 1 0 0 
10 
10 
13500 
1 3 3 8 0 0 
147300 
7 0 0 
7 0 0 
4 4 1 8 0 0 
Dec-Jan 
7400 
8900 
15300 
1600 
16000 
5 0 0 0 0 
20 
0 
200 
3800 
10300 
6 0 8 0 0 
8 0 0 
117700 
7 1 5 0 0 
3 2 9 0 0 
10 
0 
18900 
8 0 7 0 0 
9 9 6 0 0 
900 
100 
4 9 7 8 0 0 
Feb-Mar 
5800 
13700 
110800 
12300 
16800 
55000 
2300 
0 
200 
2200 
10000 
29100 
9300 
101300 
3 2 8 0 0 
7 4 6 0 0 
300 
10 
2 1 9 0 0 
8 7 1 0 0 
109000 
4 0 0 0 
3500 
5 7 4 1 0 0 
Apr-May 
700 
50 
4 4 3 0 0 
3600 
190 
4 7 5 0 0 
4 5 0 
10 
100 
4 9 0 0 
3100 
3400 
57900 
3 9 7 0 0 
5600 
16900 
5900 
4 0 0 0 
3100 
4 7 8 0 0 
50900 
200 
800 
2 9 0 2 0 0 
Maximum 
7400 
13700 
114100 
19900 
100000 
135000 
13000 
600 
2000 
10700 
2 1 9 0 0 
6 0 8 0 0 
5 7 9 0 0 
117700 
(71500 
7 4 6 0 0 
5900 
10100 
2 1 9 0 0 
133800 
4 0 0 0 
3500 
5 7 4 1 0 0 
Dec-Jan 
Feb-Mar 
Aug-Sep 
Oct-Nov 
Feb 1993 
Feb 1993 
Feb 1992 
Aug-Sep 
Aug-Sep 
Oct-Nov 
Oct-Nov 
Dec-Jan 
Apr-May 
Dec-Jan 
Dec-Jan) 
Feb-Mar 
Apr-May 
Aug-Sep 
Feb-Mar 
Oct-Nov 
Feb-Mar 
Feb-Mar 
Feb-Mar 
% 
19.5 
13.7 
1.1 
2.2 
3.3 
10.4 
1.3 
1.1 
7.4 
14.3 
0.4 
3.8 
12.9 
8.4 
2 7.4 
0.9 
3.9 
35.1 
0.9 
1.7 
0.4 
0.0 
1
 Calculated for Red-throated Diver, 9 6 . 2 % of all divers 
2
 Calculated for estimate over October-November (35,300) 
3
 Calculated for Common Tern, 9 1 . 4 % of all 'commie' terns 
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4.1 DIVERS 
In the southern North Sea, divers are passage 
migrants and winter visitors of coastal waters. 
Four species of divers have been observed. Red-
throated Diver and Black-throated Diver, further 
referred to here as 'small divers' were common. 
Unfortunately, winter-plumage individuals are 
often diff icult to identify to species (60 .6% iden-
t i f ied; n = 3 8 2 8 , appendix 1). Distribution maps 
were prepared in which results for both species 
were combined, but the proportions of Red- and 
Black-throated Divers were assessed by using the 
relative abundance of each species whenever this 
was considered appropriate. 
Red-throated Diver Gavia stellata 
Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica 
In summer and early autumn (June-September) 
small divers were rare (6 individuals observed; no 
maps), but between October and May both Red-
throated Divers and Black-throated Divers were 
frequently observed in inshore waters, particularly 
off the Wadden Sea islands and in the Voordelta. 
Numbers in coastal waters peaked in December-
January (estimated at 10 ,200 individuals). Small 
divers were comparatively numerous further off-
shore during early spring migration (February-
March, estimated at 3 0 0 0 individuals; table 4.2). 
In October-November, low densities were found 
(figure 4.1). Most sightings were near the shore, 
but further offshore, small numbers occurred, 
indicating that migration also occurs across the 
North Sea, rather than just along the eastern 
seaboard. Highest densities were recorded off the 
Wadden Sea islands and in the Voordelta. Of 288 
small divers identified to species in October-No-
vember, only 8 individuals were Black-throated 
Divers (2.8%). Distribution patterns are well in 
accordance w i th those from aerial surveys in 
these months {#1), but estimates of total num-
bers in the Dutch sector (2000 from ship-based 
surveys, 500 from aerial surveys) were quite 
different. 
In early winter, more divers have arrived from the 
northerly breeding grounds. The highest densities 
in December-January were found along the Wad-
den Sea islands and in the Voordelta (figure 4.2). 
Substantial numbers occurred at the Vlaamse 
Banken (cf. Seys 1993) . Of 945 small divers 
which were identif ied, 3 .7% were Black-throated 
56 -
October-November 
no birds 
0.1 - 0.9 
1.0 -1.9 
2.0 - 3.9 
> 4.0 / km» 
Figure 4.1 Distribution of small divers, 
October-November (n= 214) 
Divers. In these months, numbers in the study 
area were estimated at 10 ,100 individuals of 
which 9800 were Red-throated Divers (approxi-
mately 1 8 % of the NW European population; table 
4.3). An estimated 7400 small divers occurred in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea (table 4.4). 
The peak numbers found in these months coin-
cide wi th mass movements seen from coastal 
sites during seawatching (#4) and high numbers 
of staging divers seen from the shore in the Voor-
delta (Ouweneel 1993a). It is generally thought 
that winter movements recorded during seawat-
ching are mainly short distance f l ights, caused by 
disturbance (shipping) or a response to compensa-
te for tidal drift, rather than migration. Ship-based 
surveys confirm the presence of a substantial win-
tering population. Results of aerial surveys sugge-
sted a considerably wider distribution off the 
coast, w i th frequent occurrences at over 10 km 
from the shore (#1), a result, not corroborated by 
ship-based surveys. Part of this difference may be 
related to differences in effort in the offshore 
2 0 Divers 
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of small divers, 
December-January (n = 834) 
Breeveertien area. With more local effort in the 
aerial surveys the chance of detecting very low 
densities are better. However, also from aerial 
surveys, divers appeared more equally distributed 
along the entire coastline, whereas ship-based 
surveys (and seawatching data) indicated the pre-
sence of comparatively large numbers off the 
Wadden Sea islands and in the Voordelta. From 
aerial surveys it was concluded that approximate-
ly 1 9 0 0 divers occurred in Dutch waters in these 
months. 
In February and March, more divers were found 
off the mainland coast, indicating the onset of 
spring migration (figure 4.3) . However, highest 
densities were still observed in the Vlaamse Ban-
ken area and off the easternmost Wadden Sea 
islands (Schiermonnikoog, Rottum, Borkum). Of 
1045 divers which were identified to species, 
2 . 9 % were Black-throated Divers. Seawatching 
data have shown that the peak of spring migra-
tion of Red-throated Divers along the Dutch coast 
Figure 4.3 Distribution of small divers, 
February-March (n= 927) 
is in these months (#4). Divers were compara-
tively numerous at greater distances from the 
coast (estimate offshore waters 3 0 0 0 individuals; 
table 4.2). In the Dutch sector of the North Sea, 
5800 small divers were estimated to occur (table 
4.4). The main difference between results of ae-
rial surveys and ship-based surveys is again a 
much narrower distribution pattern as derived 
from the latter, much more restricted to coastal 
waters than indicated by Baptist & Wolf (1993) . 
This is probably partly related to higher effort in 
the aerial surveys (#1). 
Numbers of divers in April and May were small. 
Offshore records were now comparatively fre-
quent, while densities in inshore waters were 
generally very low (figure 4.4). Of 60 divers 
which could be identified, 8 individuals were 
Black-throated Divers (13.3%). Seawatching has 
also shown that Black-throated Divers are compa-
ratively numerous in April and May (#3, Van der 
Ham 1987 , #4). In these months, Black-throated 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of small divers, 
April-May (n= 35) 
Divers wintering south of the study area move 
towards the German Bight, where high numbers 
occur in late spring (Skov et al. 1994). Compared 
to results f rom aerial surveys, the distribution 
pattern of divers in April and May is equally frag-
mented w i th low densities in coastal waters. 
Estimates for the Dutch sector from ship-based 
and aerial surveys were similar (700 and 600 
individuals respectively). 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea is an important wintering area for Red-throa-
ted Divers. Of a NW European/ Greenlandic bree-
ding population of 75 ,000 Red-throated Divers 
(Rose & Scott 1994) , as many as 1 8 . 4 % were 
found with in the study area in winter. The esti-
mated 10 ,200 divers wintering in Dutch and 
Belgian waters are part of the very important 
wintering population in the southeastern North 
Sea, which was only recently fully appreciated 
(Skov e t al. 1994) . Small numbers of Black-throa-
ted Divers, Great Northern Divers and White-billed 
Divers were observed. Most divers occur near the 
shore, mainly wi th in 20 km from the coast, and 
because divers are highly vulnerable to oil polluti-
on this area requires special protection (aerial sur-
veillance for oil slicks, clean-up operations, ship-
ping lanes away from the coast). Divers are very 
shy birds which are diff icult to count because 
they readily take off for approaching vessels and 
may leave the strip-transect well before being 
detected. The majority of our surveys in the coas-
tal waters in winter were in fact dedicated sur-
veys, w i th slightly changed methods (constant 
watch by binoculars ahead). This was needed to 
assess total wintering numbers in Dutch coastal 
waters more accurately (cf. Skov etat. 1994) . Be-
cause divers cannot be identified on the species 
level from the air, aerial surveys are a less eff i-
cient tool . 
Seawatching data are important to monitor 
annual f luctuations in numbers and appear rather 
accurate as a means to locate (nearshore) high 
density areas (Meininger 1987 , #3 , #4). However, 
specific identification is usually very diff icult 
(1980-89 1 4 % identified, n = 136 ,864 ; #4) . Sea-
watching data showed that numbers of divers 
gradually build up from late September to mid-
December, remain high up to early March, and 
subsequently decline. Between years, the num-
bers observed have fluctuated considerably. Ho-
wever, systematic seawatching since 1972 has 
demonstrated that the overall numbers in winter 
have increased since the early 1 980s and compa-
risons between numbers counted during 1 980-89 
and during 1 974-79 have shown that numbers off 
the Wadden Sea islands have at least doubled, 
and off the mainland coast have even tripled or 
quadrupled (#4). 
Diver strandings, on the other hand, have decli-
ned since the early 1 970s (and particularly since 
the 1950s and 1960s), despite consistently high 
oil rates in divers on our coasts (#2, 1992 , Camp-
huysen & Van Franeker 1992) . The decline was 
mainly attributed to a comparatively extensive 
control of coastal waters for oil pollution as com-
pared to offshore waters. It is possible, however, 
that substantially larger numbers occurred in 
Dutch waters in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Great Northern Diver Gavia immer 
White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii 
Great Northern Diver (13) and White-billed Diver 
(1) were rare (figure 4.5) . Most Great Northern 
Divers were seen near the coast, but the number 
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Figure 4.5 Sightings of Great Northern Divers 
C, n= 13) and White-billed Divers (o, n= 1), 
January-December 
of large divers compared to the number of small 
divers (0 .4%, n = 3878) was considerably larger 
than could be expected from coastal sightings 
(1980-89 0 . 0 4 % , n = 1 3 6 , 9 3 1 ; cf. #4). This 
could indicate that Great Northern Divers stay 
slightly further offshore than the small divers. 
4 .2 GREBES 
Figure 4.6 Distribution of Great Crested Grebes, 
October-November (n= 108) 
Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus 
In summer and early autumn (April-September) 
Great Crested Grebes were rarely seen at sea (7 
individuals observed; no maps). Small numbers 
arrived at sea in October, but high numbers were 
only found in the winter months (table 4.1) . Be-
tween February and March as many as 2 1 , 1 0 0 
Great Crested Grebes were estimated to occur in 
Dutch waters. All but very few were found in the 
coastal zone. 
Four species of grebes were observed during ship-
based surveys in the southern North Sea, but only 
one, the Great Crested Grebe was numerous in 
coastal waters in winter. Three species of grebes 
breed in the Netherlands, one of which, the Little 
Grebe is rarely recorded at sea and not at all du-
ring surveys reported here. Breeding and non-
breeding species alike, however, are mainly win-
ter visitors of the coastal zone (mainly October-
March). 
In autumn (October-November), low densities of 
grebes occurred off the Wadden Sea islands and 
the Voordelta (figure 4.6) . Moderate to high den-
sities were found closely inshore near the Brou-
wersdam. Along most of the mainland coast not a 
single grebe was found. In total , it was estimated 
that approximately 3600 Great Crested Grebes 
occurred in Dutch waters in these months. From 
seawatching results it is known that significant 
(southward) passages off the Dutch coast were 
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Figure 4.7 Distribution of Great Crested Grebes, 
December-January (n= 1156) 
Figure 4.8 Distribution of Great Crested Grebes, 
February-March (n= 1876) 
usually not recorded before late October (#4). 
Numbers seen f lying by were found to increase 
rapidly in November, but were still small. S t a n -
dings of (oiled) grebes in autumn were rare (#2). 
In the first half of winter (December-January), 
Great Crested Grebes were found closely inshore 
along most of the Dutch and Belgian coast, w i th 
highest densities in the southernmost regions 
(figure 4.7) . The numbers found in these months 
in coastal waters, estimated 17 ,800 individuals 
(8900 of which occurred wi th in the Dutch sector; 
table 4 .4) , are in agreement w i th high numbers 
observed from sea watching sites (#4). Large 
differences between years occurred, however, in 
response to winter conditions (Camphuysen & 
Derks 1989) . Cold rushes and large concentrati-
ons of grebes which may occur in our waters in 
severe winters were not recorded during these 
ship-based surveys. Coastal observations indica-
ted that wintering numbers in Dutch coastal wa-
ters can be a lot higher under extreme conditions. 
In February-March, overall densities along the 
mainland coast and westernmost Wadden Sea 
islands were slightly higher, but numbers off 
Belgium and in the Voordelta appeared to have 
declined (figure 4.8) . The estimate of total num-
bers in coastal waters in these months was even 
higher than in the previous period (21 ,100 indivi-
duals, 1 3 ,700 of which were found in the Dutch 
sector; table 4.4) . Similar to the early winter 
months, were large differences in numbers at sea 
between years in response to severe weather 
conditions (Camphuysen & Derks 1989 , #4) . 
Great Crested Grebe strandings peaked in Februa-
ry and March, particularly in severe winters, and 
often involved substantial numbers of starved 
grebes (#2). Seawatching data showed that 
northward movements along the coast predomi-
nated in March, indicating the return of grebes to 
the breeding areas (#4). In accordance w i th sea-
watching data, hardly any grebes were observed 
at sea after March. 
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Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea is of international importance as a wintering 
area for Great Crested Grebes, being frequented 
by at least 1 0 % of the NW European wintering 
population (table 4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 1994) and 
probably rather more than that in severe winters. 
In winter, substantial numbers were found in 
Belgian waters. A common feature of important 
areas for wintering Great Crested Grebes in NW 
Europe is the proximity of large fresh water bo-
dies. This premise is well met by the suitably 
located Usselmeer and Delta waters, both impor-
tant wintering areas for grebes (Adriaensen 1 993 , 
Meininger et al. 1994 , Skov et al. 1994) . Win-
tering numbers in the Netherlands have increased 
in recent years, mainly because grebes breeding 
in NW Europe changed habits f rom a principally 
migratory species to residents (Adriaensen et al. 
1993) . Peak numbers of Great Crested Grebes 
wintering on fresh water in the Netherlands, ap-
proximately 18 ,000 individuals of which 14 ,000 
in the Delta, were recorded in 1986 (Van den 
Bergh 1988) . Extreme winter conditions may 
force all these birds to move to sea (Camphuysen 
& Derks 1989) and the coastal zone deserves 
therefore special protection in severe winters, 
similar to that for divers in 'normal ' years. Inshore 
oil incidents have demonstrated the vulnerability 
of Great Crested Grebes for oil pollution (Camp-
huysen et al. 1988) . High mortali ty rates were 
found during beached bird surveys in severe win-
ters, such as in 1979 (#2, Camphuysen & Derks 
1989) , w i th comparatively few oiled casualties. 
Most of these birds are starved to death and this 
indicates that the coastal zone is a poor alternati-
ve for grebes wintering inland, or that cold-rushes 
towards the sea are sometimes carried out too 
late. 
As in ship-based surveys, most grebes seen 
from the air were found near the coast (#1). A 
direct comparison between the t w o methods is 
impossible, because densities of Great Crested 
Grebes were not given from aerial surveys. The 
design of the aerial surveys consists of alongsho-
re transect lines, wh ich does not permit a valua-
ble estimate of this nearshore species. It appears 
from aerial counts that rather more grebes occur-
red off the mainland coast than off the Delta, an 
aspect which is not corroborated by ship-based 
surveys. Results of ship-based surveys are in 
broad agreement w i th seawatching results, consi-
dering seasonal patterns, spatial distribution and 
relative abundance of the four species under 
consideration in this report. Obviously, grebes are 
Figure 4.9 Sightings of Red-necked Grebes, 
January-December (•, n= 33) 
restricted to waters very near the coast, mainly 
wi th in five km from the shore. Therefore, seawat-
ching is an important and comparatively cheap 
method of monitoring the presence of grebes in 
Dutch waters. 
Red-necked Grebe Podiceps griseigena 
Red-necked Grebes were scarce (33 individuals 
recorded) and occurred mainly between November 
and March. This species was only observed close 
inshore, but on average slightly further to the 
north (mainland coast of Noord-Holland, Texel and 
Vlieland) than Great Crested Grebes (figure 4.9) . 
From seawatching data, however, it can be con-
cluded that the occurrence of this species in 
Dutch coastal waters in less a winter phenome-
non than in the Great Crested Grebe (#4). These 
sightings confirm that Red-necked Grebes are 
more numerous along the mainland coast of 
Noord-Holland and particularly off the Wadden 
Sea islands than further to the south. From ship-
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Figure 4.10 Sightings of Slavonian Grebes {•, 
n = 7), Black-necked Grebes (o, n= 1) and 
unidentified small grebes (shaded, n = 4), 
January-December 
based surveys and seawatching data it is unlikely 
that more than a f ew hundred Red-necked Grebes 
occur in Dutch coastal waters at any t ime (less 
than 1 % of the NW European wintering populati-
on; Rose & Scott 1994) . Red-necked Grebes oc-
cur concentrated at some locations in the Delta 
area (Ouweneel 1985 , 1990 , Meininger et al. 
1994) . Clearly, Dutch North Sea coasts are not of 
international importance for this species. Red-
necked Grebes wash ashore annually, but usually 
in very small numbers (#2). In severe winters, 
strandings occur more frequently because winte-
ring numbers are higher {cf. Chandler 1981) . 
Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus 
Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis 
Small grebes, most of which were identified as 
Slavonian Grebes, were rare and mainly occured 
inshore between December and April (figure 
4 .10) . Most records were off the Wadden Sea 
islands which is in agreement w i th seawatching 
data for Slavonian Grebes (#3, #4). A distinct 
peak in numbers recorded during seawatching in 
late April and early May, caused by spring migra-
tion and mainly found along the mainland coast of 
Noord-Holland, is not reflected in data f rom ship-
based surveys. Small grebes, w i th t w o t imes as 
many Slavonian Grebes as Black-necked Grebes, 
wash ashore in very small numbers in the Nether-
lands and mainly in severe winters (#2). Slavonian 
and Black-necked Grebes occur concentrated at 
various locations in the Wadden Sea and in the 
Voordelta (Ouweneel 1989a, 1993b, SOVON 
1987 , Meininger et al. 1994 , H. Wit te pers. 
comm.). Considering ship-based surveys, seawat-
ching results and beached bird surveys, it is unli-
kely that internationally important numbers of 
these small grebes winter in Dutch coastal waters 
at any t ime. 
4.3 TUBENOSES 
Seven species were observed during ship-based 
surveys of which t w o , Black-browed Albatross 
and Balearic Shearwater, only once. The only 
common species of this group was the Fulmar, a 
species which was numerous throughout the year 
in the offshore zone. Shearwaters and storm 
petrels were mainly observed in late summer and 
autumn. 
Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanophris 
An adult Black-browed Albatross was observed 
ca. 1 2 nautical miles north of Schiermonnikoog in 
the German sector of the North Sea on 5 October 
1988 (Offringa & Witbaard 1990) . A sighting of 
this species was to be expected, as one has fre-
quented colonies of Gannets on Bass Rock (Wa-
terston 1968) and Hermaness (Shetland; Suther-
land & Brooks 1 979) since the late 1 960s . Black-
browed Albatrosses, or at least birds belonging to 
the genus Diomedea, have been reported on se-
veral other occasions in or near the study area; 
one off Castricum, 22 Oct 1971 (Slings 1981) 
and one off Camperduin (Noord-Holland) on 30 
Nov 1980 (#4). Offshore records include one at 
the Doggersbank (photographed by a fisherman 
on 21 May 1988 ; Brit. Birds 8 1 : 480) and one 
near Helgoland on 7 May 1991 (Leopold et al. in 
prep). In the North Sea at large, tens of records of 
this species have been made [e.g. Lippens & Wille 
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1986 , Dymond et al. 1989) . Indications that more 
than one individual visited NW Europe in recent 
years were that one was found dead in Spain 
(December 1987 ; Seabird Group Newsletter 51), 
and a record of t w o birds f lying together (Dy-
mond et at. 1989) . 
Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis 
The Fulmar is one of the commonest seabirds in 
the North Sea. It is widespread and occurs year-
round, particularly in the offshore zone. Generally, 
moderate to high densities occurred north of 
5 3 ° N and in water of over 20m depth. Breeding 
numbers along the coast of East England and on 
Helgoland (German Bight) increased rapidly. Of a 
North Sea population of ca. 310 ,000 couples, 
only some 3 5 0 0 pairs nest south of 5 6 ° N (Lloyd 
et al. 1 9 9 1 , Hüppop 1992) . A dark and a light 
morph can be recognized in this species. Light 
phase birds (coded LL according to Van Franeker 
& Wattel 1982) were routinely separated from 
'coloured' individuals (coded L, D or DD) whene-
ver possible. 'Coloured' individuals are of arctic 
origin (mainly East Greenland, Svalbard, and Bear 
Island) and the proportion of 'coloured' birds was 
used to illustrate the arrival and departure of birds 
f rom outside the North Sea wi th in the study area. 
In summer, June-July, moderate to high densities 
were found off the mainland coast of Noord-Hol-
land, in the Friese Front region and further to the 
NW (figure 4 .11) . Fulmars were most abundant in 
the Doggersbank area. Low densities were found 
at Nordschillgrund, north of the Wadden Sea 
islands and in the south end of the study area. 
'Coloured' Fulmars were rare (0 .23%, n = 
11 ,287 ; table 4 .5) . It was estimated that some 
125 ,000 Fulmars were present in the southern 
North Sea this t ime of year, 3 0 0 0 of which were 
in the coastal zone (table 4.2) . For the Dutch 
sector of the North Sea, nearly 60 ,000 Fulmars 
were estimated to occur (table 4.4). Numbers of 
stranded Fulmars in the Netherlands peak in this 
period (#2). Mid-summer mass strandings are a 
well known, but unexplained phenomenon in the 
Netherlands, usually of unoiled, starved, light 
phase (LL) birds. The last stranding of this kind on 
record was in June 1991 (NZG/NSO unpubl. da-
ta). The distribution pattern described from aerial 
surveys was, considering differences in observer 
effort and coverage, remarkably similar (#1). The 
estimate of total numbers in the Dutch sector 
from aerial surveys was ca. 12 ,000 individuals. 
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Figure 4.11 Distribution of Fulmar, 
June-July (n= 2950) 
Numbers increased considerably in late summer 
(August-September) to nearly 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 individuals 
(table 4.2), 114 ,000 of which were found with in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea (table 4.4) . 
High densities were now found in the Nord-
schillgrund area and scattered over the Dutch 
sector of the North Sea (figure 4 .12) . Moderate to 
high densities were recorded scattered over the 
Southern Bight. Low densities were found in the 
coastal strip, but steaming an hour away from the 
coast was normally sufficient to reach waters rich 
in Fulmars. Fulmars were rather scarce at the 
Vlaamse Banken and in the Voordelta and very 
low numbers occurred north of the Wadden Sea 
islands. The fraction of 'coloured' Fulmars was 
still very low in August, but increased gradually to 
0 .5% in September (table 4.5) . Large groups of 
Fulmars were observed associated w i th fishing 
vessels in August. Of 3 4 trawlers studied, 3 2 . 4 % 
were joined by over 100 Fulmars (Camphuysen 
1 993a). One boat, just over 100 km NW of Texel, 
was joined by more than 1000 Fulmars. Strong 
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Figure 4.12 Distribution of Fulmar, 
August-September (n= 5197) 
westerly winds in September repeatedly led to 
mass movements of Fulmars along the mainland 
coast of Noord-Holland and off the Wadden Sea 
islands (#4). Fulmar passage was usually insignifi-
cant near the mainland coast of Zuid-Holland and 
in the Voordelta. A mass stranding occurred in 
August 1 987 , when many Fulmars washed asho-
re at the mainland coast. The stranding coincided 
w i th a wreck of juvenile Kit t iwakes, but the state 
of primary moult in most Fulmar casualties indica-
ted that this crash could not be attributed to 
post-fledging mortal i ty (#2). Baptist & Wolf 
(1993) found the highest densities of Fulmars in 
the Oestergronden and, similar to the results of 
ship-based surveys, concluded that Fulmars were 
scarce in the coastal strip, north of the Wadden 
Sea islands and in the Voordelta. It was estima-
ted f rom these surveys that around 8 0 , 0 0 0 Ful-
mars occurred in the Dutch sector. 
In October-November, the period when storm-
riding Fulmars were most frequently seen at coas-
Figure 4.13 Distribution of Fulmar, 
October-November (n= 1703) 
tal sites in the Netherlands (#3, #4) , numbers at 
sea had fallen dramatically. An estimated 8 6 , 8 0 0 
Fulmars were present in the southern North Sea 
(table 4.2) , the majority of which occurred north 
of 5 3 ° N in relatively clear Central North Sea wa-
ter (figure 4.13) and only 4 3 , 4 0 0 were found in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea (table 4 .4) . The 
proportion of 'coloured' Fulmars increased abrupt-
ly in this period, and the 'winter- level ' of approxi-
mately 2 .5 -3 .0% was reached in November (table 
4.5) . The drop in numbers at sea is less obvious in 
distribution patterns from aerial surveys (#1) but 
the estimated numbers for these months were 
6 0 % lower than those in previous months (ca. 
33 ,500 individuals. Other than in ship-based sur-
veys. Fulmars were found much further to the 
south in substantial numbers. Densities of stran-
ded Fulmars are normally lowest in November 
(#2). 
In winter, December-January, the offshore zone 
was not well studied during ship-based surveys 
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Figure 4.14 Distribution of Fulmar, 
December-January (n= 7301 
north of 5 4 ° N . Moderate to high densities occur-
red at scattered locations in the Southern Bight 
and even at the Vlaamse Banken substantial num-
bers were found (figure 4 .14) . As usual, the coas-
tal zone was not particularly rich in Fulmars. The 
proportion of 'coloured' Fulmars peaked in De-
cember (2 .9%, table 4.5) and subsequently decli-
ned. Mass movements of Fulmars along the coast 
occurred at this t ime of year, but were not very 
frequent (#4). Strandings are normally at a low 
level in winter (#2). Aerial surveys of the Dutch 
part of the North Sea resulted in a much the 
same pattern as in the previous period, w i th low 
densities near the coast, a widespread occurrence 
offshore and highest densities in the NW (#1). 
Fulmars were again widespread, and penetrated 
deep into the Southern Bight, in February-March 
(figure 4 .15) . Around 180 ,000 Fulmars were esti-
mated to be wi th in the study area (table 4.2) and 
high numbers could be seen anywhere, except in 
the coastal strip. The Bruine Bank area, Oester-
Figure 4.15 Distribution of Fulmar, 
February-March (n= 3992) 
gronden and Nordschillgrund were regions in 
which high densities occurred frequently. The 
Dutch sector of the North Sea accounted for ca. 
111 ,000 Fulmars (table 4.4). Just over 2 % of all 
Fulmars in February were 'coloured', but this 
figure dropped sharply in March (table 4.5). The 
entire Southern Bight was studied in February 
1 993 as part of an international study of scaven-
ging seabirds in the North Sea. That year, it was 
estimated that 720 ,000 Fulmars occurred in the 
North Sea proper, 86 ,000 of which were found in 
the Southern Bight (51 °N , 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N ; Camphuysen 
et al. 1993). Fulmars were abundant at t rawlers, 
as far south as the Channel. From seawatching 
sites, Fulmars were only reported in substantial 
numbers during strong westerly winds (#4). Stran-
ded numbers were usually very small at this t ime 
of year (#2), but a mass stranding of Fulmars on 
Texel, the mainland coast and the Delta, many of 
which were oiled, occurred late February 1988 . 
This wreck coincided w i th unusually high numbers 
of stranded Puffins Fratercula arctica and Razor-
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Figure 4.16 Distribution of Fulmar, 
April-May <n= 1954) 
bills Alca torda. The most massive Fulmar wreck 
on record took place in February 1962 , when 
nearly 2 4 0 0 Fulmars washed ashore in the Ne-
therlands (J.J.C. Tanis in Pashby & Cudworth 
1 969) , as part of a major wreck which was wi t -
nessed in all North Sea countries. Most of these 
birds were unoiled but starved to death, w i th 
extremely high proportions of 'coloured' indivi-
duals in most countries (Pashby & Cudworth 
1969) . Fulmars were widespread during aerial 
surveys in the area, but were absent in a wide 
area along the coast (#1). The estimate of total 
numbers in the Dutch sector derived from this 
source was 2 7 , 5 0 0 individuals. Moderate to high 
densities were found around the Bruine Bank and 
north of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N . 
In April-May, high densities occurred at the Outer 
Silver Pit and in places around the Doggersbank. 
Low densities were recorded in the Nord-
schillgrund and Oestergronden and moderate 
densities to the northwest of Texel and off the 
Table 4.5 Monthly samples and proportion of light 
phase ILL) and 'coloured' (L, D or DD) Fulmars 
in the southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.5 Maandelijkse steekproeven en het aan-
deel lichte fase (LL) en 'gekleurde' IL, D en DD) 
Noordse Stormvogels in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 
1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
LL 
1590 
3 1 8 6 
3 2 4 4 
2 6 2 4 
2843 
7485 
3776 
6901 
2833 
3239 
4 1 2 4 
878 
42 ,722 
L, D, DD 
33 
71 
39 
9 
9 
20 
6 
14 
16 
4 0 
108 
27 
391 
% col 
2.1 
2.2 
1.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 
0.5 
1.2 
2.6 
2.9 
0.9 
sample 
1623 
3 2 5 7 
3 2 8 2 
2 6 3 3 
2 8 5 2 
7505 
3 7 8 2 
6915 
2 8 4 9 
3278 
4 2 3 2 
905 
4 3 , 1 1 2 
mainland coast (figure 4 .16) . The overall picture is 
one of patches of birds offshore and very low 
densities near the coast. Estimates of total num-
bers were still in the range of 120 ,000 Fulmars 
for the entire area (table 4.2), 4 4 , 3 0 0 for the 
Dutch sector alone (table 4.4), and the proportion 
of 'coloured' Fulmars was back at the summer 
low of 0 . 3% (table 4.5). Along the coast, Fulmars 
are often seen in small numbers as 'prospectors' 
(birds flying towards land in a straight line, circling 
over the dunes for some t ime and sett ing off to 
sea again; #3). Mass strandings took place fre-
quently in April and May, usually involving unoi-
led, starved, light phase birds (#2). A large scale 
wreck was witnessed in Apri l /May 1 9 7 5 , whereas 
large numbers of Fulmars that washed ashore in 
May 1985 were covered in oil. From aerial sur-
veys it was also concluded that Fulmars were 
scarce in the coastal strip, w i th moderate to high 
densities at Bruine Bank, west of Noord-Holland 
and to the SE of the Doggersbank. The estimate 
of total numbers in the Dutch sector was 30 ,500 
individuals (#1 ). 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea is an area w i th a large number of Fulmars, of 
which highest densities occur in relatively clear 
Central North Sea water, north of 53 °N and west 
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of 6 °E (figures 4 .11-17) . Peak numbers are in the 
range of 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 individuals of which the majori-
ty belongs to the (boreal) light phase (ca. 9 7 % in 
winter, 9 9 . 7 % in summer). The contribution of 
birds of arctic origin is underestimated, because 
dark phase birds are only numerous in high arctic 
colonies (Van Franeker & Wattel 1982) . Fulmars 
f rom West Greenland, Iceland, Faeroe and Jan 
Mayen cannot be recognized at sea. 
Ship-based and aerial surveys alike, show that 
Fulmars are a common offshore species in the 
southern North Sea. High numbers can be seen in 
places, often in association w i th fishing vessels. 
The distribution and relative abundance of Ful-
mars were in fact quite unpredictable. A t t imes, 
large areas appeared totally deserted whereas 
Fulmars could stream into the region wi thout any 
obvious underlying reason. Observations on gas 
production platforms in winter 1984 /85 demon-
strated massive differences between consecutive 
days in the same area (Platteeuw et al. 1985) . To 
compare distribution patterns derived from diffe-
rent sources in detail is therefore diff icult. High 
densities encountered on single flights or cruises 
have influenced the overall pattern considerably 
and these patches could occur virtually everywhe-
re (but mainly in the NW). Seawatching data had 
little value when predicting the relative abundan-
ce of Fulmars at sea (cf. #4). Fulmars could be 
numerous at only 5 km away from the coast whi-
le seawatching records were scarce and the re-
verse could also be true. 
Fulmars were commonly observed as scaven-
gers at commercial trawlers in the southern North 
Sea (Camphuysen 1993a, Camphuysen et al. 
1993) . Fulmars were seen scavenging throughout 
the year, but more frequently and in larger num-
bers in late summer. Most Fulmars were reported 
in August, when 11 trawlers in the offshore zone 
were fo l lowed by over 100 Fulmars (32 .4% of all 
trawlers studied, n = 34) . The largest number of 
Fulmars at a trawler was recorded on 23 August 
1990 (1000 individuals). The overall patterns of 
trawler distribution and Fulmar distribution did not 
always match. For instance, trawler densities are 
usually very high near the coast, but Fulmars 
hardly join them here (Camphuysen 1993a). Obvi-
ously, the Fulmar is of minor importance as a 
scavenger behind trawlers in the coastal zone: 
scavenging Fulmars occurred mainly over 20km 
from the coast ( 94 .6%, n = 92). As a dominating 
species ( > 5 0 % of all scavengers observed be-
hind a particular fishing vessel), Fulmars were 
mainly found in waters at over 50km from the 
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Figure 4.17 Sightings of Sooty (•, n = 29) and 
Manx Shearwaters (o, n= 12; Balearic Shear-
water shaded), January-December 
Dutch coast. Only off Texel and Noord-Holland, 
Fulmars were frequently found dominating be-
tween 20 and 50km from the coast. Larger flocks 
of Fulmars ( > 5 0 individuals) were rather scarce 
off the Delta area, although scores of several tens 
were reported a few t imes. 
The vulnerability of Fulmars to oil pollution is 
usually considered rather low, mainly because of 
its large population size and aerial lifestyle (Carter 
et al. 1993). However, Fulmars do suffer from 
chronic oil pollution in the southern North Sea, 
wi th on average 6 8 . 0 % of stranded birds being oil 
fouled (#2). Besides, mass strandings of clean, 
unoiled Fulmars were typical late spring and sum-
mer phenomena and these remain unexplained. 
Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus 
Most Sooty Shearwaters were seen in autumn 
(July-November), w i th singles in May and Decem-
ber. Records were scattered over the study area, 
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but were mainly located well offshore (figure 
4 .17) . A t seawatching sites, most Sooty Shear-
waters are recorded between late August and 
mid-November, mostly during strong westerly 
winds in September and October #3 , #4). Aerial 
surveys produced only nine records: scattered 
sightings between 25 August and 3 November 
(#1). These authors suggested that most Sooty 
Shearwaters were associated w i th trawlers and 
suggest that individuals may have been missed 
among the huge numbers of Fulmars and large 
gulls scavenging at these boats. From ship-based 
surveys, however, only a single record of a Sooty 
Shearwater feeding at the periphery of a flock of 
scavengers is known. Further studies of scaven-
gers in the North Sea have demonstrated that 
Sooty Shearwaters are rather t imid birds at t raw-
lers, often being severely attacked by Fulmars, 
large gulls or Great Skuas. Solitary Sooty Shear-
waters wil l avoid competit ion w i th Fulmars and 
therefore do not join such mass-feedings delibera-
tely (Camphuysen 1993a). 
Manx Shearwater Puffinus p. puffinus 
Balearic Shearwater P. yelkouan mauretanicus 
Manx Shearwaters and a single Balearic Shear-
water, were very scarce and mainly occurred in 
between June and October (figure 4 .17) . Two 
individuals were observed on 17 February in 
rough seas north of Borkum. At coastal sites, 
Manx Shearwaters were usually less numerous 
than Sooty Shearwaters in autumn, (#3, #4) . In 
June, northward passage of Manx Shearwaters 
along seawatching sites at the mainland coast of 
Noord-Holland during strong westerlies is a well 
known phenomenon, w i th up to 1 50 individuals 
on a single day (#4). There were no records from 
boats in June wi th in the study area, but an analy-
sis of ESAS Database showed that Manx Shear-
waters penetrate deep into the North Sea in sum-
mer (Stone et al. in press). Aerial surveys produ-
ced four records of Manx Shearwaters (5 indivi-
duals, July-November; #1). 
Storm Petrel Hydrobates pelagicus 
A total number of 1 0 Storm Petrels during ship-
based surveys (figure 4.18) is a surprisingly high 
figure for a species which is so scarcely reported 
during seawatching from the coast (#3, #4). 
Ship-based surveys resulted in a ratio of 2.5 Le-
ach's Petrels : 1 Storm Petrel. On the coast, 
some 2.75 Leach's Petrels are found stranded on 
Figure 4.18 Sightings of Storm Petrels (•, n= 10) 
and Leach's Petrels (o, n= 25; shaded — un-
identified, n= 1), January-December 
each Storm Petrel (#2). In contrast, seawatching 
results in recent years have produced 1420 Le-
ach's Petrels compared to only 14 Storm Petrels 
(1980-89, 100 : 1 ; #4). Most records from ships 
in the southern North Sea were in late autumn 
and early winter, which suggests that these birds 
originate from Norway. In Britain, Storm Petrels 
mainly depart from their colonies in September-
November (Cramp & Simmons 1977) , whereas 
the nesting season just starts in autumn in nor-
thern Norway (Nygârd et al. 1987) . Interestingly, 
most strandings in the Netherlands are also rather 
late in the year (#2). In contrast, of 14 Storm 
Petrels recorded from seawatching sites between 
1980 and 1989, 13 individuals were observed 
during late August-early November (#4). 
Leach's Petrel Oceanodroma leucorhoa 
A total of 25 Leach's Petrels were recorded, most 
of which were seen in autumn (September-No-
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Figure 4.19 Distribution of Ganrtet, 
June-July (n= 133) 
vember). Sightings were scattered over the study 
area, normally well offshore, but mainly south of 
5 4 ° N (figure 4 .18) . The t iming of records mat-
ches records f rom coastal sites, where Leach's 
Petrels are frequently seen during strong westerly 
winds in autumn (#3, #4). 
4 .4 GANNET 
Gannet Su/a bassana 
Of Gannets, which occur throughout the year but 
in largest numbers in autumn in the southern 
North Sea, the nearest breeding colonies are 
found on Bempton Cliffs (East England, ca. 780 
nests) and on Helgoland (2 pairs in 1992 ; Lloyd et 
al. 1 9 9 1 , Hüppop 1992) . 
In summer, June-July, low densities of Gannets 
were found in the Doggersbank region and just to 
the NW of the Netherlands coast (figure 4.19) . 
Figure 4.20 Distribution of Gannet, 
August-September (n= 874) 
An estimated 5040 individuals occurred wi th in the 
study area, most of which were immatures 
( 8 2 . 1 % , n = 3 9 0 ; table 4.5), and including 3 4 0 
individuals in the coastal zone. In the Dutch sec-
tor, ca. 2700 Gannets were estimated to occur. 
From coastal sites, Gannets are reported frequent-
ly but only in small numbers in summer (#3, #4) . 
Most Gannets in these months are heading north, 
and the vast majority is immature (#3). The remai-
ning adults were probably non-breeding individu-
als, because breeding Gannets seldom feed at 
greater distances than ca. 150 km from their 
colony (Tasker et al. 1985a). Aerial surveys pro-
duced a slightly more regular pattern of low densi-
ties over the Dutch sector of the North Sea, w i th 
a lower estimate of total numbers (ca. 1500 ; #1). 
Numbers increased considerably in early autumn, 
August-September, and Gannets were widespread 
both offshore and in coastal waters (figure 4 .20) . 
Densities were generally low to moderate, but an 
estimated 16,700 Gannets were present in the 
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Figure 4.21 Distribution of Gannet, 
October-November (n = 1367) 
Figure 4.22 Distribution of Gannet, 
December-January (n= 981 
area (table 4.2) , nearly 9 5 0 0 of which were in 
the Dutch sector. Immatures predominated and 
juveniles occurred frequently ( 1 3 . 1 % , n = 2233) . 
In September, Gannets are numerous in coastal 
waters (#4). A majority is still heading north, but 
what is seen from coastal sites are probably 
mainly local movements of feeding individuals or 
corrections for wind-dri f t . Wind is only one factor 
underlying the presence of Gannets in autumn in 
coastal waters. Perhaps much more important, 
considering massive fluctuations in numbers be-
tween years, is the availability of young Herring in 
the upper water layers in combination w i th clear 
(calm) water (Leopold & Platteeuw 1987). Similar 
to ship-based surveys have sightings from the air 
resulted in a distribution pattern which showed 
low densities all over the study area, wi th the 
most distinct concentrations in the coastal zone. 
From aerial surveys for August-September, it was 
estimated that ca. 2 2 5 0 Gannets occurred in 
Dutch waters (#1 ). 
Peak numbers were found in October-November, 
when an estimated 35 ,900 Gannets occurred in 
the southern North Sea (nearly 1 0 % of the British 
breeding population), 20 ,000 of which were 
found in the Dutch sector. Immatures left the 
southern North Sea in these months for more 
southerly wintering areas, and the proportion of 
adults increased to 5 5 % in October and 8 3 % in 
November (table 4.5). Moderate to high densities 
occurred in places west of Texel and in the Dog-
gersbank area, but Gannets were widespread 
(figure 4.21). In the northeastern half of the study 
area, densities were generally quite low. October 
is normally a month in which large numbers of 
Gannets may occur in coastal waters, particularly 
during strong northwesterlies or in years rich in 
Herring (#3, Leopold & Platteeuw 1987). Similar 
to the results of ship-based surveys was the gra-
dual decline of numbers of immatures observed 
during seawatching in autumn (#3, Leopold & 
Platteeuw 1987). In November, just over half the 
Gannets reported during seawatching were adults. 
3 4 Ganne t 
According to aerial surveys, Gannets occurred 
everywhere in low densities, w i th scattered, small 
areas w i th moderate or high densities (#1). The 
overall estimate for October-November f rom this 
source is ca. 14 ,000 individuals. 
In winter, December-January, when the offshore 
zone was poorly covered, scattered low densities 
of Gannets were observed, most of which were 
adults (figure 4 . 2 2 , table 4.5) . Obviously, consi-
dering the distribution pattern and numbers in the 
Southern Bight, numbers have dropped markedly. 
Very closely inshore, Gannets were virtually ab-
sent, but an estimated 6 0 0 individuals still occur-
red in the coastal zone. A t seawatching sites, 
numbers of Gannets fell considerably in Decem-
ber. Records are infrequent and numbers are 
generally very small (#3, #4) . Similar to ship-ba-
sed surveys adults formed the majority of Gan-
nets seen in winter. Aerial surveys produced a 
more complete picture of Gannet distribution in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea and confirmed 
that numbers have fallen considerably since au-
tumn (#1). Estimates of numbers of Gannets in 
the Dutch sector in winter were in the range of 
2500 birds f rom aerial surveys, 1600 individuals 
from ship-based surveys. 
Gannets were still common in February-March, 
but there was a tendency of these birds to avoid 
the coastal strip nearest to the beach (figure 
4 .23) . North of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N , occasional low densi-
ties were recorded, whereas Gannets were wides-
pread and comparatively numerous in the Sout-
hern Bight. A t coastal sites, Gannets were nor-
mally scarce in February and only very gradually 
'recover' in March (#3, #4). The majority of the 
birds seen in these months are adults, both in 
ship-based surveys (table 4.5) and as seen from 
coastal sites. The distribution patterns derived 
from ship-based surveys and aerial surveys were 
very similar (#1). Estimates from ship-based sur-
veys for the Dutch sector in these months are 
much higher (12 ,300 Gannets) than from aerial 
surveys (ca. 2 6 5 0 individuals). A North Sea wide 
ship-based survey in February 1 993 produced an 
estimate of 3 5 0 0 Gannets south of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N and 
another 24 ,000 individuals between 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N and 
5 7 ° 3 0 ' N (west of 6 °E ; Camphuysen et al. 1993) . 
Scattered Gannets in low densities were found in 
the pre-breeding season, April-May (figure 4 .24) . 
The proportion of adults dropped rapidly from 
7 7 % in April to 1 9 % in May (table 4.5), indica-
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Figure 4.23 Distribution of Gannet, 
February-March (n= 525) 
ting that birds associated w i th colonies now left 
the southern North Sea. Very low numbers occur-
red in coastal waters (estimated at 200 individu-
als). A t seawatching sites, northward passage of 
small numbers of Gannets is normal and an incre-
asing proportion were immatures (#3, #4). Similar 
to ship-based surveys were scattered low densi-
ties, mainly offshore, in the aerial surveys (#1). 
Estimates of total numbers at sea in April-May 
were around 3000 Gannets, whereas the estimate 
derived f rom ship-based surveys for the Dutch 
sector in April-May was a quite similar: 3 6 0 0 
individuals. 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea is important for Gannets during southward 
migration in autumn, and as a wintering area for 
adults. The age composit ion of Gannets in Dutch 
waters, as derived from ship-based surveys, com-
pares well w i th results obtained at seawatching 
sites in the 1970s (#3). A numeric predominance 
of adults in winter (Nov-Apr) and large numbers of 
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Figure 4.24 Distribution of Gannet, 
April-May (n= 142) 
immatures in the rest of the year were major 
aspects of this seasonal pattern. Besides, also 
inconspicuous aspects, such as the return of 2nd 
calendar year birds in our area in May-Jun and the 
rather sudden appearance of juveniles in late 
August were the same in both schemes. In au-
tumn, when peak numbers of Gannets were 
found in the southern North Sea (estimated 
3 5 , 9 0 0 individuals, Oct-Nov; table 4.2), nearly 
6 5 % (i.e. 2 3 , 5 0 0 individuals) were adults. It is 
interesting to note that estimates derived from 
ship-based surveys were normally higher than 
estimates f rom aerial surveys. It is unlikely that 
f rom the air substantial numbers of this conspicu-
ous, large bird are overlooked. One important 
reason might be the fact that wandering Gannets 
have a strong tendency to 'check-out' vessels for 
opportunities to feed. Hence, vessels wil l overes-
t imate these birds because Gannets are attracted 
over large areas. A detailed analysis of raw data 
from both sources, perhaps coupled w i th simulta-
neous observations f rom ship and aircraft at the 
Table 4.5 Monthly age composition of Gannets 
(adults, immature and first year birds) in the 
southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.5 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Jan van Gent (volwassen, onvolwassen en eer-
ste jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month adult imm 
f irst 
year 
% 
adult sample 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
164 
634 
536 
299 
23 
24 
46 
231 
345 
1346 
797 
204 
4649 
8 
44 
113 
82 
90 
88 
212 
536 
828 
859 
139 
12 
3011 
0 
5 
3 
5 
9 
9 
11 
101 
192 
214 
22 
3 
574 
95.3 
92.8 
82.2 
77.5 
18.9 
19.8 
17.1 
26.6 
25.3 
55.6 
83.2 
93.2 
56.5 
172 
683 
652 
386 
122 
121 
269 
868 
1365 
2419 
958 
219 
8234 
same t ime at the same place could be helpful in 
this respect. 
Gannets were regularly recorded as scavengers 
behind fishing vessels, but never in large num-
bers. Most scavenging Gannets were seen in 
February, September and October. The maximum 
number, 160 individuals, was recorded in a large 
mixed group of scavengers, 24 km offshore in 
October, in an area were a fishing fleet was ope-
rating. The Gannet is typically an offshore species 
as a scavenger, w i th most sightings of substantial 
numbers well over 20 km from the coast. The 
seasonal pattern of scavenging Gannets was not 
quite in accordance wi th f luctuations in densities 
at sea and numbers of Gannets in Dutch coastal 
waters. Apparently, scavenging was of relatively 
greater importance in winter, for the (few) speci-
mens remaining in the southern North Sea (Camp-
huysen 1993a). Numbers of stranded Gannets 
showed little fluctuations through the year (#2), 
and the much larger numbers in the southern 
North Sea in autumn were not reflected in the 
numbers washing ashore. Many Gannets found on 
Dutch beaches were oiled (1969-85 8 6 . 5 % , n = 
561), but entanglements in fishing gear were also 
frequent (1979-89 5 .4%, n = 6 2 4 ; 1990-93 
5 .4%, n = 205 ; Camphuysen 1990a, Camphuy-
sen 1994b). In stranded Gannets, adults predo-
minated even stronger than in ship-based surveys 
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Figure 4.25 Distribution of Cormorant, 
June-July (n= 46) 
(68 .5%, n = 391) . Post-fledging mortality there-
fore did not contribute significantly to the num-
bers recorded on our beaches (3 .8% juveniles, 
n = 3 9 1 ; #2). In severe winters, the oil rate was 
significantly lower than in mild winters, indicating 
some extra mortali ty in extreme conditions. 
4.5 CORMORANT AND SHAG 
Cormorants feature only shortly as rather com-
mon seabirds in Dutch waters and can be seen 
through the year in small numbers. Most Cormo-
rants were seen near the shore and several roosts 
have been established on beaches during the last 
decade. Shags are rare visitors. 
Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo 
The NW European population of Cormorants has 
increased enormously during the last few deca-
des. In the Netherlands, where Cormorants were 
Figure 4.26 Sightings of Cormorants in bi-monthly 
periods, including birds outside transect 
(n= 945) 
traditionally an inland species, the breeding stock 
increased spectacularly and new colonies were 
established near the coast (Rooth 1985 , Bakker & 
Lok 1988, Zijlstra & Van Eerden 1 9 9 1 , Leopold & 
Van den Berg 1992 , Costers 1993) . In the 1970s , 
Cormorants were not uncommon during seawat-
ching, but numbers were five to six t imes higher 
in the 1980s (#3, #4). In the Wadden Sea large 
roosts have developed in summer and autumn in 
recent years, during the post-nuptial moult, and 
large numbers migrate through the area {e.g. Keijl 
& Koopman 1991), and also as a winter visitor 
(residents?) Cormorants have increased (Beintema 
et al. 1993). In the North Sea, Cormorants were 
frequently observed during ship-based surveys 
near the coast, around the year, but in small num-
bers only. A t several coastal sand banks and 
beaches substantial roosts were found. Densities 
at sea were always low, except closely inshore in 
the Voordelta and off the Wadden Sea islands. 
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Figure 4.27 Distribution of Cormorant, 
August-September (n= 14) 
In summer, June-July, Cormorants were found 
around Texel and Terschelling (figure 4.25) . Fly-
ing Cormorants were observed frequently off 
Voorne and along the mainland coast of Zuid-
Holland (figure 26). The birds off Voorne origina-
ted probably f rom the recently established colony 
in Brede Water at Voorne, since it was found that 
the majority of Cormorants breeding there feeds 
at sea (Bakker & Lok 1988) . A t this t ime of the 
year, a remarkable drop in numbers was recorded 
from seawatching sites, between rather high 
numbers in March-May (northward, spring migra-
tion) and in autumn (#4). Apparently, in summer 
there is little exchange between birds in the Voor-
delta and roosting Cormorants at the Wadden Sea 
islands. 
In August-September, Cormorants were found in 
low densities along the mainland coast, around 
Texel and off Belgium (figure 4.27) . Flying birds 
were observed more frequently along the coast, 
particularly off Zuid-Holland (figure 4.26) . Early 
Figure 4.28 Distribution of Cormorant, 
December-January (n= 86) 
autumn normally produced substantial numbers at 
seawatching sites, mainly in Zuid-Holland (#4), 
and there is also a peak in strandings late sum-
mer/early autumn (#2). 
Only very low densities were found in October-
November, mainly around the Wadden Sea islands 
(not mapped). Flying birds were encountered 
frequently, both off the Wadden Sea islands and 
the mainland coast (figure 4 .26) . Not a single 
swimming Cormorant was seen at sea during 
ship-based surveys south of Texel. In accordance 
wi th these observations were frequent coastal 
movements recorded at seawatching sites, parti-
cularly in Zuid-Holland (#4). 
Records were concentrated in the Voordelta area 
in winter, December-January, both w i th respect 
to Cormorants swimming at sea (figure 4.28) and 
flying birds (figure 4.26) . Not a single bird was 
seen at sea north of Scheveningen (Zuid-Holland). 
Normally, at this t ime of year, Cormorants are 
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Figure 4.29 Distribution of Cormorant, 
February-March (n= 22) 
Figure 4.30 Distribution of Cormorant, 
April-May fn= 99) 
quite scarce at coastal sites (#4) and despite 
much more extensive beached bird surveys in 
winter, rather few Cormorants are recorded at the 
tideline (#2). 
In February-March, Cormorants at sea were still 
concentrated inshore in the Voordelta region (fi-
gure 4 .29) . Late March, spring migration is a 
feature of increasing strength at seawatching 
sites (#4) and groups of Cormorants moving 
northward were encountered frequently during 
ship-based surveys off the mainland coast, even 
at considerable distances from the shore (figure 
4 .26) . 
Cormorants were widespread, around the Wad-
den Sea islands in April-May (figure 4.30) . The 
highest densities were found around Terschelling 
and these must have been non-breeding birds, not 
being associated w i th any colony. From seawat-
ching sites along the mainland coast, northward 
movements are now most pronounced (#4). Ho-
wever, during ship-based surveys off the mainland 
coast only very few Cormorants were seen flying 
(figure 4.26) . 
Discussion and conclusions Cormorants occurred 
closely inshore and estimated numbers varied 
between 100 and 700 individuals (table 4.2) . 
Important roosts occur at Texel, Terschelling and 
Griend (Wadden Sea) and many of these Cormo-
rants feed in coastal waters of the North Sea. 
Records of swimming (feeding) Cormorants were 
also frequent in the Voordelta. The widespread 
use of the coastal strip is a relatively new aspect 
of Cormorants in the Netherlands and develop-
ments go rapidly. In the 1950s, Cormorants were 
common off De Beer and Hoek van Holland (nor-
thern part of the present Voordelta; Strijbos 
1960) . The Voordelta was the only sea area in 
which substantial numbers occurred at sea in the 
1970s and early 1980s (Baptist & Meininger 
1984). Cormorants passing seawatching sites on 
the mainland coast and the Wadden Sea islands 
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Figure 4,31 Sightings of Shags, 
January-December (*, n= 8) 
were not particularly rare in the 1 970s, but less 
common than nowadays (#3) and strandings of 
Cormorants were uncommon (#2). The establish-
ment of colonies and roosts along the coast has 
led to a significant increase of Cormorants at sea, 
first noticed in numbers seen during seawatching 
(#4) and in numbers washing ashore (Camphuy-
sen 1992a, NZG unpubl. data). Cormorants, being 
potentially highly vulnerable to oil pollution, did 
not suffer great losses from chronic oil pollution 
so far. They are restricted to the coastal strip 
which is relatively 'well-patrol led' and controlled. 
An inshore oil spill in the Voordelta, at any time 
of the year, or off Terschelling, in summer, has 
the greatest risk of killing substantial numbers. 
Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis 
Shags were rarely seen at sea and most records 
were well offshore (figure 4.31) . Sightings were 
scattered over the study area and over the year, 
indicating the incidental presence of wandering 
individuals of this otherwise non-migratory spe-
cies. Solitary Shags, or even small groups, are 
frequently seen in harbours in the Netherlands, 
often staying for weeks or months at the same 
spot. In the Delta area, small numbers of Shags 
are known to occur as year-round residents (Bap-
t ist & Meininger 1984 , Beekman et al. 1986) . 
Seawatchers see most Shags in August-October 
(53% of all records) and mid-winter (December-
January, 2 0 % of all records, n = 2 3 2 ; #4) . Stran-
dings of Shags are rare (#2). As it is unlikely that 
a Shag can be identified w i th any degree of cert-
ainty from the air, it is no surprise that Baptist & 
Wolf (1993) noted only a single individual. 
4.6 SWANS, GEESE AND DUCKS 
Most water fowl discussed in this chapter are typi-
cally inshore species which mainly occur in the 
marine environment under exceptional conditions 
{e.g. severe winters) or as migrants. Between Bri-
tain and mainland Europe, regular crossings of the 
North Sea are known as part of spring- or autumn 
migration (e.g. Bewick's Swan, Brent, Wigeon), or 
during moult migration (e.g. Shelduck). Scoters 
and Eider are principally salt water species which 
occur in our coastal waters throughout the year. 
These species are more abundant at sea in winter 
than in summer (table 4.1). Eiders are mainly 
found within the Wadden Sea in summer, where-
as most scoters leave the southern North Sea for 
their Scandinavian breeding grounds. 
Swans Cygnus spp. 
Mute Swans Cygnus olor (6), Bewick's Swans C. 
columbianus (24), and Whooper Swans C. cygnus 
(16) were exclusively reported at sea in winter 
(November-March) and all sightings comprised fly-
ing individuals. Most records were in the Southern 
Bight. Sixteen Whooper Swans were observed fly-
ing over the Oestergronden, 25 swans flying over 
the Vlaamse Banken remained unidentified. 
Geese Anser and Branta spp. 
Geese were seen at sea in all months, except mid-
summer (June-July). Most records dealt w i th mi-
grating geese in autumn (October-November) and 
early spring (February-March). Six species of gee-
se were seen, of which Pink-footed Goose Anser 
brachyrhynchus (109), Grey-lag Goose Anser an-
ser (1709) and Brent Goose Branta bernicla 
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Figure 4.32 Areas with frequent and occasional 
sightings of migrant geese 
(2140) were the most numerous. Most Anser-
geese were seen near the coast, some were re-
ported offshore, north of the Wadden Sea islands 
(Terschellingerbank). Substantial numbers were 
seen along the coast of Zuid-Holland, in the Voor-
delta and off Belgium (figure 4.32) . Branta-geese, 
most of which were Brent Geese, were frequently 
recorded offshore between England and the main-
land coast of Noord-Holland, but records were 
scarce south of 5 2 ° N . Several flocks were seen 
off the Wadden Sea islands. This f lyway, where 
Brent reach (spring) and leave (autumn) the main-
land coast mainly north of Umuiden, is well 
known from seawatching results, where numbers 
increase f rom south to north (#3, #4) . 
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna 
Shelduck are known for their impressive moult 
migration towards the German Bight in late sum-
mer (Salomonsen 1968 , Platteeuw 1980). British 
Shelduck regularly cross the North Sea late Ju-
ne/early July on their way to Große Knechtsand, 
and even Shelduck f rom the Camarque in sout-
hern France have been found in the German Wad-
den Sea (Walmsley 1987) . Although several ot-
her, smaller moulting sites have recently been 
discovered (Ouweneel 1988 , Mulder & Swennen 
1992) , the German Bight holds still the most 
important concentration of Shelduck in western 
Europe (Nehls et al. 1992). The Shelduck is a 
coastal species and a common breeding species 
along the entire Dutch coast (Teixeira 1979). As 
a result of the North Sea crossings f rom England 
to the Wadden Sea, offshore records occurred 
frequently, and the birds used a f lyway which 
was similar to that described for Branta-geese 
(figure 4.32) . The peak of moult migration (June/-
July), however, was largely missed in ship-based 
surveys. Otherwise, coastal sightings were fre-
quent during ship-based surveys between the 
French border and Borkum. From seawatching si-
tes, Shelduck were seen throughout the year, but 
peak numbers were recorded in June and July 
(Platteeuw 1980 , #3 , #4). Shelduck were not 
mentioned from aerial surveys (#1). Shelduck are 
frequently found dead on beaches (45 .6% of all 
swans, geese, dabbling and diving duck; n = 
4572) and over a quarter of these birds were oiled 
(28 .6% oiled, n = 1268; #2). Many Shelduck we-
re killed by oil in the Borcea incident in the Voor-
delta in 1988 , showing its vulnerability to oil 
pollution (Camphuysen ef ai. 1988) , but also its 
marine or at least estuarine habits in winter. 
Dabbling duck Anas spp. 
Common dabbling duck were Wigeon Anas pene-
lope (2590 individuals), Mallard Anas platyrhy-
chos (1232), Teal Anas crecca (211) and Pintail 
Anas acuta (1 58). A remarkable feature of Mallard 
was that these duck were often seen in male-
female pairs at sea ( > 51 cases). Small numbers 
of Gadwall Anas strepera (61) and Shovelers 
Anas clypeata (31) were seen. Some 71 dabbling 
duck were not specifically identified, of which 70 
were of the size of teals or Garganey Anas quer-
quedula. Most dabbling duck were seen between 
October and March. Both t iming and species 
composition were roughly in agreement w i th 
seawatching results (#3, #4). Most sightings were 
in the coastal strip, but all species were frequently 
observed offshore, indicating regular crossings of 
the North Sea. Sightings of dabbling duck were 
not specified from aerial surveys (#1). In s t a n -
dings of dead dabbling duck during 1969-85 , 
Mallard (643), Wigeon (200), Pintail (93) and Teal 
(77) were most numerous. A minority of these 
birds is contaminated w i th oil (18 -32%; #2) and 
most were found in severe winters. 
Diving duck Aythya spp. 
Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula (31 individuals) and 
Pochard Aythya ferina (78) occurred in small 
numbers in winter, October-March, and mainly in 
small groups flying along the coast. Several off-
shore sightings were reported for both species. 
Scaup Aythya marila were numerous at t imes, 
particularly in periods of very cold weather. The 
only location where larger groups of Scaup were 
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Figure 4.33 Sightings of Scaup, 
January-December C, n= 5913) 
Figure 4.34 Distribution of Eider, 
June-July (n= 252) 
found repeatedly in winter was off the 'Maasvlak-
te ' in the Voordelta. Massive numbers of Scaup 
occur in the Usselmeer and Wadden Sea and 
icing may force these birds to move to sea. Most 
sightings of Scaup under these conditions were 
along the mainland coast of Noord- and Zuid-
Holland (figure 4 .33) . In all, 5913 Scaup were 
recorded of which the majority was seen in Fe-
bruary 1991 (2008 individuals) and February 
1993 (3616). From coastal sites, Scaup are main-
ly seen between October and Apri l , w i th peak 
numbers in January and February (#3, #4). Au-
tumn passage (southwestward) is most pronoun-
ced along the Wadden Sea islands, while winter 
influxes were most impressive in Noord-Holland 
(#4). Plots of Scaup from aerial surveys produced 
a rather similar picture, w i th highest numbers 
along the mainland coast and in the Voordelta 
(#1). Scaup are frequently found dead on beaches 
in the Netherlands and some 4 0 % of these birds 
are oiled (#2). A massive wreck of Scaup occur-
red in the western Wadden Sea in the cold winter 
of 1986 (Leopold era / . 1987 , #2) , killing perhaps 
5-10,000 Scaup. Extremely large numbers also 
died in the cold winters of 1985 and 1987 , so 
that the three severe winters in succession have 
led to a massive extra mortali ty, unprecedented in 
the Netherlands for this species (#2). 
Eider Somateria mollissima 
Several thousands of breeding pairs of Eider are 
found in colonies on the Waddensea islands, 
(Swennen 1991b). Besides, substantial numbers 
of non-breeding Eiders spend the summer in the 
Wadden Sea. 
In summer and early autumn June-July and Au-
gust-September numbers of Eiders in Dutch coas-
tal waters were very low (figures 4 .34-35) . The 
only substantial group seen in these months were 
900 Eiders between Vlieland and Terschelling in 
June 1 9 9 1 . Estimates of total numbers of Eiders 
in these months were not made in a similar way 
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Figure 4.35 Distribution of Eider, 
August-September (n= 23) 
as other, less clumped seabirds, but must have 
been in the range of a few hundreds to perhaps 
1-2000 Eiders at most. Many of these were asso-
ciated w i th breakwaters at North Sea beaches of 
the Wadden Sea islands, and out of reach of ordi-
nary ship-based surveys. Aerial surveys resulted 
in very low densities in coastal waters in these 
months, slightly more widespread than ship-based 
surveys, and estimates derived from these counts 
were a few hundreds of Eiders (#1). Seawatching 
produced very low numbers of Eiders in these 
months (#3, #4). Only along the Wadden Sea is-
lands some westward movements of (male) Ei-
ders were recorded in August. Corpses of Eiders 
were found thoughout the year and, hence, also 
in these months. Highest numbers were always 
located on the Wadden Sea islands and a minority 
of the Eiders in summer were oiled (#2). 
In October-November, numbers of Eiders along 
the coast increased slightly. Low densities were 
found scattered along the mainland coast and in 
Figure 4.36 Distribution of Eider, 
October-November (n= 446) 
the Voordelta, moderate to high densities were 
found in places around the Wadden Sea islands 
(figure 4.36) . Large numbers have not been found 
in coastal waters, but a guess of total numbers in 
our waters would be in the range of several thou-
sands of Eiders. Such an estimate would be in 
agreement wi th results from aerial surveys (#1). 
The distribution pattern resulting f rom these sur-
veys was similar to that of ship-based surveys. 
Highest numbers of Eiders in coastal waters were 
found in December/January and February/March, 
when moderate to high densities occurred eve-
rywhere along the Dutch coast (figures 4 .37-38) . 
A dramatic change was witnessed in the early 
1990s: since 1 9 9 0 / 9 1 , wintering numbers in the 
coastal waters of the southern North Sea increa-
sed spectacularly. Off the Wadden Sea islands 
4573 Eiders were counted from the air in January 
1991 (Swennen 1991a). No ship-based surveys 
were conducted at the t ime however, and the 
event was not noticed. In February 1 9 9 1 , 2 0 0 
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Figure 4.37 Distribution of Eider, 
December-January (n= 30,022) 
Figure 4.38 Distribution of Eider, 
February-March (n= 83,130) 
Eiders were found off Schiermonnikoog, 2500 off 
Noord-Holland and another 2 5 0 0 off Zuid-Holland. 
In March of that year, 2 0 0 0 Eiders were seen off 
Terschelling and another 1000 off Schiermonnik-
oog. In January/February 1992 , three groups of 
10 ,000 or more were seen: 10 ,000 in the Voor-
delta, 15 ,000 off Terschelling and 10 ,000 of 
Schiermonnikoog, whi le several groups of over 
1000 birds were scattered along the Dutch main-
land coast. In January/February 1993 the num-
bers in the Voordelta had decreased to some 
2 0 0 0 birds, possibly as a result of cockle and 
Spisula f ishery in the area, as these bivalves are 
important food sources for these ducks. Even 
larger numbers had been forced out of the Wad-
den Sea, and all t ime high numbers were found in 
the southern North Sea (Leopold 1993) : 25 ,000 
off Noord-Holland, 5000 off Texel, 60 ,000 off 
Terschelling and 10 ,000 off Schiermonnikoog/-
Rottum. The ducks did not fare wel l , however. 
Many thousands died, from parasites picked up 
f rom crabs used for food instead of bivalves, and 
due to starvation (Van de Kuip 1 9 9 1 , Beukema 
1 993) and their numbers returned to almost 'nor-
mal ' in the southern North Sea in February 1 9 9 4 
(Leopold unpubl.). The increase in numbers was 
also witnessed in the aerial surveys (#1). Estima-
tes of wintering numbers of Eiders in February-
/March (1989-92) came at some 50 ,000 individu-
als. The presence of moderate to high densities 
along most of the mainland coast, as found in 
aerial surveys and ship-based surveys in the early 
1990s, must not be regarded as a 'normal pat-
tern ' . Numbers of Eiders at seawatching sites in 
these months were usually quite small (1972-89) , 
except in 1975 /76 when an influx of immature 
Eiders along the mainland coast and the Voordelta 
occurred (#3, #4). Since 1990 , massive numbers 
have been observed at coastal sites along the 
mainland coast (Stegeman 1 9 9 1 , 1992 , 1993) . 
Eider strandings have increased accordingly in the 
early 1990s. Oil rates fell to levels far below the 
6 7 . 3 % found oiled in 1969-85 (#2), because 
most of these Eiders simply starved to death. 
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Figure 4.39 Distribution of Eider, 
April-May (n= 373) 
in large numbers elsewhere in the study area. 
Numbers in the Dutch Wadden Sea were largest 
in mid-winter and were rather stable from 1 970-
90 (Swennen et ai. 1989 , Swennen 1991b) wi th 
an average number in December-February of ca 
115 ,000 birds in 1970-88 (Smit 1994) . The only 
other places where Eiders occurred in numbers 
wor th attention were: around the breakwaters off 
the North Sea beaches of the Wadden islands, 
particularly Terschelling, Vlieland and Texel (up to 
several thousands; Swennen pers. comm.), Umui-
den harbour (several hundreds; Geelhoed et al. 
1989), and the Voordelta (up to 8 0 0 ; Meininger & 
Van Haperen 1988). As feeding conditions in the 
Wadden Sea deteriorated due to prolonged over-
fishing of mussels and cockles (Van de Kuip 
1 9 9 1 , Beukema 1993) , eventually tens of thou-
sands of Eiders had to move to the adjoining 
North Sea. This (man-induced) movement has 
substantially affected the results of the ship based 
surveys. In the 1980s Eiders were seen merely as 
migrants along the coastline, mainly in winter off 
the Wadden Sea islands (#3, #4) , the exception 
being a group of 850 birds off Noord-Holland in 
January 1989. The vulnerability to oil pollution of 
Eider has been demonstrated repeatedly, both 
within and outside our country (Swennen & 
Spaans 1970 , Camphuysen et al. 1988), but the 
huge numbers of clean birds found dead in the 
early 1990s resembled mass mortali ty reported in 
the late 1960s (De Miranda 1968 , #2) . 
Highest numbers of dead Eiders were found on 
the Wadden Sea islands and the northern half of 
mainland Noord-Holland (NZG/NSO unpubl. data). 
Densities in late spring, April-May, were much 
lower, indicating that most Eiders had retreated 
into the Wadden Sea (figure 4.39) . Along the 
mainland coast and in the Voordelta numbers 
were very small. From aerial surveys a similar 
distribution pattern was derived, wi th moderate 
to high densities only off the Wadden Sea islands, 
no birds along the mainland coast and very low 
densities in the Voordelta (#1). Seawatchers 
usually record some northward movements of Ei-
ders along the mainland coast, again demonstra-
ting the return to the Wadden Sea (#3, #4). Sub-
stantial numbers were seen from coastal sites on 
the Wadden Sea islands, but Eiders appeared to 
fly merely up and down the coast in this period. 
Discussion and conclusions Eiders have long been 
a species of the Wadden Sea that was not found 
Long-tailed Duck Clangula hyemalis 
Only 28 Long-tailed Duck were observed during 
ship-based surveys, most of which were seen be-
tween December and March. Most sightings were 
near the coast, while a solitary Long-tailed Duck 
was seen at Nordschillgrund (figure 4.40) . Most 
Long-tailed Duck were seen in the Voordelta, but 
total numbers were very small. From the air, 
Lomg-tailed Duck were seen in more locations and 
larger groups. Most Long-tailed Duck spotted from 
the air were found in flocks of Common and Vel-
vet Scoters off the Wadden Sea islands (#1). Des-
pite extensive dedicated ship-based surveys for 
scoters in this area, the number of sightings of 
Long-tailed Duck from this source was very small. 
Still, spott ing Long-tailed Duck f rom ships in a 
large flock of other seaduck does not seem to be 
particularly diff icult, as they are readily seen in 
the Wadden Sea amidst thousands of Eiders. 
Seawatching produced equal numbers off the 
Wadden Sea islands and the mainland coast of 
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Figure 4.40 Sightings of Long-tailed Duck, 
January-December (*, n= 28) 
Figure 4.41 Distribution of Common Scoter, 
June-July (n= 8638) 
Noord-Holland of this scarce species, and most 
Long-tailed Duck were seen between November 
and May (#3, #4) . A few hundred of these duck 
per year were recorded. Strandings have been 
very rare in recent years, indicating that the win-
tering stock in Dutch coastal waters of this spe-
cies, which is highly vulnerable to oil pollution, is 
rather insignificant (1969-85 22 Long-tailed Duck, 
1.8% of all seaduck (n= 1244) , 8 8 . 9 % of which 
were oiled; #2) . The only sizable concentration of 
Long-tailed Duck known to occur in the Nether-
lands (ca. 1000 birds) is found between October-
April in the western Wadden Sea (SOVON 1987). 
Common Scoter Melanitta nigra 
Common Scoters breed in Scotland and Scandina-
via, but this species was seen in all months of the 
year, mainly in nearshore waters. Some small 
groups were seen migrating through the offshore 
zone (cf. Platteeuw 1990 , Offringa 1993). Com-
mon Scoters typically occur in large to very large 
groups in our waters, w i th small groups flying up 
and down the coast between these concentrati-
ons. This latter aspect of Common Scoter behavi-
our makes seawatching the prime technique for 
mapping temporal distribution. Common Scoters 
go through wing moult in summer, but normally 
do so further north (e.g. in Danish waters; Ferdi-
nand et al. 1956). The highly clumped occurrence 
of Common Scoters makes the strip-transect a 
less suitable technique. Therefore, dedicated 
surveys were organised along the entire coast in 
January/February and Apri l /May, 1990-93 . Sur-
veys were onboard RV Navicula, a ship that could 
negotiate the shallow inshore zone that is used by 
the scoters. During these surveys it was attemp-
ted to count every (large) group visible, whether 
in or outside transect (Offringa & Leopold 1991). 
As the precise location of the group showed con-
siderable variation between months and years, 
'densities' may best be calculated by dividing the 
total number present by the total surface area of 
the coastal zone in the study area (16 ,000 km2). 
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Figure 4.42 Distribution of Common Scoter, 
August-September (n= 71) 
Estimates of total numbers were derived from 
these dedicated surveys unless otherwise stated, 
whereas the distribution patterns given in figures 
4 .41-4 .46 were based on standard transect 
counts and standard analysis (cf. #1). 
In June-July, Common Scoters were quite scarce 
along most of the coastline (figure 4.41) . In June 
1 9 9 1 , however, a group of 1 3-1 5 ,000 apparently 
moulting Common Scoters was found off Ter-
schelling. Coastal observations demonstrated that 
along the Wadden Sea islands substantial num-
bers moved westwards in these months, sugge-
sting moult migration (#3, #4). Along the main-
land coast, Common Scoters were always pre-
sent, but generally in small numbers compared to 
the winter months. Considerably higher densities 
were reported f rom aerial surveys, particularly off 
the Wadden Sea islands where Common Scoteres 
appeared to be more widespread than indicated 
by ship-based surveys (#1). From aerial surveys, 
it was estimated that between 30 ,000 (1985-88) 
Figure 4.43 Distribution of Common Scoter, 
October-November (n= 7218) 
and 70 ,000 (1989-92, but this must be an error!) 
Common Scoters were present in Dutch waters, 
whereas the estimate of mean numbers in Dutch 
waters derived from ship-based surveys was in 
the range of 1700 individuals (15 ,000 in 1 9 9 1 , 
virtually none in other years). 
Surveys in August-September produced low densi-
ties of Common Scoters of the mainland coast 
(figure 4.42) , while the small numbers of scoters 
seen along the Wadden Sea islands and in the 
Voordelta were outside transect. From coastal 
sites on the Wadden Sea islands, a continuation 
of westwards movements was recorded at a level 
of at least 100 birds per hour of observation, 
particularly in September (#3, #4) . Along the 
mainland coast, numbers were very small in Au-
gust and gradually increased in September. Most 
passages were southbound, but birds were gene-
rally flying up and down the coast, indicating that 
most movements were to compensate for tidal 
drift or were caused by disturbance by ships. 
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Results of aerial surveys were complementary to 
the Common Scoter distribution mapped from 
ship-based surveys: low to moderate densities 
were found off the Wadden Sea islands, low 
densities in the Voordelta (#1). An estimate of 
total numbers in Dutch waters from aerial surveys 
came at only a few thousands. 
In October-November, more Common Scoters re-
turned from the breeding grounds. Moderate to 
high densities occurred off the Wadden Sea is-
lands, very low densities were found along the 
mainland coast, and Common Scoters were nu-
merous in patches in the Voordelta (figure 4 .43) . 
Groups at sea were rather small and rarely excee-
ded a f ew thousand birds. Substantial numbers 
were seen off Schiermonnikoog (1000) and in the 
Voordelta around 10 ,000 in November 1990 . 
Seawatching showed that autumn migration was 
most pronounced in these months, whereas num-
bers flying westwards along the Wadden Sea 
islands were still at a level of ca. 100 birds/hour 
(#3, #4) . Aerial surveys confirmed that numbers 
increased in autumn. Moderate to high densities 
were recorded off the Wadden Sea islands and 
Belgium, low to moderate densities were along 
the mainland coast (#1). It was estimated that 
ca. 6 0 0 0 Common Scoters occurred in Dutch 
waters during 1 985 -88 , and nearly 30 ,000 during 
1989-92 . 
In December/January scoters have returned in 
larger numbers to the Netherlands (Leopold et al. 
in press). Highest densities were recorded off the 
Wadden Sea islands and in the Voordelta (figure 
4 .44) . Common Scoters were frequently observed 
along the mainland coast, but these were mainly 
f lying birds outside the transect. Due to lack of 
dedicated surveys, the supposed increase in num-
bers was not noticed f rom ships in December. In 
January several very large groups were found, 
both in Dutch and in Belgium waters. In January 
1 988 a group of 1 5 ,000 birds that had first been 
located from the air (Baptist 1 988) was also seen 
from a ship specially set out to survey very shal-
low waters in the Voordelta (Leopold 1988) . In 
January 1 9 9 1 , 10 ,000 were found off the Belgian 
coast, a figure that matched aerial surveys in the-
se waters in the previous years (5-12,000 win-
tering Common Scoters; Maertens et al. 1988 , 
1990 , Seys 1993) . Further north, a very large 
group (100,000) was found off Schiermonnikoog, 
up to that moment the largest group ever recor-
ded in the southern North Sea. From seawatching 
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Figure 4.44 Distribution of Common Scoter, 
December-January (n= 183,278) 
sites, very large movements were recorded in 
these months, but most passages were to be 
attributed to movements from one concentration 
area to the other, or to local movements to com-
pensate for drift or caused by disturbance (#3, 
#4). Southbound passages predominated, howe-
ver, which is in agreement w i th the fact that 
Voordelta and Belgian waters gained importance 
in winter. Distribution maps derived from aerial 
surveys show a similar picture, but w i th Common 
Scoters being more frequently seen off the main-
land coast (#1). It was estimated that nearly 
50 ,000 Common Scoters occurred in Dutch coas-
tal waters in these months during 1 989 -92 , which 
is quite similar to the 58 ,000 estimated on the 
basis of dedicated ship-based surveys. 
In February-March the largest numbers of Com-
mon Scoters have been found in Dutch and Belgi-
an waters. In March the scoters started perfor-
ming courtship displays at sea (Offringa 1991b) . 
The precise location of massive concentrations 
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varied from year to year. High densities were 
encountered along the mainland coast, as well as 
off the Wadden Sea islands and in the Voordelta 
(figure 4 .45) , but occurred most frequently off 
the Wadden Sea islands. Moderate numbers were 
found off Belgium. In 1987 , 50 -60 ,000 wintered 
off the mainland coast (Baptist & Camphuysen 
1987 , Van Dijk 1987) . In February 1992 , t w o 
groups of this size were found off the Wadden 
Sea: 50 ,000 off Schiermonnikoog, and 75 ,000 
off Terschelling. In February 1993 a new record-
sized group was found: 125 ,000 off Terschelling, 
while another 10 ,000 were still present off 
Schiermonnikoog. Ship-based surveys produced 
63 ,000 Common Scoters (of which 48 ,000 off 
Terschelling) in March 1 9 9 1 , but there is a land-
based observation of 80 ,000 birds off Texel that 
month (Leopold et al. in press). In earlier years, 
thousands were present in the Voordelta region 
(#1). In March 1987 an estimated 25 ,000 Com-
mon Scoters were seen here from a ship, and in 
March 1988 22 ,500 Common Scoters were loca-
Figure 4.46 Distribution of Common Scoter, 
April-May (n= 110,000) 
ted in the Voordelta region. On seawatching sites, 
substantial numbers were recorded in February, 
similar to December/January, but spring migration 
along the mainland coasts commenced in March. 
In March, many thousands of birds could be seen 
heading north on a single day (#3, #4) . Aerial 
surveys found distinctly higher densities of Com-
mon Scoters off the mainland coast, but otherwi-
se the distribution patterns were rather similar 
(#1). Total numbers which were thought to occur 
in Dutch waters were estimated at ca. 75 ,000 for 
1985-88 and 100 ,000 during 1989-92 . From 
ship-based surveys, a mixture of dedicated sur-
veys and ordinary strip-transect counts, a mean of 
60 ,000 wintering scoters was calculated. 
In April-May, Common Scoters were slightly less 
widespread, wi th high densities only off the Wad-
den Sea islands (figure 4.46) . In April 1 9 9 1 , 8 0 0 0 
were found off Texel, and nearly 40 ,000 off Ter-
schelling. Seaduck surveys in May 1 9 9 1 , 1992 
and 1993 showed that large numbers can remain 
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in our coastal waters up to this month. In May 
1991 8000 birds were still present off Texel and 
36 ,000 off Terschelling. In May 1992 the largest 
numbers were found: 15 ,000 off Terschelling, 
50 ,000 off Schiermonnikoog/Rottum and another 
4 0 , 0 0 0 of Borkum. In May 1993 , after the fishery 
for Spisula had developed off Terschelling (Leo-
pold 1 993) the numbers had dropped substantial-
ly: none were found here, only 2500 off Schier-
monnikoog/Rottum and only in German waters, 
off Borkum/Juist 14 ,200 birds were still present. 
Along the mainland coast, where low densities 
were found, massive spring migration was recor-
ded in Apri l , while numbers flying past rapidly 
declined in May (#3, #4) . In April 1993 , tens of 
thousands of Common Scoters temporarily moved 
to a site off Noord-Holland (Winter 1993) . In the 
late 1970s, large flocks of birds stayed off the 
coast of Noord-Holland, indicating that this area 
can also be of significance in spring (#3). From 
aerial surveys it can be concluded that Common 
Scoters were widespread in moderate to high 
densities along the entire coastline, and it was 
estimated that between 10 ,000 and 20 ,000 
Common Scoters were present in Dutch waters 
(#1). 
Discussion and conclusions Common Scoters 
occur in very large groups in the coastal zone of 
the study area. In fact , the seaduck concentrati-
ons are unrivalled by other species, in terms of 
bird density. This makes these duck highly vulne-
rable to oil pollution, as a single spill may wipe 
out a large part of the birds present in the area 
(Swennen & Spaans 1970 , Baptist 1988 , Camp-
huysen et al. 1988) . Beached bird surveys have 
shown that numbers of oiled Common Scoters 
were much higher in the first half of the century 
than at present (#2). This may indicate that the 
ducks were then much more widespread than 
today. Now, an oil slick has to be 'at the right 
place at the right t ime ' in order to make casual-
ties. Should this happen, the number of victims 
wil l be very large. 
Studies of the potential benthic food sources 
revealed that the bivalve Spisula subtruncata 
occurred in high concentrations in all areas wi th 
large numbers of seaduck (Offringa 1991a, den 
Hollander 1993 , Leopold 1993) . The recently 
developing fishery for Spisula subtruncata is an 
even greater reason for concern than oil pollution, 
as the fishery is directly aimed at the wintering 
grounds of these duck. As the nearshore stocks 
of Spisula have been depleted by the fishermen in 
t w o consecutive winters, the numbers of seaduck 
in the region must decrease considerably (Leopold 
& Plat in prep.). Large concentrations of Common 
Scoters have often been located in areas beyond 
the range of the seawatchers' binoculars. Howe-
ver, as there is a lot of ' t raf f ic ' related to the 
presence of these groups, it is not surprising that 
seawatchers see high numbers of Common Sco-
ters from December to May (#3, #4). Both ship-
based and aerial surveys can be used to find these 
concentrations, be it that dedicated surveys are 
needed for both platforms to locate all groups. In 
the early years of the surveys, only RV Holland 
accidentally stumbled upon a very large group 
(February-March 1 987), whereas also from the air 
only this group was found north of the Voordelta, 
that was surveyed in much more detail (#1). Only 
since the winter of 1 989 /90 was the whole coast-
line of the Netherlands properly surveyed for 
seaduck by ship. This procuded record numbers of 
Common Scoters (and other seaduck species; 
Leopold 1 993) in these waters. The status of the 
species before this t ime remains uncertain, but it 
is likely that peak numbers have been present in 
the study area in recent years (Leopold et al. in 
press). The overall impression is, that aerial sur-
veys are generally a much more efficient tool to 
locate and estimate total numbers of Common 
Scoters in Dutch coastal waters. Dedicated ship-
based surveys are relatively t ime-consuming and 
since Common Scoters are highly mobile, a fast 
and rapid check of location and numbers may be 
desirable. A constant monitoring at seawatching 
sites, rapid searches by plane and thorough 
checks by ship (including food sampling) seems 
the best solution to obtain information on this 
species of which internationally important num-
bers occur in Dutch waters and which are current-
ly under serious threat of food depletion. 
Velvet Scoter Melanitta fusca 
Excepting summer (July-August), Velvet Scoters 
were seen throughout the year, mostly in nearsho-
re waters. The vast majority of sightings compri-
sed small groups of birds flying up and down the 
coast. In autumn and early winter, groups were 
seen virtually anywhere along the coast (fig 4 .47) . 
Later in winter, most groups were seen off the 
Wadden Sea islands (figs. 4 .48 , 4 .49) . In some 
years a few staging groups were found: 4 5 0 in 
the Voordelta and 300 near Umuiden in March 
1 987 , 1 00 off Schiermonnikoog in February 1 9 9 0 
and again off this island 100 in March 1993 . The 
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Figure 4.47 Sightings of Velvet Scoters, 
October-January (*, n= 738) 
largest groups were found in winter and spring 
off Terschelling, at the rim of a large concentrati-
on of Common Scoters (Leopold 1993) . A t this 
location, on a rich bank of Spisula subtruncata 
510 birds were found in March, and 4 8 2 0 in May 
1 9 9 1 . T w o groups of 1000 and 1 2 ,000 birds had 
joined the Common Scoters at Terschelling in 
February 1992 . This was the largest concentrati-
on of Velvet Scoters ever located in the Nether-
lands. The pattern of occurrence observed in 
ship-based surveys agrees well w i th the seawat-
ching data: few records in summer (June-Septem-
ber) and the majority of sightings in November to 
May (#3, #4) . There is little evidence for large 
groups wintering on a regular basis in Dutch 
waters. Most staging groups probably remain only 
a short t ime, on spring migration, joining resident 
groups of Common Scoters. The most important 
locations in the period under consideration were 
the Voordelta, and the Wadden Sea islands coast, 
particularly off Terschelling. Aerial surveys confir-
med this pattern (#1). Stranded Velvet Scoters 
Figure 4.48 Distribution of Velvet Scoter, 
February-March (n= 32311 
are not normally found in large numbers in the 
region, reflecting the low numbers at sea compa-
red to the Common Scoters. In cold winters num-
bers in our waters may be higher, as an unusual 
number of starved individuals (10 .4% of all sco-
ters) was found during a cold spell in 1985 (#2). 
Goldeneye Bucephala clangula 
Most Goldeneye were seen in the Voordelta, the 
larger groups invariably closely inshore but some 
solitary individuals were seen offshore in the 
Southern Bight. The rest were found inshore along 
the coast of Noord-Holland and the Wadden Sea 
islands (figure 4.50) . A total of 336 Goldeneye 
were observed, all of which were seen between 
October and March. Goldeneye were only briefly 
mentioned from aerial surveys, as a species which 
is not rare in coastal waters but seldom seen from 
an aircraft (#1). Seawatchers recorded many 
hundreds of Goldeneye per year, particularly in 
cold winters, w i th highest numbers between 
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Figure 4.49 Sightings of Velvet Scoters, 
April-July (•, n= 5489) 
November and April (#3, #4). Corrected for obser-
ver effort, equal numbers occurred off the Wad-
den Sea islands, and along the mainland coast 
(#4). Goldeneye are found stranded in small num-
bers, mainly in cold winters (#2). During 1969-
85 , a third of these birds were oiled (35 .3%, n = 
223) . Hundreds of Goldeneye wrecked in the 
severe winter of 1 986 (Leopold et al. 1 987 , #2). 
Saw-bills Mergus spp. 
Smew Mergus albellus were rare (2 individuals 
reported) and Goosander Mergus merganser (11) 
were seen in very small numbers in December-
January. Red-breasted Merganser Mergus senator 
is the most marine species in this group, wi th 
large numbers moulting and wintering in fjords of 
southern Norway and off western Denmark (Ny-
gârd & Ftav 1 9 8 5 , Danielsen et al. 1986 , Durinck 
et al. 1994) . This species was seen regularly 
between October and March (596) and in very 
small numbers in early autumn (2) and late spring 
Figure 4.50 Sightings of Goldeneyes, 
January-December (•, n= 336) 
(14). Sightings were predominantly near the 
coast, w i th concentrations along Texel, the main-
land coast of Noord-Holland, Voordelta and Belgi-
um. Group sizes were usually small and many 
birds (1 74) were just seen flying by. Only 9 larger 
groups of 10-50 individuals were found on the 
water, all closely inshore in the Voordelta. T w o 
exceptional offshore records were in the Doggers-
bank region and at Terschellingerbank. From sea-
watching sites, most Red-breasted Mergansers 
were seen between October and May, including a 
distinct peak of northward spring migration in late 
March/April (#4). A few thousands of mergansers 
were counted each year, while numbers per hour 
of observation were three times higher in late 
winter and spring (Jan-May) than in autumn and 
early winter (October-December). Cold-rushes in 
1 982 and 1 985 produced relatively large numbers 
of birds flying southward along the coast. Smew 
and Goosander were only numerous at sea in 
severe winters. Substantial numbers of Smew 
were recorded in winter 1981 /82 (1805) and 
5 2 Rails, M o o r h e n , Coo t - Wade rs - Skuas 
winter 1984 /85 (2056) and the same seasons 
produced large numbers of Goosander (1981/82 
2 3 3 1 , 1984 /85 3075) . Massive cold-rushes of 
these species were observed early January 1 979 
(#3). Cold-rushes of these species were usually 
most spectacular along the coast of Zuid-Holland. 
From ship-based surveys it can be deduced that, 
in mild winters, mergansers were only commonly 
found in the Voordelta. From aerial surveys only 
Red-breasted Merganser is briefly mentioned, as a 
species which is not uncommon but difficult to 
detect from the air (#1). Beached bird surveys 
produced small numbers of Red-breasted Mergan-
sers ( 4 3 . 0 % oiled, n = 223) and very small num-
bers of Goosander (42 .5% oiled, n = 40) every 
year. Larger numbers, plus very small numbers of 
Smew, were found in severe winters (#2). 
4.7 RAILS, MOORHEN, COOT 
A solitary Water Rail Rallus aquaticus, 2 Moor-
hens Gallinula chloropus and 1 5 Coot Fulica atra 
were observed during ship-based surveys. The 
Water Rail came onboard the ship just SE of the 
Doggersbank. T w o solitary Moorhens were obser-
ved north of Terschellingerbank. Several sightings 
of Coot were made near Borkum, a single bird 
was encountered just off Umuiden (mainland 
coast Noord-Holland), but all other sightings were 
of swimming birds, well offshore in the Terschel-
lingerbank region, off the mainland coast and in 
the Voordelta. Coot were seen through the year, 
except in the middle of summer. The majority of 
Coot seen from coastal sites were swimming near 
the beach in severe winter conditions (#4). Water 
Rail (3) and Moorhen (1) were rarely seen during 
seawatching, perhaps indicating nocturnal move-
ments. During 1969-85 , 14 strandings were re-
ported of Water Rail and 171 of Moorhen (#2). 
Water Rail were found in autumn and winter, but 
most Moorhen were recorded in severe winter 
conditions. Large numbers of starved Coot wash 
ashore in severe winters, indicating that the coas-
tal zone is a poor alternative for the fresh water 
reservoirs as a wintering area. Rallidae were not 
reported f rom aerial surveys (#1). 
4.8 WADERS 
A total of 24 species of waders was reported at 
sea, w i th Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus 
(126), Lapwing Vanellus vanellus (1080), Dunlin 
Calidhs alpina (175), Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa 
lapponica (298), Curlew Numenius arquata (360) 
being the most numerous. Most sightings were 
near the coast, but several species were also 
recorded as migrants well offshore. Of the only 
seabird among the waders observed, Red-necked 
Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus, 2 specimens were 
seen in the Doggersbank region. The relative 
abundance of waders seen during ship-based 
surveys was clearly different from seawatching 
results (#3, #4). A species like the Lapwing, 
known to migrate from the continental mainland 
to Britain, was frequently observed and in fact the 
most numerous wader on record (cf. #1). Several 
species which migrate from West Africa towards 
the Wadden Sea (e.g. Grey Plover Pluvialis squa-
tarola, Knot Calidris canutus, and Bar-tailed God-
wi t , occurring in large numbers during spring 
migration in Dutch coastal waters), were relatively 
scarce at open sea. A species like the Oystercat-
cher, not famous as a long-distance migrant and 
restricted to the coast, was comparatively scarce 
during ship-based surveys and was exclusively 
reported in the coastal strip. 
4.9 SKUAS 
All four North Atlantic species of skuas were 
observed during ship-based surveys, w i th Great 
Skuas being most numerous and widespread. The 
nearest breeding places of Great and Arct ic Skuas 
are found in Scotland and southern Scandinavia. 
Pomarine Skua is an arctic species breeding on 
the Taymir Peninsula (Russia), in Canada and 
Alaska, whereas Long-tailed Skuas breed in cen-
tral Scandinavia and circumpolar, in arctic regions. 
Of all skuas seen at sea, only 1.2% remained 
unidentified (n= 1121). The great majority of all 
skuas was seen in autumn (August-November), 
when substantial numbers were wandering around 
in the North Sea. 
Pomarine Skua Stercorarius pomarinus 
Of 50 Pomarine Skuas seen during ship-based 
surveys, 34 individuals were recorded in autumn 
(August-November). Records were scattered over 
the study area and mainly comprised solitary 
individuals (figure 4.51) . Pomarine Skuas were 
normaly quite scarce during seawatching, and 
clearly less numerous than Arctic and Great Skuas 
(#4). In autumn 1985, a major influx of Pomarine 
Skuas occurred in the North Sea, during which 
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Figure 4.51 Sightings of Pomarine Skuas, 
January-December (•, n= 50 j 
several thousands of Pomarine Skuas migrated 
through our coastal area. Many of these birds 
wrecked on Dutch and German shores (Camphuy-
sen & Van Uzendoorn 1988ab). A detailed analy-
sis of the occurrence of Pomarine Skuas in the 
(southern) North Sea during the last three deca-
des, based on coastal sightings, produced evi-
dence that a three-year cycle exists, w i th peak 
numbers (mainly being caused by juvenile birds) 
every third year. The cycle coincides w i th the 
cycle of Lemmings on Taymir (western Siberia), 
their main food in the breeding season, and appa-
rently wi th high breeding success at these major 
breeding grounds (Camphuysen 1987a). 
Arctic Skua Stercorarius parasiticus 
Arct ic Skuas were the second most numerous 
species during ship-based surveys. By far the 
majority were recorded in autumn and 11 indivi-
duals in Apri l-May were the only sign of spring 
migration through the area. Many Arctic Skuas 
Figure 4.52 Sightings of Arctic Skuas, 
January-December (+/•, n= 245) 
were reported near the coast, besides a concen-
tration of sightings in the Friese Front area (figure 
4.52) . The latter is at least partly effort-related 
(cf. figures 2.8-9). Again, most records comprised 
solitary individuals, couples or occasional tr ios. 
During seawatching, Arct ic Skuas are by far the 
most abundant species, of which several thou-
sands of individuals are seen annually (#4). The 
majority of these birds was seen in autumn and a 
small but distinct peak of (adult) skuas was found 
during spring migration in April and May. 
Long-tailed Skua Stercorarius longicaudus 
Long-tailed Skuas were rare (4 records, figure 
4.53) and all sightings were made in autumn. In 
autumn 1 988 , an influx of Long-tailed Skuas was 
witnessed at coastal sites in the Netherlands (Van 
der Ham 1989) and elsewhere in the North Sea 
(Dunn & Hirschfeld 1991). Long-tailed Skuas were 
frequently seen in the North Sea during ship-ba-
sed surveys further to the north and west (Camp-
54 Skuas 
Figure 4.53 Sightings of Long-tailed Skuas, 
January-December f, n— 4) 
huysen & Den Ouden 1988) , but only one was 
seen wi th in the study area that autumn, as little 
survey effort was made at the right t ime wi th in 
the study area. 
Great Skua Catharacta skua 
Great Skuas were widespread and comparatively 
numerous, particularly in autumn (figure 4.54) . In 
August-September, low densities were found 
offshore in the Southern Bight, around the Friese 
Front and scattered in the Nordschillgrund region 
(figure 4 .55) . The distribution pattern shown is 
partly an artefact caused by substantial differen-
ces in oberserver effort between areas. Frequent 
surveys near the mainland coast of Noord-Holland 
and towards the Friese Front have caused that 
many of the Great Skuas were seen here. It was 
estimated that around 2 9 0 0 Great Skuas occur-
red in the entire study area in early autumn. Great 
Skuas were particularly numerous in 1987 and 
this coincided w i th exceptionally high numbers at 
Figure 4.54 Sightings of Great Skuas, 
January-December (•, n= 808) 
coastal sites that year (#4). The seasonal pattern 
recorded at seawatching sites was rather similar 
to that f rom ship-based surveys, but Great Skuas 
became relatively numerous along the coast in 
September and October rather than in August. 
Results from ship-based surveys indicate that 
Great Skuas generally tend to avoid the coastal 
strip. The plot of Great Skua sightings from aerial 
surveys provides a similar picture (#1). 
Discussion and conclusions Major differences 
between the relative abundance of skuas in the 
southern North Sea were found between ship-
based surveys, counts from coastal sites (seawat-
ching; #3 , #4) and birds found dead on the beach 
(#2). Great Skuas formed two-thirds to three 
quarters of all skuas reported offshore and of all 
skuas found dead on the beach. From seawat-
ching sites, however, 8 0 - 9 0 % of all skuas were 
Arctic Skuas (table 4.6) . In August, when hardly 
any were seen along the coast, Great Skuas were 
widespread and comparatively numerous further 
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Figure 4.55 Distribution of Great Skua, 
August-September (n = 173) 
numbers are seen in the southern North Sea, indi-
cating that autumn and spring migration mainly 
take place in the Atlantic Ocean, west of the Bri-
t ish Isles (Camphuysen 1987a, Davenport 1987 , 
1 9 9 1 , Harrop 1993). 
The differences between ship-based surveys 
and aerial surveys wi th respect to skua sightings 
are remarkable, but can generally be explained by 
differences in methods. The number of sightings 
from the aircraft were much smaller than from 
ship-based surveys. The main reason for this dif-
ference is the scan for birds ahead and to the side 
of the ship and, hence, the records of skuas outsi-
de the transect. From the air, only skuas wi th in 
the transect were recorded (150m on each side of 
the aircraft; #1), whereas all skuas seen ahead of 
the ship entered the database. This factor, combi-
ned wi th the fact that skuas have a tendency to 
take a look at vessels (apparently mainly in search 
for ship-followers which can be attacked), wil l 
have resulted in skuas being recorded from a 
much wider area than just the strip-transect. Ap-
proximately 9x as many smaller skuas and 11.5x 
more Great Skuas were recorded during ship-
based surveys than in aerial surveys. This would 
mean that skuas from a strip of 3 0 0 0 m were 
recorded onboard vessels, a figure which is by no 
means unlikely. The distribution pattern of Great 
Skuas is quite similar in ship-based and aerial 
surveys but the concentration of smaller (Arctic) 
skuas in the coastal strip was not noticed from 
offshore. Obviously, autumn migration of Arctic 
Skuas is a typically coastal phenomenon of a 
stream of birds tunneling through the narrow 
southerly 'ex i t ' of the North Sea. Great Skuas 
linger around for some time in the North Sea after 
the breeding season, entering the Skagerrak, 
German Bight and Southern Bight in substantial 
numbers (ESAS Database; Stone et al. in press) 
and do not seem to hurry on their way south 
(which is much less far south than that of the 
smaller conspecifics). Moreover, Great Skuas ha-
ve a tendency to stay away from the coastal strip 
(compare figures 4 .52 and 4 .54) . In early au-
tumn, internationally important numbers of Great 
Skuas are found in the North Sea (table 4 .2 , 4.3). 
An important source of food for these skuas are 
scraps at t rawlers, but Great Skuas at sea have 
been observed as kleptoparasites of Gannet, large 
gulls, Ki t t iwake, terns and killing and eating Kitti-
wakes, Larus-guUs and auks (only attempts to kill 
Sooty Shearwaters have been observed). Of Po-
marine and Long-tailed Skuas only rather small 
Table 4.6 Species composition (%) of skuas recor-
ded at sea (this report), migrating along the 
coast (1974-79, #3; 1980-89, #4) and stranded 
(1969-84, #2). For coastal observations, data of 
1985 were not used. 
Tabel 4.6 Soortsamenstelling (%) bij jagers waar 
genomen op zee (dit rapport) trekkend langs de 
kust (1974-79, #3; 1980-89, #4) en gestrand 
(1969-84, ft2). Van kustwaarnemingen werden 
gegevens van 1985 niet gebruikt. 
seawatching 
at sea 74-79 80-89 beach 
Pomarine Skua 4.5 3.8 7.2 6.9 
Arctic Skua 22.1 91.6 82.3 21.8 
Long-tailed Skua 0.4 0.1 0.1 9.2 
Great Skua 73.0 4.6 10.4 62.1 
sample 1107 14 ,636 20 ,057 87 
56 Gulls 
and the ship-based survey data, Arct ic Skuas the 
air. Considering both seawatching results (#3, #4) 
were quite numerous in coastal waters and this 
last aspect is therefore puzzling and cannot be 
explained by differences in detection from the 
t w o sources. 
4 . 1 0 GULLS 
Twelve species of gulls were observed, seven of 
which were common. Black-headed, Common, 
Lesser Black-backed and Herring Gulls are com-
mon breeding birds in the Netherlands, but the 
first t w o species were mainly winter birds at sea. 
The Lesser Black-backed Gull was most common 
in summer and the Herring Gull occurred year-
round (table 4 .1) . Several gulls are scarce or irre-
gular breeding species in the Netherlands: Medi-
terranean, Little, Yellow-legged and Great Black-
backed Gull. Meditarranean and Yellow-legged 
Gulls were rarely encountered at sea, whereas 
Little Gull and Great Black-backed Gull were scar-
ce in summer but rather common in the rest of 
the year. Three arctic species, Sabine's, Glaucous 
and Iceland Gull, were rare visitors in the sout-
hern North Sea, mainly in autumn and winter. 
Ki t t iwakes, cliff-nesting gulls which breed in large 
numbers along the coast of East England, were 
common during most of the year. 
Mediterranean Gull Larus melanocephalus 
Only 7 Mediterranean Gulls were observed during 
ship-based surveys, including 6 records in autumn 
near the coast in the Southern Bight (figure 4.56) . 
Sightings comprised 4 adults, 1 immature and 2 
juveniles. One adult was seen scavenging in a 
large, mixed group of birds behind a trawler at 
some 11 km from the coast, off the Delta area. 
Mediterranean Gulls have increased as breeding 
birds in western Europe, and recently got a f irm 
foothold in the southern provinces of the Nether-
lands (Meininger & Bekhuis 1990) . Most of these 
gulls appear to feed inland (Meininger et al. 
1991) . A t seawatching sites in the Netherlands 
and in Belgium, Mediterranean Gulls are frequent-
ly seen in very small numbers (#3, #4 , Allein et 
al. 1992) . Along the Wadden Sea islands Mediter-
ranean Gulls were scarcely reported, which is in 
agreement w i th (the few) sightings during ship-
based surveys. Aerial surveys produced only t w o 
sightings, which is not surprising, for only t w o of 
the Meditteranean Gulls seen during ship-based 
Figure 4.56 Sightings of Mediterranean Gulls, 
January-December (•, n= 7) 
surveys were actually in transect (see also discus-
sion in Great Skua). 
Little Gull Larus minutus 
Little Gulls breed in very small numbers in the 
Netherlands, but most of the gulls which are 
observed in the southern North Sea as migrants or 
winter visitors originate from colonies in Sweden, 
Finland, Poland and further east. 
Little Gulls were seldom recorded in June and July 
(12 individuals, all adults, not mapped). Densities 
were still low in August-September, and of a total 
number of 143 Little Gulls, 37 individuals were in 
transect (figure 4.57) . Of 135 Little Gulls the 
plumage was recorded, including a large percenta-
ge of juveniles (24 .4%; table 4.7) . The total num-
ber of Little Gulls in the southern North Sea is 
estimated at 500 individuals in the coastal zone 
and none offshore (table 4.2), only 50 of these 
were found in the Dutch sector. Seawatching 
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Figure 4.57 Distribution of Little Gull, 
August-September (n= 37) 
data show that the onset of autumn migration of 
this species is in late September and numbers 
rapidly increase from early October (#3, #4). 
These results are quite different from data derived 
from aerial surveys, from which it was concluded 
that Little Gulls occurred widespread in low densi-
ties offshore and in the coastal zone (#1). It was 
argued that the frequent sightings of Little Gulls 
in August-September were all just offshore (i.e. 
'out of reach' for seawatchers), but also that 
f rom the air these small gulls are easily confused 
w i th f loating skeletons of Sepia officinalis and 
"commie" terns ( # 1 , Baptist 1991) . It was con-
cluded that Little Gulls occurred frequently off-
shore in these months, and the total number was 
estimated at around 1400 (just over 2 0 0 0 during 
1 989-92) , but it is diff icult to judge w i th hind-
sight whether the differences between results of 
aerial and ship-based surveys were caused by 
accident (e.g. the t iming of surveys) or whether 
mis-identifications of Little Gulls during aerial 
surveys are a structural problem. From a compila-
Figure 4.58 Distribution of Little Gull, 
October-November (n= 1209) 
t ion of recently published seasonal patterns for 
Little Gulls in the (southern) North Sea, we con-
clude that Little Gulls are scarce in August and 
increase in numbers only in late September (#3, 
#4 , Nisbet 1956 , Ferdinand et al. 1956 , Bulteel & 
Van der Vloet 1969 , Hutchinson & Neath 1978 , 
Oliver 1977 , Rettig 1977 , Bergendahl 1986 , Mel-
tof te & Faldborg 1987 , Smith 1987 , Temme 
1989, Temme 1 9 9 1 , Allein et al. 1992 , Garthe 
1993 , Jardine et al. 1993) . Only in Scotland, 
substantial numbers of Little Gulls were recorded 
in July, August and early September (Bruun 1 968 , 
Hutchinson & Neath 1978). 
Autumn migration of Little Gulls peaked in Octo-
ber-November, which resulted in a substantial 
increase in numbers present in Dutch coastal 
waters. Low to moderate densities occurred 
throughout the coastal zone, occasional patches 
wi th low densities occurred offshore (figure 4 .58) . 
Some 8 8 . 5 % were adults ( n= 1903; table 4.7) . It 
was estimated that just over 11 ,000 Little Gulls 
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Figure 4.59 Distribution of Little Gull, 
December-January (n= 320) 
Figure 4.60 Distribution of Little Gull, 
February-March (n= 4151 
were in the coastal zone, w i th another 3000 
offshore in these months (table 4.2). Some 
10 ,700 Little Gulls were estimated to occur wit-
hin the Dutch sector. The t iming of this increase 
was in agreement w i th seawatching results (#3, 
#4). Strandings of Little Gulls on Dutch beaches 
peak in autumn (October-November) and winter 
(January-February), but overall numbers are very 
small (#2). Aerial surveys produced a rather simi-
lar distribution pattern, but offshore sightings 
were more frequent (#1). Overall, densities were 
low during these surveys and the estimate of 
total numbers in our waters was only around 
2 6 5 0 individuals. 
In winter, December-January, numbers of Little 
Gulls had declined considerably and sightings 
were mainly confined to the coastal waters off 
Belgium and in the Voordelta (figure 4.59) . Virtu-
ally all Little Gulls observed in winter were adults 
(table 4.7) . It was estimated that some 3900 
Little Gulls occurred in coastal waters, w i th an-
other 600 individuals offshore (table 4.2), 3 8 0 0 
of which occurred in the Dutch sector. From aerial 
surveys a much wider distribution in winter was 
deduced, in a broad band w i th low densities all 
along the coast, and w i th slightly higher densities 
in the Voordelta (#1). As stated earlier, this may 
be partly effort related. The estimate of total num-
bers in Dutch waters, despite the larger area 
covered and used for the final estimate in winter, 
was slightly lower {ca. 3050) . Seawatchers recor-
ded small numbers in December and very small 
numbers in January (#3, #4). Few Little Gulls 
stranded in December, while the increase in effort 
in January and February led to rather more casual-
ties on Dutch beaches (#2). Wintering Little Gulls 
were often associated w i th feeding Razorbills, and 
these associations were quite strong. Razorbills 
that were flushed by the approaching vessel were 
often immediately fol lowed by the associated 
Little Gulls. The reason for these frequent associa-
tions, which have been described earlier (Madge 
1965, Scott 1972, Evans 1989) , is unclear. Klep-
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toparasit ism has not been observed, whereas the 
gulls were eagerly hovering over the Razorbills 
when these were submerged. When the Razorbills 
returned to the surface, the gulls often simply 
settled next to the auks. Razorbills were clearly 
preferred; feeding Guillemots Uria aalge were 
usually joined by Kit t iwakes Rissa tridactyla. 
In February-March, a regular pattern of low densi-
ties of Little Gulls was found in the coastal zone 
(figure 4 .60) , but the overall densities were slight-
ly lower than earlier in winter (table 4.1). The 
estimate of total numbers of Little Gulls came at 
2 9 0 0 individuals for the coastal zone and antoher 
100 individuals offshore (table 4.2), 2 2 0 0 of 
which occurred in the Dutch sector. Approximate-
ly 9 7 % of the Little Gulls were adults (table 4.7). 
Numbers of Little Gulls reported from seawat-
ching sites were also very low in these months 
(#3, #4). The distribution pattern derived from 
aerial surveys was roughly similar to that from 
ship-based surveys, but Little Gulls seemed to 
occur in a wider band off the Dutch coast (#1). 
The estimate of total numbers f rom aerial surveys 
was considerably lower though (ca. 500) . 
In spring, April-May, moderate densities were 
found along the mainland coast and low densities 
scattered off the Wadden Sea islands and off 
Belgium (figure 4 .61) . Most Little Gulls were 
adults, although small numbers of juveniles (2nd 
calendar year birds) joined the mature birds to-
wards the breeding areas (table 4.7). It was esti-
mated that 7 3 0 0 Little Gulls occurred in the coas-
tal zone, plus another 4 0 offshore. Within the 
Dutch sector, some 4 9 0 0 Little Gulls were pre-
sent. The value of these figures is l imited. From 
seawatching data it can be demonstrated that the 
peak of spring migration is usually extremely tight 
around 20 April-1 May (#3, #4 , Den Ouden & 
Stougie 1990) . Extrapolating for hours not obser-
ved, it was estimated that, in April and May, 
normally around 10 ,000 Little Gulls migrate 
through Dutch coastal waters, but that in some 
years (notably 1 9 8 1 , 1984 and 1985) between 
2 0 , 0 0 0 and 3 0 , 0 0 0 individuals passed through 
the Dutch coastal zone (Den Ouden & Stougie 
1990) . A detailed analysis of seawatching data 
and the assumption that Little Gulls are able to 
choose between an overland route and a f lyway 
along the coast, led to the conclusion that a pre-
dominance of 'head winds ' leads to higher num-
bers in coastal waters during spring migration. 
During 1989-92 , aerial surveys were twice plan-
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Figure 4.61 Distribution of Little Gull, 
April-May (n = 693) 
ned at the peak of spring migration, and the esti-
mate of total numbers was accordingly high (ca. 
11,000 individuals, #1). Again, Little Gulls were 
seen over a much wider band than in ship-based 
surveys, but, similar as in ship-based surveys, 
w i th highest densities near the mainland coast of 
Noord-Holland. 
Discussion and conclusions Little Gulls occurred in 
substantial numbers in Dutch coastal waters 
during autumn- (mainly October/November) and 
spring migration (April/May), particularly when 
compared to other areas in the North Sea at large 
(Tasker et al. 1987). Ship-based surveys led to 
peak estimates of 14 ,200 Little Gulls in Dutch 
waters (October/November, 1 8 . 9 % of the cen-
tral/east European breeding population; Rose & 
Scott 1994). For use in Ramsar (criterion 3c), a 
total number of 750 Little Gulls in a wetland is 
sufficient for a status of international importance. 
From seawatching results in can be shown that 
the estimate derived from ship-based surveys in 
60 Gulls 
Table 4. 7 Monthly age composition in Little Gulls 
(adult, immature and first year) in the southern 
North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.7 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Dwergmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen en eer-
ste jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
2 3 4 
192 
4 7 1 
886 
31 
1 
11 
2 4 
78 
1002 
683 
99 
3 7 1 2 
imm 
1 
2 
4 
38 
1 
24 
37 
1 
108 
first 
year 
5 
5 
11 
20 
2 
5 
28 
73 
84 
7 
2 4 0 
% 
adult 
97.5 
96.5 
96.9 
93.9 
93.9 
80.0 
73.6 
91.2 
85 .0 
92.5 
91 .4 
sample 
240 
199 
4 8 6 
944 
33 
1 
11 
30 
106 
1099 
8 0 4 
107 
4 0 6 0 
spring (7300 April/May) is rather conservative 
and that normally around 10 ,000 Little Gulls and 
sometimes as many as 30 ,000 individuals (i.e. 
4 0 % of the C/E European breeding population) 
pass through our coastal waters (Den Ouden & 
Stougie 1990) . Many Little Gulls were feeding on 
tidal lines, near sewage outlets or in areas where 
lots of rubbish was floating around. There are 
nine records of scavenging Little Gulls at commer-
cial trawlers (122 individuals). Peak numbers 
were 85 Little Gulls at a single boat, on 29 March 
1990 , 2 km from the coast of Zuid-Holland. Little 
Gulls were uncommon as beached birds: only 
0 . 6 % of all stranded Larus-guWs during 1969-85 
(n= 18,616) and 5 6 . 9 % were oiled (n = 65; #2). 
Aerial surveys were different w i th respect to the 
seasonal pattern (much less peaked) and distribu-
tion of birds at sea (a much wider band off the 
coast). Since mis-identifications were apparently 
a common source of error in Little Gulls reported 
from these surveys ( # 1 , Baptist 1991) , the diffe-
rences are not further discussed here. 
Sabine's Gull Larus sabini 
Sabine's Gulls were rarely encountered at sea, 
and usually quite far offshore (4 sightings, figure 
4 .62) . Three were seen in autumn, which is in 
Figure 4.62 Sightings of Sabine's Gulls, 
January-December C, n= 4} 
agreement wi th seawatching results (#4), while a 
single gull in March (an adult in breeding plumage) 
must be considered highly unusual (#3, #4 , Shar-
rock 1971). Sabine's Gulls spend the winter south 
of the equator (Lambert 1967 , 1969 , Griffiths & 
Sinclair 1982), and spring or late winter records 
were very rare in the Netherlands (#4). The other 
records were a juvenile bird in September and t w o 
solitary adult winter plumage Sabine's Gulls in 
October and November. 
Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus 
Black-headed Gulls increased markedly in most of 
Northwest Europe in the 19th, but mainly in the 
20 th century (Cramp & Simmons 1983) . The total 
Dutch population numbered 65 ,000 -95 ,000 pairs 
in 1961 (Higler 1962), while it was estimated at 
> 200 ,000 pairs in the mid-1970s (Teixeira 1979) 
and 225 -275 ,000 pairs in the early 1980s (SO-
VON 1988) . In the 1960s, 12 ,000-18 ,000 Black-
headed Gulls were breeding in the Delta area, 
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Figure 4.63 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
June-July (n= 104) 
9 ,000-14 ,000 in Zuid-Holland, 8 ,000-12 ,000 in 
Noord-Holland, 5 ,000-7 ,000 in Friesland and on 
the Frisian islands, and 2 ,700-4 ,000 in Groningen 
(in all, 36 ,700 -55 ,000 pairs in coastal provinces; 
substantial numbers of the Dutch population were 
not breeding near the coast). For 1 9 9 0 / 9 1 , the 
size of coastal colonies is better known. In the 
Wadden Sea region, 74 ,732 pairs were found 
breeding, only 547 pairs bred along the mainland 
coast of Noord- and Zuid-Holland, and another 
4 0 , 7 5 2 pairs were found in the Delta area (A.J. 
van Dijk, SOVON unpublished data). This indica-
tes that the coastal population has at least dou-
bled since the early 1960s. 
In summer, June-July, scattered low densities of 
Black-headed Gulls were found in coastal waters 
(figure 4.63) . Off the mainland coast, particularly 
off harbours such as Scheveningen, densities of 
these gulls could be rather high, but most gulls 
were observed very closely inshore. Offshore, 
notably in the Oestergronden region, occasional 
Figure 4.64 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
August-September (n= 182) 
groups of Black-headed Gulls, most probably 
migrant birds, were observed. Of all Black-headed 
Gulls observed at sea, 8 0 - 9 0 % were adults (table 
4.8). It was estimated that some 1000 Black-
headed Gulls occurred in the coastal zone, plus 
some 1400 individuals offshore (table 4.2), but 
only 800 of these gulls occurred within the Dutch 
sector. Seabird migration studied from coastal 
sites revealed a seasonal pattern in Black-headed 
Gulls which was rather consistent through the 
years. Mass movements were recorded at inter-
vals, including peaks in autumn migration (usually 
July and October), cold-rushes in response to 
winter conditions (irregularly) and peaks in spring 
migration (usually February/March and Apri l ; Plat-
teeuw 1987, #3 , #4). In June, numbers of Black-
headed Gulls seen from coastal sites were usually 
rather small, but July often produced massive 
southward movements, mainly of adult gulls. 
Aerial surveys produced a pattern of low to mo-
derate densities in the entire coastal strip and 
occasional offshore sightings (#1). It was estima-
6 2 Gul ls 
ted that around 2 7 0 0 Black-headed Gulls occur-
red in Dutch waters. 
Late summer, August-September, offshore sigh-
tings were rather scarce, and low to moderate 
densities were found in the coastal zone of the 
mainland coast and around Texel and Vlieland 
(figure 4 .64) . It was estimated that 8 0 0 Black-
headed Gulls were present in the coastal zone 
and 900 further offshore (mainly Southern Bight; 
table 4.2) , of which 1100 occurred wi th in the 
Dutch sector. First year birds were comparatively 
numerous, w i th the proportion of adults in these 
months dropping to ca. 5 0 % (table 4.8). From 
seawatching sites, a continuation of southward 
movements was reported, w i th gradually increa-
sing numbers of juveniles (Platteeuw 1987) . Half 
of the Black-headed Gulls recorded in September 
were juveniles, a figure which is in agreement 
w i th assessments during ship-based surveys. 
Southward passages of Black-headed Gulls were 
usually less impressive in September. On the 
Wadden Sea islands, substantial numbers of dead 
Black-headed Gulls washed ashore in these 
months, many of wh ich were juveniles and a mi-
nority were oiled, suggesting natural, post-fled-
ging mortal i ty (#2). From aerial surveys it was 
deduced that Black-headed Gulls occurred more 
widespread in a rather broad zone, particularly 
along the mainland coast and in the Voordelta 
(#1). Moderate densities were found off Noord-
Holland. It was estimated that around 1500 
Black-headed Gulls occurred in the Dutch sector 
in these months. 
In autumn, October-November, densities of Black-
headed Gulls in the coastal zone increased shar-
ply (figure 4 .65) . Scattered offshore records 
included sightings in the Doggersbank, Nord-
schillgrund and Terschellingerbank regions. High 
densities were found around Borkum, moderate 
densities off Texel and Den Helder and moderate 
to high densities occurred off the mainland coast 
of Zuid-Holland and in the Voordelta. For these 
months, the estimate of total numbers in the 
coastal zone came at 23 ,500 individuals, w i th 
another 1400 Black-headed Gulls offshore (table 
4.2). Some 2 2 , 0 0 0 of these gulls were found in 
the Dutch sector. Adults predominated in these 
months, w i th 8 5 . 5 % in October (n= 1231) and 
9 0 . 9 % in November (n= 507 ; table 4.8). From 
seawatching sites, a second wave of autumn 
migrants was recorded in these months (#3, #4 , 
Platteeuw 1987) . Most of these gulls were a-
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Figure 4.65 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
October-November (n= 1750) 
dults, just as found during ship-based surveys. 
The distribution pattern derived f rom aerial sur-
veys was quite similar in the coastal strip, w i th 
moderate to high densities scattered along most 
of the coast, but the distribution was considerably 
wider and offshore sightings appeared more fre-
quent (#1). It was estimated that nearly 7 0 0 0 
Black-headed Gulls occurred in the Dutch sector 
of the North Sea. 
Lower densities, but a similar distribution pattern, 
were found in December-January (figure 4 .66) . 
Highest numbers were reported in the Voordelta, 
low densities were found scattered in coastal 
waters of Belgium, mainland coast and off the 
Wadden Sea islands. Black-headed Gulls were still 
a strictly coastal species, although scattered 
sightings in the offshore zone occurred (as in 
other months and particularly in easterly winds), 
but mostly outside the transect. Nearly all Black-
headed Gulls seen in these months were adult 
birds (table 4.8). It was estimated that 11 ,200 
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Figure 4.66 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
December-January (n= 1608) 
individuals occurred in the coastal zone and 500 
further offshore. Just over 10 ,000 of these Black-
headed Gulls occurred wi th in the Dutch sector. 
Severe weather conditions could lead to cold-
rushes of Black-headed Gulls along the coast (#3, 
# 4 , Platteeuw 1 987) and these movements could 
occur at any t ime. Easterly winds generally produ-
ced a larger number of sightings of this species at 
sea. Adult Black-headed Gulls predominated, both 
in seawatching results and ship-based surveys 
(#3). Numbers of dead Black-headed Gulls on the 
beach peaked between December and April (#2). 
Results f rom aerial surveys, just as in the months 
discussed so far, were similar to ship-based sigh-
tings in that moderate to high densities occurred 
scattered in the coastal strip. However, the distri-
bution away from the coast seemed very diffe-
rent. Flights in December/January produced a 
wide area, a band of at least 90km wide, w i th 
low to moderate densities. It was estimated that 
over 8 5 0 0 Black-headed Gulls occurred in the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea. The offshore zone 
Figure 4.67 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
February-March (n= 1754) 
in the northern half of our study area, poorly 
surveyed in ship-based surveys, did not yield 
many sightings. 
Sightings in the coastal zone were more frequent 
again in February-March, w i th low to moderate 
densities everywhere in the coastal strip (figure 
4.67) . Scattered offshore sightings occurred, 
mainly in the Southern Bight. Over 9 0 % of the 
Black-headed Gulls observed were adult birds 
(table 4.8). It was estimated that around 9 8 0 0 
Black-headed Gulls occurred in the coastal zone 
and another 1300 individuals offshore (table 4 .2) , 
of which 10 ,000 occurred in the Dutch sector. 
Spring migration was recorded late February and 
March at coastal sites scattered on the Dutch 
coast (#3, #4). Most gulls were adults and it was 
suggested that this peak comprised Dutch bree-
ding birds, as well as birds heading for Danish and 
German colonies (Platteeuw 1987). In cold win-
ters, large numbers of dead Black-headed Gulls 
were found in these months, scattered all over 
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Figure 4.68 Distribution of Black-headed Gull, 
April-May (n= 118) 
the entire coast (#2). Aerial surveys were diffe-
rent f rom ship-based surveys in the much wider 
distribution, a huge homogeneous area off the 
mainland coast, where the latter produced hardly 
any records of Black-headed Gulls (#1). Densities 
near the coast were much lower than in Decem-
ber and January and it was now estimated that 
around 2 0 0 0 Black-headed Gulls occurred in the 
Dutch sector. 
In April-May, very low densities were found along 
the mainland coast, whereas low to moderate 
densities occurred widespread off Belgium and off 
the Wadden Sea islands (figure 4.68) . The propor-
t ion of adult birds fell sharply, indicating that 
most mature individuals had returned to the colo-
nies (table 4.8) . Scattered offshore birds were 
probably mainly late migrants heading for more 
easterly or northerly breeding stations. Estimates 
of total numbers in the southern North Sea came 
at 6 0 0 Black-headed Gulls in the coastal zone and 
3 2 0 0 individuals offshore (table 4.2). Some 3100 
of these Black-headed Gulls occurred in the Dutch 
sector. A second peak in spring migration was 
witnessed from coastal sites in Apri l , probably 
mainly including breeding birds heading for Baltic 
colonies (#3, #4 , Platteeuw 1987) . In this peak, 
immatures were much more numerous (often over 
half the birds seen passing by late April/early May 
were 2nd calendar year individuals) than earlier in 
spring (#3). Numbers of dead Black-headed Gulls 
declined considerably in late April and May (#2). 
Aerial surveys produced a pattern of scattered 
low densities over a wide area along the entire 
coast and an estimate of over 3 0 0 0 gulls in the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea (#1). 
Discussion and conclusions Black-headed Gulls 
were common as migrants in the southern North 
Sea, both during spring and autumn migration, but 
were otherwise restricted to the coastal strip 
(mainly within 5 km from the nearest shore. Com-
pared to the huge NE Atlantic population of this 
widespread species, the numbers found at sea 
were rather insignificant. Within the Dutch sector 
of the North Sea, peak numbers of ca. 22 ,000 
individuals were found in October-November, 
whereas the southern North Sea at large was 
found to hold peak numbers of ca. 25 ,000 Black-
headed Gulls in autumn (October-November, 
0 .5% of the NE Atlantic population, table 4 .3 ; 
Rose & Scott 1994). Some 11 .3% of trawlers 
seen in the southern North Sea were attended by 
scavenging Black-headed Gulls, w i th a maximum 
of 755 individuals at a t ime (Camphuysen 1993a). 
As a scavenger, this species was only frequently 
observed between October and March. Large 
groups of scavengers (i.e. > 5 0 Black-headed 
Gulls) occurred exclusively within 2 km from land. 
Much larger numbers were seen at t rawlers, both 
in summer and winter, wi th in the Wadden Sea 
(NIOZ unpubl. data). Black-headed Gulls were the 
second most numerous species in beached bird 
surveys, which formed 16 .7% of all dead Larus-
gulls found during 1969-85 (n = 18 ,616 , #2) . 
Some 4 4 . 2 % were contaminated w i th oil (n = 
2112) and large numbers were usually found in 
cold winters (70 .8% between December and 
April). Oil pollution is not a significant threat to 
the population of this species. 
The differences between aerial surveys and 
ship-based surveys were remarkable. Whereas 
ship-based surveys produced a pattern of a highly 
coastal species which occurs as a migrant only 
under certain conditions (aided by easterly winds) 
further offshore, aerial surveys suggested that 
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Table 4.8 Monthly age composition in Black-hea-
ded Gulls (adult, immature and first year) in the 
southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.8 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Kokmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen en eerste 
jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
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Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
633 
1298 
721 
104 
33 
98 
233 
58 
60 
1052 
461 
180 
4931 
imm 
3 
12 
23 
20 
6 
12 
5 
3 
5 
4 
2 
95 
first 
year 
16 
57 
50 
9 
51 
35 
59 
49 
175 
44 
6 
551 
% 
adult 
97.1 
95.0 
90.8 
78.2 
36.7 
89.1 
85.3 
48.3 
52.6 
85.5 
90.9 
96.8 
88 .4 
sample 
652 
1367 
7 9 4 
133 
90 
110 
273 
120 
114 
1231 
507 
186 
5577 
this species was widespread in all seasons 
through most of the Southern Bight and off the 
Wadden Sea islands. The patchy distribution, a 
result of this gull usually migrating in distinct 
f locks, was not found from the air. This cannot 
just be effort related, as suggested by Baptist (in 
litt.). Even if all data are combined, a year round 
picture would still show many holes in the distri-
bution pattern. Estimates derived from ship-based 
surveys were higher than aerial assessments 
when high densities occurred at sea, but lower 
when Black-headed Gulls were scarce at sea. 
Common Gull Larus canus 
Common Gulls increased in numbers in most of 
its range during the 20 th century, except in Den-
mark (Cramp & Simmons 1983) . The Dutch popu-
lation of the Common Gull, which was establis-
hed in 1 908 w i th 2 pairs, increased rapidly since 
the late 1940s . In the late 1940 , some 100 pairs 
were found breeding, in 1 960 the population was 
estimated at 377 pairs (Braaksma 1964). Some 
7 0 0 0 pairs were found in the mid-1970s (Teixeira 
1979) and 11 ,000 Common Gulls were counted 
in 1985 (SOVON 1988) and again in the early 
1990s (Arts 1993) . In recent years, however, 
mainland colonies suffered from increased preda-
Figure 4.69 Distribution of Common Gull, 
June-July (n= 176) 
t ion of eggs, chicks and adults by Red Fox Vulpes 
vulpes and some important colonies were totally 
abandoned (Woutersen 1992 , Costers 1992) . The 
largest colony in the Netherlands, established in 
the dunes of Schoorl (Noord-Holland) in 1 9 3 1 , 
increased to some 6000 pairs in the mid-1980s, 
but declined to less than 2000 pairs in the early 
1990s (Woutersen 1992). New, smaller colonies 
were established on alternative sites in the region, 
often outside the dunes (Costers 1 992 , Groot & 
Cottaar 1992 , Woutersen & Roobeek 1992 , Wou-
tersen 1994). 
Low to moderate densities of Common Gulls were 
found scattered in the coastal strip in June-July, 
particularly near breeding colonies (figure 4 .69) . 
Scattered offshore sightings included birds in the 
Doggersbank and Nordschillgrund region. Most of 
the birds seen offshore were immatures, while 
closely inshore adults predominated (table 4.9) . 
Juveniles were not yet seen at sea. It was esti-
mated that 1 3 0 0 Common Gulls occurred in coas-
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Figure 4.70 Distribution of Common Gull, 
August-September (n= 108) 
surveys it was estimated that nearly 10 ,000 
Common Gulls occurred in the Dutch sector du-
ring 1985-88 and 3-4000 between 1989 and 
1992 . 
Common Gulls became slightly more widespread 
off the mainland coast and the westernmost Wad-
den Sea islands during August-September, but 
densities were very low (figure 4 .70) . Offshore 
sightings were particularly frequent in the Nord-
schillgrund region. Juveniles became progressively 
more abundant at sea and numerically dominated 
in September (table 4.9) . Only 3 0 0 Common Gulls 
were estimated to occur in the coastal zone, 
whereas 1 900 were estimated for offshore waters 
(table 4.2). Within the Dutch sector, only 4 0 0 of 
these gulls were found. This indicates that Com-
mon Gulls prefer inland feeding habitats during the 
post-nuptial primary moult. Numbers of Common 
Gulls seen from coastal sites in Noord-Holland 
declined dramatically from July to August and 
remained very low during the entire period discus-
sed here (#3, #4). Juveniles were scarcely repor-
ted after the small peak in appearance late July, 
while the number of adults at sea had simply 
collapsed. Aerial surveys produced lower densities 
of Common Gulls in the coastal strip than in sum-
mer and the frequent offshore sightings north of 
54 °N were in agreement w i th ship-based sigh-
tings (#1). The estimate of ca. 2 0 0 0 Common 
Gulls in the Dutch sector was well above that 
derived from ship-based sightings. 
tal waters, plus another 800 individuals offshore 
(table 4.2) , of which 1700 occurred within the 
Dutch sector. From seawatching sites, vast num-
bers of Common Gulls were observed throughout 
the year, but particularly in these months (#3, 
#4). Unfortunately, systematic counts of this 
abundant species were only conducted in Noord-
Holland, so the fol lowing text only refers to data 
obtained in this subregion. Very large numbers of 
Common Gulls were seen flying up and down the 
coast (or in fact in and out the nearby colony), 
and most these birds were adults (cf. Platteeuw 
1986ab). Late July, when the numbers declined 
rapidly, substantial numbers of just fledged juve-
niles appeared on the scene (#3). Aerial surveys 
produced a similar pattern w i th respect to the 
distribution of patches of birds near important 
breeding stations, but densities recorded in the 
coastal strip were considerably higher and Com-
mon Gulls appeared more widespread at greater 
distances away from the coast (#1). From these 
Common Gulls invaded the coastal zone in au-
tumn, w i th moderate to high densities all over the 
coastal strip during October-November (figure 
4.71). Very large numbers were seen around 
Borkum and Schiermonnikoog, off Umuiden and in 
the Voordelta. Low densities occurred widespread 
in the offshore zone, directly bordering coastal 
waters. It was estimated that now 29 ,200 Com-
mon Gulls occurred in coastal waters and 5900 
individuals offshore (table 4.2) , nearly 3 0 , 0 0 0 of 
which were in the Dutch sector. All age classes 
were abundant in these months, but adults predo-
minated (68 .3%, n = 3 8 1 3 ; table 4.9). From 
seawatching sites a gradual return of Common 
Gulls was recorded throughout October and No-
vember (#3, #4). Adults predominated, while only 
small numbers of juveniles and immatures were 
seen (#3). The tremendous increase in numbers in 
the coastal zone was much less obvious in aerial 
surveys (#1). Distribution patterns derived f rom 
the t w o schemes were roughly similar, but densi-
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Figure 4.71 Distribution of Common Gull, 
October-November (n= 3529) 
ties found from the air near the coast, particularly 
in the Voordelta, were distinctly lower. The over-
all estimate f rom aerial surveys, ca. 7250 indivi-
duals, was well below the estimate derived from 
ship-based surveys. 
The coastal zone gained further importance for 
Common Gulls in winter, December-January (figu-
re 4 .72) . Moderate to high densities occurred in a 
wider strip along the coast than in autumn and 
the overall estimate for the coastal zone therefore 
arrived at 55 ,300 individuals in these months 
(3 .4% of the NE Atlantic population; Rose & 
Scott 1994) . The offshore zone was not very well 
covered in these months, and numbers found in 
the area studied in winter were tentatively esti-
mated at 2 5 , 1 0 0 individuals. Over 60 ,000 were 
found in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Obvi-
ously, w i th a total number of 80 ,400 Common 
Gulls in the southern North Sea at large, this area 
is very important as a wintering area for this 
species. Adult birds predominated stronger than 
Figure 4.72 Distribution of Common Gull, 
December-January (n= 5974) 
in autumn (87 .6%, n = 4 0 6 0 ; table 4.9) and 
juveniles were comparatively scarce, indicating 
that most young Common Gulls had left the sout-
hern North Sea in autumn. Numbers of Common 
Gulls observed at seawatching sites in Noord-
Holland were large during most of late autumn 
and winter (#3, #4). Massive movements in any 
direction were not reported, indicating that birds 
formed a stable winter population in the coastal 
zone which were recorded again and again. Corp-
ses of Common Gulls on the beach increased in 
December and in cold winters, stranded Common 
Gulls were rather numerous (#2). Aerial surveys 
produced similar densities in the coastal strip, but 
connected to this zone was a wide area of low 
densities filling the entire southern half of the 
Dutch sector (#1). Offshore sightings were com-
mon north of 54 °N and it was concluded that 
peak numbers of over 20 ,000 Common Gulls oc-
curred in the Dutch sector. Despite the wides-
pread distribution, this estimate is considerably 
below the estimate from ship-based surveys. 
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Figure 4. 73 Distribution of Common Gull, 
February-March (n= 4925) 
In February-March, a contraction of Common Gull 
distribution towards the coastal strip was witnes-
sed (figure 4 .73) . Moderate to high densities 
were frequently reported along the entire coastli-
ne, but only near the coast. Offshore densities 
were considerably lower than in winter. The over-
all estimates of numbers of Common Gulls in the 
southern North Sea had, as a result, declined to 
34 ,300 in the coastal zone and 7100 offshore 
(table 4 .2 ; 29 ,100 in the Dutch sector if the 
North Sea). Adults predominated again in these 
months, but immatures became progressively 
more numerous (table 4.9). Seawatching in 
Noord-Holland confirmed that Common Gulls 
were abundant in the coastal zone, but a signfi-
cant increase in numbers compared to December 
and January was not found (#3, #4). Especially in 
cold winters, substantial numbers of Common 
Gulls were found dead in these months (#2). 
Aerial surveys, in agreement w i th ship-based 
data, produced lower densities in the coastal strip 
than earlier in winter, and a lower overall estimate 
Figure 4.74 Distribution of Common Gull, 
April-May (n= 494) 
of numbers in the Dutch sector {ca. 8000) . In 
confl ict w i th the ship-based surveys was the 
regular pattern of low densities everywhere south 
of 5 4 ° N . Offshore sightings in the northern half of 
the study area, scattered low densities, were in 
agreements wi th ship-based surveys. 
Most Common Gulls were associated wi th the co-
lonies in April-May, and the decline in numbers 
witnessed in the coastal zone was mainly caused 
by a departure of mature birds (figure 4 .74 , table 
4.9). Low to moderate densities occurred in most 
of the coastal zone, and were highest off the 
mainland coast and in the Voordelta. Only a third 
of the Common Gulls seen at sea in May were 
adults, indicating that most food during egg-laying 
was obtained on inland feeding sites [cf. Arbouw 
& Swennen 1980 , 1985). Numbers of gulls in the 
coastal zone had fallen dramatically in these 
months and were estimated at 4 8 0 0 individuals. 
Another 4 0 0 Common Gulls were estimated to 
occur offshore (table 4.2). Within the Dutch sec-
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Table 4.9 Monthly age composition in Common 
Gulls (adult, immature and first year) in the 
southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.9 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Stormmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen en eer-
ste jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
3125 
2959 
1770 
316 
41 
67 
183 
56 
46 
1451 
1154 
431 
11599 
imm 
2 6 0 
339 
393 
258 
21 
15 
11 
4 
37 
3 6 4 
136 
38 
1876 
first 
year 
183 
115 
217 
48 
48 
1 
16 
81 
604 
104 
23 
1440 
% 
adult 
87 .6 
86.7 
74.4 
50.8 
37.3 
80.7 
94.3 
73.7 
28.0 
60.0 
82.8 
87.6 
77.8 
sample 
3568 
3413 
2380 
622 
110 
83 
194 
76 
164 
2419 
1394 
492 
14915 
tor some 3 4 0 0 individuals were found. From 
coastal sites in Noord-Holland, predominantly 
northward movements were recorded, indicating 
spring migration of Common Gulls breeding el-
sewhere (#3, #4) . Numbers declined gradually 
through May, but increased again in June when 
the chicks hatched, and the parents switched to 
marine prey. Aerial surveys produced a wider 
distribution pattern than ship-based surveys, w i th 
occasional high densities in the coastal strip (#1). 
It was estimated that ca. 5500 Common Gulls 
occurred in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea appeared to be a very important wintering 
area for Common Gulls. Peak numbers observed 
in December-January, an estimated 80 ,400 indivi-
duals, formed around 5 .0% of the NE Atlantic 
population (table 4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 1994) and 
60 ,800 of these gulls occurred within the Dutch 
sector of the North Sea. The coastal strip is of 
particular importance, because comparatively 
small numbers occurred offshore. Common Gulls 
were frequent scavengers at commercial trawlers 
(141 records, 1 0 . 6 % of all identified gulls at 
trawlers, n = 6 3 , 5 2 3 ; Camphuysen 1993a), but 
mainly in winter and mainly in a narrow band 
along the coast. Larger groups of scavengers 
( > 1 0 0 individuals), were only reported in winter 
and virtually all these groups were recorded with in 
10 km from the nearest shore. Only few summer 
and early autumn records are available (1 in May, 
2 in June, 1 in July, none in August, 2 in Septem-
ber; usually less than 10 individuals). Obviously, 
discards formed a minor part of the diet for Com-
mon Gulls during chick rearing, or these scraps 
were obtained very closely to the coast. Common 
Gulls were only slightly less numerous than Black-
headed Gulls among birds found dead on beaches 
between 1969 and 1985 (15 .5% of all Larus-guUs 
found dead, n = 18 ,616; #2) , but a considerably 
higher proportion of these birds were contamina-
ted wi th oil (59 .6%, n = 1800) . This difference 
reflects the more pelagic lifestyle of Common 
Gulls in winter in comparison wi th Black-headed 
Gulls, which mainly stick to the coast. Most Com-
mon Gulls were found in winter, while post-fled-
ging mortality was hardly recorded on the bea-
ches. Apparently, juveniles leave Dutch coastal 
waters rather rapidly, a finding which was confir-
med by seawatchers (a short peak of juveniles in 
late July/early August). The differences between 
aerial surveys and ship-based surveys were even 
more remarkable than in Black-headed Gulls. Ship-
based surveys produced a pattern of a highly 
coastal species which occurs in very large num-
bers in autumn and winter, aerial surveys sugge-
sted that this species was widespread in all sea-
sons through most of the Southern Bight and off 
the Wadden Sea islands. We suggest that mis-
identifications from the faster plane (200 km/hr), 
from which observers have less than five seconds 
to distinguish similar looking species like Common 
Gull, Herring Gull and Kitt iwake (#1), are a likely 
source of error in this case. Estimates derived 
from ship-based surveys were considerably higher 
than estimates from aerial studies when high 
densities were present (winter), but lower when 
Common Gulls were scarce (summer). 
Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls bred first in 1926 in the 
Netherlands, and numbers increased steadily 
since, particularly since the late 1960s (Noordhuis 
& Spaans 1992). In 1985, the Dutch population 
numbered an estimated 19 ,000 pairs (14 ,100 
pairs Wadden Sea area, 2800 mainland coast, 
2100 Delta area; Spaans 1987b). In 1990 , the 
population was estimated at just over 24 ,000 
pairs (12,332 pairs Wadden Sea area, 3547 main-
land coast, 9279 Delta area; Arts 1993) . Ter-
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Figure 4.75 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, June-July (n= 24141 
schelling has always been the most important 
colony in the Netherlands. In the late 1960s, only 
several hundreds of pairs of Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls bred on the island. In 1985 this colony num-
bered 13 ,000 pairs (Spaans 1987b), but in 1990 
the colony was found to have declined to 10 ,200 
pairs (Arts 1993) . The colony which became 
established at the Maasvlakte (Delta area) has 
increased spectacularly during the last few years. 
In 1985 , this colony was estimated to number 
4 0 0 pairs, whereas in 1990 some 6500 Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls nested here (Spaans 1987b, 
A . J . van Dijk, SOVON unpublished data). 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls were the most nume-
rous and widespread Larus-gu\\ in the southern 
North Sea in summer, June-July (figure 4.75) . Off 
the Wadden Sea islands, high densities were 
found near Terschelling, moderate to low densi-
ties elsewhere. Sightings were frequent at consi-
derable distances f rom the coast and the Friese 
Front area and Terschellingerbank were regions 
where mature birds were common and often 
numerous. Large flocks of adult Lesser Black-
backed Gulls were seen to join commercial t raw-
lers in these months (Camphuysen 1993ac). Mo-
derate to high densities were also found occa-
sionally along the mainland coast and in the Voor-
delta, and low densities occurred in a wide band 
off the coast. It was estimated that 20 ,200 Les-
ser Black-backed Gulls occurred in the coastal 
zone, plus another 37 ,200 individuals offshore 
(13 .0% of the NE Atlantic population; table 4 .2 , 
4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 1994) . Some 36 ,300 Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls were estimated to occur wi t -
hin the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Just over 
9 0 % of all Lesser Black-backed Gulls were adults 
(table 4.10) . From coastal sites. Lesser Black-
backed Gulls were recorded as an abundant spe-
cies, wi thout any preferential direction of move-
ment being observed (#3, #4) . Apparently, most 
movements observed from the shore were feeding 
flights of mature birds towards and from the 
colonies. From aerial surveys, it was concluded 
that Lesser Black-backed Gulls occurred wides-
pread in low densities south of 5 4 ° N , w i th mode-
rate to high densities near the coast (#1). It was 
estimated that around 15 ,000 Lesser Black-back-
ed Gulls were present in the Dutch sector during 
1985-88, and over 2 5 , 0 0 0 individuals in 1989-
92 , a difference that remains unexplained. 
After fledging of the offspring, August-Septem-
ber, the proportion of adult Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls at sea declined gradually (81 .9% adult in 
August, 6 0 . 4 % in September; table 4.10) . The 
species was still numerous and widespread in a 
broad band off the coast, but fewer birds were 
found the reach the Friese Front area and larger 
numbers were found off the mainland coast (figu-
re 4.76) . It was estimated that around 16 ,200 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls occurred int he coastal 
zone in these months and another 18 ,600 off-
shore (24 ,600 in the Dutch sector). Hence, w i th 
nearly 8% of the NE Atlantic population of this 
species in the southern North Sea, these waters 
were still of international importance for Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls. Numbers of Lesser Black-
backed Gulls seen from coastal sites increased 
sharply in these months and the dominant directi-
on of fl ight (westward along the Wadden Sea 
islands and southwestward along the mainland 
coast) marked the departure of this species f rom 
Dutch waters. Many hundreds, up to a few thou-
sands of Lesser Black-backed Gulls could be seen 
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Figure 4.76 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, August-September fn= 27691 
heading south on a single day in September (#3, 
#4) . The distribution pattern derived from aerial 
surveys was similar to that described for ship-
based surveys, w i th scattered moderate to high 
densities inshore and an broad band of low densi-
ties offshore (#1). Also, numbers estimated to 
occur in the Dutch sector (13,500) had declined 
compared to June-July. 
Numbers declined rapidly in October-November, 
and the southward departure was clearly reflec-
ted in the distribution pattern found (figure 4 .77) . 
Moderate to high densities were mainly recorded 
in the Voordelta area, whereas off the Wadden 
Sea islands Lesser Black-backed Gulls were com-
paratively scarce. Immatures and juveniles were 
the first to leave the area, considering the propor-
t ion of adults which increased in November when 
total numbers became quite small (table 4.10) . It 
was estimated that 19 ,600 Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls occurred in coastal waters (while numbers 
in November were distinctly smaller than in Octo-
Figure 4.77 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, October-November (n= 15871 
ber), plus some 4 9 0 0 individuals offshore (table 
4.2). Of these, some 15 ,300 individuals were in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Massive south-
ward movements, as recorded from coastal sites, 
of Lesser Black-backed Gulls continued in early 
October, but numbers declined rapidly in Novem-
ber (#3, #4). Juveniles were comparatively scarce 
during these passages, perhaps because these 
birds are diff icult to separate f rom juvenile Herring 
Gulls and therefore overlooked. The departure of 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls and the displacement of 
the zone w i th highest densities to the south was 
much less obviously recorded in aerial surveys 
(#1). From these counts, it was concluded that 
Lesser Black-backed occurred still in a very wide 
band along the entire coast, in fact a similar distri-
bution pattern as described for aerial surveys in 
June-September, but w i th lower densities near 
the coast. It was estimated that between 7 0 0 0 
and 10 ,000 Lesser Black-backed Gulls occurred in 
the Dutch sector. 
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Figure 4.78 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, December-January (n= 70) 
Low densities were recorded in winter, Decem-
ber-January, w i th Lesser Black-backed Gulls being 
most frequently reported off Belgium (figure 
4.78) . Just over 8 0 % of the gulls were adults 
(table 4.10) and it was estimated that 7 0 0 Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls occurred in the coastal zone, 
plus another 5 0 0 offshore. The fact that the nor-
thern half of the offshore zone was poorly survey-
ed is not important for this species. Only 800 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls were found in the 
Dutch sector. Numbers of Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls reported during seawatching were very low, 
and most birds were seen along the coast of 
Zuid-Holland (#3, #4) . Aerial surveys produced a 
pattern of scattered low densities, everywhere 
south of 5 4 ° N (#1) and an estimate of total num-
bers in the Dutch sector in the range of 2 0 0 0 
birds. The even distribution and the fact that 
estimates are now suddenly considerably higher 
than estimates f rom ship-based surveys make it 
tempting to speculate that Great Black-backed 
Gulls were frequently mistaken for its smaller 
Figure 4.79 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, February-March (n= 670) 
lookalike, the Lesser Black-backed Gull (as already 
suggested in #1 ). 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls returned in February-
March, particularly in the Southern Bight (figure 
4.79). Low densities were found off the Wadden 
Sea island and the Friese Front area was not of 
significance for the species in early spring. Some 
9 0 . 0 % of the gulls were adults (n= 1435 ; table 
4.10) and it was estimated that 2800 individuals 
occurred in the coastal zone, plus 9800 offshore 
(9300 in the Dutch sector). In fact , along the 
mainland coast Lesser Black-backed Gulls were 
most numerous at some distance away from the 
coast, as if it were a truely offshore species. Very 
small numbers of Lesser Black-backed Gulls were 
recorded from coastal sites, but a gradual return 
was witnessed during late March, particularly 
along the coast of Zuid-Holland (#3, #4). Aerial 
surveys produced a similar distribution pattern, 
except that patches wi th higher densities did not 
occur (#1). Instead of a return of Lesser Black-
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Figure 4.80 Distribution of Lesser Black-backed 
Gull, April-May (n = 4662) 
backed Gulls, documented both in seawatching 
data and ship-based surveys, the estimate of 
1 500 individuals from aerial surveys, lower than 
in December/January, would indicate that num-
bers in Dutch waters had stabilized since early 
winter. 
Very high numbers were recorded in April-May, in 
the beginning of the breeding season. Highest 
densities were found around Terschelling, but 
moderate to high densities occurred everywhere 
along the coast. Offshore sightings were fre-
quent, this obviously partly being caused by mi-
grant birds (Doggersbank, Nordschillgrund, Outer 
Silver Pit), but also by birds frequenting the Friese 
Front and Terschellingerbank areas (figure 4.80). 
It was estimated that 2 9 , 8 0 0 Lesser Black-back-
ed Gulls occurred in the coastal zone, plus as 
many as 5 3 , 1 0 0 offshore (18 .2% of the NE At-
lantic population; table 4 .2 , 4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 
1994) . Of these gulls, 57 ,900 individuals were 
found in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Adult 
gulls predominated (86 .9%, n = 6 5 1 3 ; table 
4.10) . Numbers of Lesser Black-backed Gulls seen 
during seawatching increased rapidly during these 
monhts, and northward passages predominated 
(#3, #4). Aerial surveys produced a similar distri-
bution pattern, except that moderate densities 
occurred seldom in the coastal strip and high 
densities were not found (#1). It was estimated 
from these counts that around 19 ,000 Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls occurred in the Dutch sector, 
indicating a very sudden return of the species 
compared to the previous period. 
Discussion and conclusions Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls are the only truely marine species of gull 
breeding in the Netherlands. High densities occur-
red around colonies in the breeding season, but 
adults were found venturing out to sea over consi-
derable distances. Peak numbers were found in 
April-July (over 80 ,000 individuals in the southern 
North Sea, some 58 ,000 of which wi th in the 
Dutch sector), when the majority of these gulls 
were adults. Considering the Dutch breeding 
population (24 ,000 pairs in 1990) , it is obvious 
that a substantial proportion of the food of this 
gull is obtained at sea. In Apri l-May, over 1 8 % of 
the NE Atlantic population was estimated to occur 
in the southern North Sea, indicating the internati-
onal importance of this area for this species. 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls were frequent scaven-
gers in the southern North Sea in summer (Camp-
huysen 1993a). Large flocks ( > 500) Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls were observed attending t raw-
lers during May-July. This species was found 
dispersed at considerably larger distances f rom 
the shore than the Herring Gull, but it should still 
be considered a coastal species. As a dominating 
species ( > 5 0 % of the birds behind a trawler). 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls were frequently en-
countered in a zone within 50 km from the coast. 
Off the mainland coast, Herring Gulls were always 
dominating over Lesser Black-backed Gulls wi th in 
20 km from the shore. Commercial fisheries were 
found to form an important source of food for 
Lesser Black-backed Gulls nesting on the Wadden 
Sea islands (Noordhuis & Spaans 1992 , Camphuy-
sen 1993c, Camphuysen 1994a). Drastic changes 
in fishing effort should therefore carefully be 
evaluated in the light of possible effects on bree-
ding success or population dymamics of this spe-
cies. The relative importance of pelagic shoaling 
fish like herring for breeding Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls needs further investigations. It has been 
shown that food-limitations have caused a decline 
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Table 4.10 Monthly age composition in Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls (adult, immature and first 
year) in the southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.10 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Kleine Mantelmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen 
en eerste jaarsj in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 
1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
103 
78 
1214 
2371 
3291 
2001 
3327 
2 6 0 2 
1565 
9 1 0 
333 
38 
17833 
imm 
5 
9 
78 
183 
4 3 0 
183 
293 
78 
119 
72 
19 
1 
1470 
first 
year 
16 
22 
34 
22 
216 
28 
63 
497 
907 
369 
39 
6 
2219 
% 
adult 
83.1 
71.6 
91.6 
92 .0 
83.6 
90.5 
90.3 
81.9 
60.4 
67 .4 
85.2 
84 .4 
82.9 
sample 
124 
109 
1326 
2576 
3937 
2212 
3683 
3177 
2591 
1351 
391 
45 
21522 
in breeding success in recent years and also that 
the few seasons which have been successful 
could be characterised by adults feeding chicks 
wi th herring (Spaans 1994) . Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls were found in small numbers on the beach 
(2 .6% of all ianvs-gulls found dead, n = 18 ,616 ; 
#2), 4 0 . 3 % of which were oiled. The main reason 
for these small numbers were the fact that Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls were primarily summer birds, 
while beached bird surveys and most seabird 
mortali ty is concentrated in winter. Post-fledging 
mortali ty was found on a small scale, compared 
to the massive mortal i ty of juvenile Herring Gulls 
in most (late) summers. 
From aerial surveys, the changes in the abun-
dance and spatial distribution of this species were 
not as obvious as ship-based data suggest. Consi-
dering the aggregations of Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls near fishing vessels, it is diff icult to explain 
the lack of 'high density' squares in the maps 
from aerial surveys (#1). A comparatively high 
effort, which would have smoothed these clus-
ters to a long-term lower average was suggested 
by H. Baptist (in litt.) to be the reason for this. 
However, given that clusters of hundreds of birds 
regularly occur, encountering one such cluster is 
a square would give that square the highest den-
sity class for the next ten years (calculated from 
effort data in #1). The departure of this species 
from the southern North Sea was obvious consi-
dering the total numbers estimated to occur, but 
not very well demonstrated in the distribution pat-
terns. Estimates of total numbers ranged from 
figures well below those found in ship-based sur-
veys in summer, to roughly equal numbers during 
spring and autumn migration and higher figures in 
winter. A wide band of low densities, nearly ho-
mogeneous over the entire southern half of the 
Dutch sector, only interrupted by patches of mo-
derate to high densities in the coastal strip be-
tween April and September was found. 
Herring Gull Larus argentatus 
Herring Gulls were abundant, particularly in coas-
tal waters, whereas Yellow-legged Gulls were on-
ly rarely observed. In the Netherlands, numbers of 
Herring Gulls have increased quite spectacularly 
during this century (Spaans 1987a). Until the mid-
1960s, Herring Gulls were severely persecuted 
and numbers were kept around 20 ,000 pairs be-
tween the 1930s and 60s (Noordhuis & Spaans 
1992). The effect of persecution was clearly 
shown some three years after it stopped: an an-
nual increase of 1 5 % until 1976 (Spaans 1987a). 
During 1976 -1984 , numbers increased some 8 % 
per annum. Breeding numbers peaked during 
1984-85 (ca. 88 ,500 pairs; Spaans 1987ab) but 
have declined since. In 1 990 , the total population 
was estimated at 69 ,936 pairs (Arts 1993) . In the 
late 1960s, some 6 0 0 0 - 8 0 0 0 pairs of Herring 
Gulls bred on Terschelling, which has always been 
an important colony in the Netherlands. In 1982-
83, the number had increased to just over 21 ,000 
pairs (Noordhuis & Spaans 1992) . In 1985, howe-
ver, this colony numbered 16 ,800 pairs (Spaans 
1987b), and in 1990 it was found to have decli-
ned to 8099 pairs (Arts 1993) . The colony which 
became established at the Maasvlakte (Delta area) 
has increased spectacularly during the last few 
years. In 1985, this colony was estimated to 
number 8 0 0 pairs, whereas in 1990 some 2 5 0 0 
pairs of Herring Gulls nested here (Spaans 1 987b , 
Arts 1993). Other important colonies in 1990 
were Rottumeroog/-plaat (8658 pairs), Vlieland 
(10,000 pairs), Texel (8804 pairs), Schouwen, 
Delta area (7006 pairs), and Saeftinge (7000 
pairs; SOVON unpubl. data). 
In summer, June-July, Herring Gulls were abun-
dant at sea, but only just near the coast (figure 
4.81) . Moderate to high densities were found off 
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Figure 4,81 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
June-July (n= 1250) 
the Wadden Sea islands and off the mainland 
coast of Zuid-Holland. Large numbers of Herring 
Gulls, feeding at sea or associated w i th commer-
cial t rawlers, were almost exclusively found wi t -
hin 10km from the coast (Camphuysen 1993a). 
Over 9 0 % of all Herring Gulls at sea were adults 
(table 4 .11) and it was estimated that some 14-
,500 individuals occurred in the coastal zone and 
only 1600 offshore (table 4.2) . Of these, 14,700 
Herring Gulls were found in the Dutch sector of 
the North Sea. Herring Gulls were not systemati-
cally recorded from seawatching sites, except in 
Camperduin (Noord-Holland) since 1989 . Hence, 
data of only one year and one site were available 
for comparisons (#4). June and July were charac-
terized by massive movements of Herring Gulls in 
both directions along the mainland coast of 
Noord-Holland. Obviously, these were mainly 
feeding fl ights of mature birds in the coastal 
zone. In late summer, large numbers of dying and 
dead juvenile Herring Gulls were found on most 
beaches: post-fledging mortal i ty. The scale of this 
Figure 4.82 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
August-September (n= 599) 
mortality f luctuated between years (#2, NZG/NSO 
unpubl. data). In June-July 1984 , large numbers 
of dying and dead Herring Gulls were found on the 
mainland coast of Noord-Holland (3 corpses per 
km beach; #2). Very few of these juveniles were 
oil contaminated, but most were severely emacia-
ted . Aerial surveys produced a distribution pattern 
which was quite different from that described 
here (#1). Moderate to high densities were found 
in the coastal str ip, but otherwise the species was 
found to be widespread over most of the Dutch 
sector, at least south of 5 4 ° N . The Herring Gull 
thus seemed an equally offshore species as the 
Lesser Black-backed Gull, while the ship-based 
surveys showed it to be a much more inshore 
bird. From aerial surveys, an estimate of ca. 
24 ,000 Herring Gulls for the Dutch sector was 
made. 
In August-September, numbers of Herring Gulls in 
the coastal zone declined considerably, whereas 
slightly more offshore sightings were reported 
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Figure 4.83 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
October-November (n= 50211 
(figure 4 .82) . The drop in numbers along the 
coast was also very obvious among scavengers 
associated w i th commercial trawlers (Camphuy-
sen 1993a) . The proportion of adult birds at sea 
fell sharply, to 6 7 . 0 % (n= 552) in August and 
1 6 . 6 % in September ( n= 6 5 7 ; table 4 .11) , indi-
cating that most breeding birds had left the sea 
during the post-nuptial (primary) moult. Estimates 
of total numbers arrived at 3 8 0 0 for the coastal 
zone and 3 0 0 0 offshore (table 4 .2 ; only around 
5000 in the Dutch sector). Numbers observed 
from the coast of Noord-Holland declined sharply 
in August, to a level of less than ten birds per 
hour in either direction during August and Sep-
tember (#4). Post-fledging mortali ty was fre-
quently reported in these months and could occur 
on a large scale in all coastal provinces. Very 
large numbers were found August 1 979 , Septem-
ber-October 1979 , September 1 9 8 1 , 1982 , 
1983 , 1984 and 1989 (#2, NZG/NSO unpubl. 
data). Just as in June and July, aerial surveys 
produced a pattern of occurrence over a much 
wider area in the North Sea (#1). The estimated 
number on the basis of these surveys was ca. 
9 7 5 0 individuals. 
Herring Gulls suddenly became abundant at sea in 
autumn, October-November, particularly in the 
coastal zone and most notably in the Voordelta 
(figure 4.83) . Offshore sightings became more 
frequent and Herring Gulls could be seen everyw-
here in the study area during these monhts. 
Adults were still comparatively scarce, but the 
overall proportion increased from 3 4 . 0 % in Octo-
ber (n= 2576) to 6 6 . 9 % in November (n= 2 3 2 2 ; 
table 4.11) . It was estimated that some 4 6 , 3 0 0 
Herring Gulls occurred in the coastal zone and 
28 ,000 offshore in these months (table 4 .2 ; 
51 ,900 within the Dutch sector of the North Sea). 
Numbers of Herring Gulls observed during seawat-
ching in Noord-Holland remained rather low, but a 
remarkable increase in numbers was witnessed 
during late November/early December (#4). These 
data are not in agreement w i th the seasonal pat-
tern described from ship-based surveys. Fewer 
juveniles were found dead on the coast, but den-
sities increased gradually in November. Oil conta-
mination of the feathers was a factor which was 
more important in Herring Gulls in winter than in 
late summer and early autumn (#2). The increase 
in numbers was less dramatic in data from aerial 
surveys (#1). It was estimated that around 
22 ,000 Herring Gulls occurred in the Dutch sec-
tor. Moderate to high densities were found near 
the coast, whereas low densities extended over a 
much wider area. 
Numbers of Herring Gulls further increased in 
winter, December-January, and the lack of wides-
pread surveys in the northern half of the study 
area is to be pitied here (figure 4 .84) . An estima-
ted 108 ,800 Herring Gulls were thought to occur 
in the coastal zone, apparently filling a niche 
which was just abandoned by Lesser Black-back-
ed Gulls. A tentative estimate of 6 2 , 5 0 0 Herring 
Gulls offshore (over only 7 0 % of the offshore 
area; table 4.2) indicates that at least 1 2 % of the 
NE Atlantic population of Herring Gulls might 
occur in the southern North Sea in winter {cf. 
Rose & Scott 1994). The estimate for the Dutch 
sector of the North Sea is ca. 117 ,500 individu-
als. Over two-thirds of the Herring Gulls wintering 
in the southern North Sea were adults (71 .3%, 
n = 9 8 7 7 ; table 4.11) . Very large numbers of 
Herring Gulls were observed f rom the coast of 
Noord-Holland in December, whereas numbers 
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Figure 4.84 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
December-January (n= 10,679) 
were quite small in January (#4). The fact that 
these data are only collected in one year make 
further comparisons superfluous. Severe winters 
could produce large numbers of starved Herring 
Gulls on the beach. Numbers of Herring Gulls 
washing ashore were particularly large in 1979, 
1982 , 1985 , 1987 (#2). From aerial surveys it 
was estimated that around 56 ,000 Herring Gulls 
occurred wi th in the Dutch sector. Hence, the 
increase found in ship-based survey results was 
confirmed but seemed much less dramatic. 
Herring Gulls were widespread, both inshore and 
offshore, in February-March (figure 4.85) . Mode-
rate to high densities were found in most of the 
Southern Bight, along the coast and in places in 
the Nordschillgrund area. A North Sea wide sur-
vey in February 1993 showed that Herring Gulls 
were among the most abundant and numerous 
offshore species all over the North Sea (Camp-
huysen et al. 1993) . Nearly half a million birds 
were thought to occur in the North Sea at large in 
Figure 4.85 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
February-March (n= 9253) 
February (ESAS unpubl. data) and estimates deri-
ved from ship-based surveys in the southern 
North Sea indicated that around 2 5 % of these 
birds were found here (55 ,100 individuals in the 
coastal zone, 75 ,900 offshore; table 4 .2 ; just 
over 100 ,000 individuals in the Dutch sector). 
The proportion of adults in these months ranged 
from 6 9 . 5 % in March (n= 4524) to 7 2 . 8 % in Fe-
bruary (n= 5631) , a similar figure as found earlier 
in winter. Low to moderate numbers of Herring 
Gulls were recorded in Noord-Holland during sea-
watching, without any preferential direction (#4). 
Strandings of fresh, dead Herring Gulls declined in 
these months, but old corpses continued to wash 
ashore in substantial quantities (#2). The distribu-
tion pattern deduced from aerial surveys (#1) was 
similar to that from ship-based work. The estima-
te of total numbers in the Dutch sector was again 
comparatively low (50,000 birds). 
The early breeding season, April-May led to a 
major contraction of birds away from the offshore 
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Figure 4.86 Distribution of Herring Gull, 
April-May (n= 3816) 
zone, into coastal waters (figure 4 .86) . High den-
sities were found inshore in the Voordelta and 
along the mainland coast of Zuid-Holland, mode-
rate to high densities occurred elsewhere closely 
to the coast. Scattered sightings offshore occur-
red, mainly of immature gulls. It was estimated 
that 3 5 , 8 0 0 Herring Gulls occurred in the coastal 
zone in these months, plus another 9 5 0 0 individu-
als offshore. Nearly 4 0 , 0 0 0 Herring Gulls occur-
red in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Adult 
birds formed just over half of the Herring Gulls 
found at sea (63.1 % in Apri l , n = 2 6 0 3 , 5 6 . 4 % in 
May, n = 2481) , indicating that for breeding Her-
ring Gulls, feeding areas other than the coastal 
zone were of great significance for this species 
(cf. Spaans 1 9 7 1 , Noordhuis 1987 , Noordhuis & 
Spaans 1992) . Low to moderate numbers of 
Herring Gulls were recorded in Noord-Holland 
during seawatching, f lying in equal numbers in 
both directions (#4). The contraction towards the 
coast was also noticed during aerial surveys, but 
Herring Gulls were stil l also a widespread species 
in the offshore zone (#1). It was estimated that 
some 21 ,000 Herring Gulls occurred in the Dutch 
sector. 
Discussion and conclusions Herring Gulls were 
strictly confined to coastal waters during the 
breeding season and obviously obtained most of 
their food in these months on land, in the littoral 
zone or in the Wadden Sea (cf. Spaans 1971) . 
Most gulls were found within 5 km of the nearest 
coast. Immediately after fledging of the young, 
the numbers of gulls at sea (and associated w i th 
commercial trawlers near the coast; Camphuysen 
1 993a), fell dramatically, indicating that the post-
nuptial wing moult was spent on or at least very 
much near land. In autumn, a rapid increase in 
numbers was witnessed leading to very high 
numbers at sea in winter. Peak numbers were 
observed in winter (estimated over 170 ,000 indi-
viduals, or 1 2 . 2 % of the NE Atlantic population, 
table 4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 1994). In winter, Herring 
Gulls were more widespread and occurred scatte-
red over the offshore zone. Substantial concentra-
tions could be observed at trawlers or associated 
wi th offshore installations. Herring Gulls were the 
most numerous and most frequent scavengers 
behind commercial trawlers in the southern North 
Sea (287 records, 4 8 . 6 % of all identified gulls, 
n = 63 ,523 ; Camphuysen 1993a). Herring Gulls 
have been observed as scavengers throughout the 
year, but least frequently in late summer (July-
September). In summer, it was essentially a coas-
tal species as a scavenger, while in winter this 
species appeared as a widespread and common 
scavenger offshore (Camphuysen et al. 1993) . As 
a dominating species at t rawlers, Herring Gulls 
were mainly found with in 10 km from the coast 
off the Delta area and off the Wadden Sea islands 
and with in 20 km from the shore off the mainland 
coast. Larger groups ( > 5 0 individuals) were most 
frequent from October through July (24 -50% of 
all trawlers w i th scavenging seabirds), but remar-
kably absent in August and September (in total 9 
flocks of scavenging Herring Gulls, 8 of which 
less then 10 individuals). Some very large flocks 
of scavenging Herring Gulls were observed in 
July, while other large groups of scavenging Her-
ring Gulls ( > 5 0 0 individuals), sometimes joined 
by Common Gulls and/or Great Black-backed 
Gulls, were reported during January-March, usual-
ly wi th in 10 km from the shore. One record inclu-
ded three scavenging adult Yellow-legged Gulls 
Laws cachinnans in a mixed group of 6 species of 
gulls, some 50 km off the coast of the Delta area 
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Table 4.11 Monthly age composition in Herring 
Gulls (adult, immature and first year) in the 
southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.11 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Zilvermeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen en eer-
ste jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
6345 
4 1 0 2 
3143 
1642 
1399 
1482 
1174 
3 7 0 
109 
877 
1554 
699 
2 2 8 9 6 
imm 
959 
727 
876 
822 
529 
146 
4 4 
31 
117 
345 
202 
198 
4 9 9 6 
first 
year 
1469 
802 
505 
139 
553 
14 
12 
151 
431 
1354 
566 
207 
6203 
% 
adult 
72.3 
72.8 
69.5 
63.1 
56.4 
90.3 
95.4 
67 .0 
16.6 
34.0 
66.9 
63.3 
67.2 
sample 
8773 
5631 
4 5 2 4 
2603 
2481 
1642 
1230 
552 
657 
2576 
2322 
1104 
34095 
( 5 1 ° 4 3 ' N , 0 2 ° 4 5 ' E; Camphuysen 1993a). Of 
18 ,616 Z.anys-gulls dead stranded during 1969-
85 , 4 8 . 2 % were Herring Gulls, making it by far 
the most numerous species of this genus (#2). Of 
all Herring Gulls found dead, 3 2 . 9 % were oil 
fouled (n= 6065) . Post-fledging mortality contri-
buted significantly to these figures, even despite 
the fact that beached bird surveys were conduc-
ted infrequently in late summer. The oil rate in 
winter was distinctly higher than the overall rate 
mentioned above, and considering the numbers of 
oiled Herring Gulls sometimes visible in flocks 
resting on the beach, the impact of oil pollution 
on this species is perhaps underestimated. In 
Herring Gulls, frequent entanglements in fishing 
gear (nylon thread) were recorded (Camphuysen 
1990a, Camphuysen 1994b). In severe winters, 
large numbers of Herring Gulls died through star-
vation and the proportion of gulls found contami-
nated w i th oil was than significantly below that in 
'normal ' winters (#2). 
An apparent difference between results of aerial 
and ship-based surveys was the much wider area 
in which Herring Gulls were reported from the air, 
but this may be partly effort related. However, 
considering that vessels may attract these birds 
and, hence, overestimates are likely to occur, a 
wider distribution (a large 'grey' area on distributi-
on maps) was more likely to be found from ship-
Figure 4.87 Sightings of Iceland Gulls (•, n= 3) 
and Glaucous Gulls (o, n = /11, 
January-December 
based surveys. Abundance estimates were usually 
a lot lower than from ship-based surveys, except 
in summer and late summer when numbers at sea 
were relatively small. 
Iceland Gull Larus g/aucoides 
Glaucous Gull Larus hyperboreus 
Iceland Gulls (3 sightings) were exclusively seen 
in winter, but Glaucous Gulls (11) were occasio-
nally seen during most of the year. Iceland Gulls 
are rare in the southern North Sea (#3, #4 , Tasker 
et al. 1 987) and are very diff icult to identify w i th 
certainty (Hedgren & Larsson 1 973 , Hume 1 980 , 
Thomas & Andresen 1986) . Because the authen-
t ici ty of records of Iceland Gulls has not been 
checked, it is possible that these records were 
actually referring to the larger species. Four re-
cords of Glaucous Gulls were near the coast, all 
others were scattered offshore and mainly north 
of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N (figure 4.87) . Plumages recorded 
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Figure 4.88 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, June-July (n = 24) 
were 2 adult, 3 immature and 6 juvenile Glaucous 
Gulls and 2 adult and 1 juvenile Iceland Gull. A t 
coastal sites, Glaucous Gulls and Iceland Gulls 
were seen in a ratio of 14 : 1 (#3, #4). S t a n -
dings of seabirds during 1969-85 included 6 Glau-
cous Gulls and one Iceland Gull ( 0 .04% of all 
Larus-guWs found dead, n = 18 ,616 ; #2). During 
aerial surveys, 24 Glaucous (or Iceland) Gulls 
were spotted, which is a considerably larger 
number than expected from ship-based surveys 
(#1). Considering that 7 1 % of these gulls during 
ship-based surveys were seen outside the trans-
ect {cf. discussion in skuas), whereas the records 
from the aircraft applied only to gulls within tran-
sect (150m on each side of the aircraft; #1), a 
much smaller figure f rom the latter source would 
have been expected. 
Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus 
Great Black-backed Gulls did not breed in the 
Netherlands during our work, except a single pair 
Figure 4.89 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, August-September (n= 1132) 
in the Delta area in 1993 (Vercruijsse & Spaans 
1994). This species is a common winter visitor in 
the Netherlands, being most numerous between 
September and March (#3, #4). 
Scattered low densities were found in summer, 
June-July, particularly off the Wadden Sea islands 
(figure 4 .88) . Many gulls were immatures (50 .0%, 
n = 86) and, obviously, all birds classified as 
adults were non-breeders (table 4 .12) . It was 
estimated that 200 Great Black-backed Gulls 
occurred in the coastal zone, w i th another 9 0 0 
individuals offshore (table 4.2) . Around 7 0 0 indi-
viduals were calculated to occur wi th in the Dutch 
sector of the North Sea. From seawatching sites, 
only very small numbers of Great Black-backed 
Gulls were seen in June, while numbers gradually 
increased in July (#3, #4). Adults were slightly 
more numerous than immatures in both months 
(#3). Strandings or Great Black-backed Gulls were 
very scarce in these months (#2). Sightings during 
aerial surveys were more wide-spread, although 
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Figure 4.90 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, October-November (n= 3614) 
only low densities were found, scattered over a 
wide area (#1). The estimate of total numbers in 
the Dutch sector was very similar though (ca. 
6 0 0 individuals). 
Numbers increased sharply in August-September, 
particularly in the second half of September, be-
coming numerous and widespread in the Southern 
Bight (figure 4 .89) . Great Black-backed Gulls 
were remarkably scarce off the eastern Wadden 
Sea islands (several sightings, but none in trans-
ect). Moderate to high densities occurred mainly 
in the coastal zone: off Vlieland and scattered off 
the mainland coast. Around two-thirds of the 
birds seen at sea were adults (65 .0%, n = 2 2 1 7 ; 
table 4 .12) . The estimated totals for coastal and 
offshore zone in these months were 5000 and 
4 1 0 0 individuals respectively (including ca. 6900 
birds in the Dutch sector). From coastal sites, 
gradually increasing numbers were reported in 
these late summer/early autumn months (#3, #4). 
Sou th (wes t )wa rd movements predominated, 
particularly along the Wadden Sea islands and 
Zuid-Holland. Adults were still slightly more nume-
rous than immatures. Small numbers of Great 
Black-backed Gulls, many of which were immatu-
res, were found scattered over the beaches (#2). 
Sightings north of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N were more numerous 
during aerial surveys, but otherwise the distributi-
on pattern was quite similar (#1). The estimate of 
total numbers in the Dutch sector was ca. 4 7 5 0 
birds. 
Great Black-backed Gulls became truely numerous 
in autumn, October-November (figure 4 .90) . In 
the coastal zone this species occurred widespread 
in moderate to high densities and offshore sigh-
tings were frequent. Highest numbers were found 
along the mainland coast of Zuid-Holland, in the 
Voordelta and off the Wadden Sea islands. An 
estimated 22 ,300 individuals occurred in coastal 
waters in autumn and another 41 ,200 birds were 
found offshore, making it the second most nume-
rous Larus-gu\\ in the southern North Sea in au-
tumn (table 4.2). Just over 35 ,000 Great Black-
backed Gulls were calculated to occur wiht in the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea. Around three 
quarters of the Great Black-backed Gulls observed 
were adults (74 .4%, 6225) . Autumn passage is 
most pronounced in October during seawatching, 
w i th peaks of around 1000 Great Black-backed 
Gulls on a single day along the Wadden Sea is-
lands and the mainland coast of Noord-Holland 
(#3, #4). Large numbers were also recorded in 
November, but north(east)ward movements gai-
ned importance, indicating the presence of a 
wintering population rather than movements along 
the coast. On the Wadden Sea islands, strandings 
of Great Black-backed Gulls became gradually 
more frequent in these months (#2). Along the 
mainland coast strandings were just as frequent 
as earlier in autumn. The distribution pattern 
found from aerial surveys was rather similar, 
except that patches wi th moderate and high den-
sities were scarce or even absent in most regions 
(#1). As a result, the estimated total numbers 
(9500) were lower than estimates from ship-ba-
sed surveys. 
Numbers of Great Black-backed Gulls further 
increased in winter, December-January, making 
the lack of data in the northern half of the study 
area a great pity. Moderate to high densities oc-
curred in a wide zone off the coast in offshore 
waters, generally slightly further away from the 
coast than in autumn (figure 4 .91) . An estimated 
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Figure 4.91 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, December-January (n= 31111 
2 3 , 1 0 0 Great Black-backed Gulls were found in 
the coastal zone in these months, whereas in-
complete surveys offshore ( 70% of the area was 
used to estimate total numbers) held ca. 70 ,400 
Great Black-backed Gulls (71 ,500 within the 
Dutch sector). These estimates were greatly influ-
enced by some very large flocks in transect in a 
rather small area and further studies wil l be nee-
ded to assess total numbers more accurately. 
Hence, for the t ime being, the estimates derived 
from ship-based surveys in autumn were used to 
compare numbers at sea (64,600) wi th the NE 
Atlantic population (table 4.3). The proportion of 
adult Great Black-backed Gulls was similar to 
values found in autumn (76 .9%, n = 3 7 6 3 ; table 
4.12) . Numbers seen f rom coastal sites remained 
high during winter, w i th adult predominating wi th 
a ratio of ca. 10 adults : 1 immature (#3, #4). 
Severe winters would produce higher numbers of 
corpses of Great Black-backed Gulls on the be-
ach. Adults usually formed only a minority (#2). 
Large numbers were found in the cold winters of 
Figure 4.92 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, February-March (n= 1830) 
1979 and 1982 , but rather low numbers were 
recorded in another severe winter, in 1985 . The 
distribution pattern found from aerial, as far as 
comparable (south of 54°N) , surveys was rather 
similar, except that patches w i th moderate and 
high densities were scarce or even absent in most 
regions (#1 ). 
Great Black-backed Gulls were widespread in 
February-March, but densities in coastal waters 
had declined considerably (figure 4 .92) . Moderate 
to high densities were not found near the coast, 
but occurred scattered in the Southern Bight and 
far offshore, further to the north. The proportion 
of adult birds declined to 6 3 . 6 % in February (n = 
1175) and 5 1 . 1 % in March (n= 7 3 4 ; table 4 .12) , 
marking the departure of mature birds, returning 
to the more northerly breeding areas. An estima-
ted 6 2 0 0 Great Black-backed Gulls were thought 
to occur near the coast, and another 3 6 , 0 0 0 
individuals were found offshore (table 4 .2 ; 
32 ,800 birds in the Dutch sector). Numbers ob-
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Figure 4.93 Distribution of Great Black-backed 
Gull, April-May (n= 227) 
served from coastal sites declined, particularly as 
a result of the departure of adult birds. In March, 
the numbers of adults and immatures were equal 
(#3). Northward movements predominated, parti-
cularly in March (#4). Aerial surveys produced a 
vast area of homogeneous low densities in the 
southern half of the study area, again w i th very 
few patches w i th moderate densities (#1). Off-
shore in the Doggersbank/Oestergronden region 
the distribution patterns of both schemes were 
rather similar: patches w i th low densities, scatte-
red over the area. The estimated number in the 
Dutch sector f rom the aerial surveys was 1 2 ,500 
individuals. 
A further departure of Great Black-backed Gulls 
away from the southern North Sea was witnes-
sed in April-May, when low densities were found 
along the coast (mainly off the Wadden Sea is-
lands) and scattered offshore (figure 4 .93) . The 
proportion of adults continued its sharp monthly 
decline to 4 5 . 9 % in April ( n= 451) and 1 4 . 4 % in 
May (n= 139; table 4 .12) . Estimates of total 
numbers in the southern North Sea came at 1000 
Great Black-backed Gulls near the coast, plus 
another 7 4 0 0 individuals offshore (table 4.2) . The 
population within the Dutch sector of the North 
Sea was estimated at ca. 5600 gulls. Small num-
bers of Great Black-backed Gulls were observed 
from coastal sites, w i th equal numbers of immatu-
res and adults (#3, #4). Aerial surveys produced 
only slightly lower numbers for the Dutch sector 
{ca. 3750 individuals). 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea is a very important wintering area for Great 
Black-backed Gulls, considering the peak estimate 
of 63 ,500 individuals in late autumn ( 1 3 . 2 % of 
the NE Atlantic population, table 4 .3 ; Rose & 
Scott 1994). Most Great Black-backed Gulls oc-
curred in the coastal zone, but less concentrated 
than most other gulls. Offshore sightings were 
common and total numbers away from the coast 
were usually considerably larger than inshore 
(table 4.2). Great Black-backed Gulls were fre-
quently encountered as scavengers at commercial 
trawlers (188 records, 9 .5% of all identified gulls, 
n = 63 ,523 ; Camphuysen 1993a). This species 
was mainly found during August-Apri l , and was 
virtually absent in summer. Its seasonal pattern as 
a scavenger is well in accordance w i th that found 
in Dutch coastal waters, where it was found most 
frequently during September-February and least 
frequently during May and June (ship-based sur-
veys, #3 , #4). Scavenging Great Black-backed 
Gulls were seen in a wide area, scattered over the 
southern North Sea both inshore and offshore 
(Camphuysen et al. 1993) . Great Black-backed 
Gulls, despite being predominantly winter visitors 
in the southern North Sea, were frequently found 
dead on the beach throughout the year. On the 
Wadden Sea islands, winter strandings were more 
pronounced than elsewhere and severe winters 
increased the numbers all over the country. Of 
18 ,616 dead Larus-guWs found during 1969-85 , 
8 .6% were Great Black-backed Gulls. Entangle-
ments in nylon thread were frequently reported in 
this species (Camphuysen 1990a, Camphuysen 
1994b). 
The main difference between results of aerial 
and ship-based surveys were the considerably 
higher estimates from ship-based surveys, parti-
cularly in winter, when Great Black-backed Gulls 
were abundant. Moderate to high densities were 
seldom reported from aerial surveys, whereas 
observers onboard of research vessels frequently 
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Table 4.12 Monthly age composition in Great 
Black-backed Gulls (adult, immature and first 
year) in the southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.12 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Grote Mantelmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen 
en eerste jaars) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 
1985-93. 
56 -
Month adult imm 
first 
year 
% 
adult sample 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
2070 
747 
375 
207 
20 
13 
30 
288 
1153 
2565 
2067 
822 
10357 
200 
175 
153 
154 
35 
19 
15 
70 
210 
166 
164 
71 
1432 
380 
253 
206 
90 
84 
3 
6 
146 
350 
845 
418 
220 
3001 
78.1 
63.6 
51.1 
45.9 
14.4 
37.1 
58.8 
57.1 
67.3 
71.7 
78.0 
73.9 
70.0 
2650 
1175 
734 
451 
139 
35 
51 
504 
1713 
3576 
2649 
1113 
14790 
reported larger f locks of birds, usually the result 
of nearby fishing activit ies. These birds were 
sometimes partly or completely 'in transect ' and 
inevitably produced patches of moderate to high 
densities, scattered over the study area. 
Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla 
The nearest breeding colonies of this cliff-nesting 
species are found in East England in Kent, Cleve-
land, North Yorkshire and Humberside (1985-87 
ca. 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 'Apparently Occupied Nests' (AON); 
Lloyd et al. 1991) and on Helgoland (Germany; 
1100 pairs in 1 9 7 5 , 2 3 4 2 pairs in 1 980 , 2964 in 
1988 to the current population of 3326 pairs 
(Vauk 1982 , Meyer 1989 , Hansohn 1992) . 
Kitt iwakes were widespread in summer June-
July, both inshore and offshore, but occurred 
mainly in very low densities (figure 4.94) . Low to 
moderate densities were found at the Doggers-
bank and in the Nordschillgrund region, low densi-
ties occurred in the Friese Front region (distributi-
on pattern partly probably effort affected). Rem-
arkable were moderate densities off the mainland 
coast of Zuid-Holland, an area where also seawat-
chers have recorded the occasional presence of 
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Figure 4.94 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
J une-July (n= 526) 
concentrations of Kitt iwakes close to the beach 
(e.g. 1500 Kitt iwakes off Noordwijk, 16 July 
1978 ; #3). Some 5 9 . 2 % of the Kitt iwakes obser-
ved at sea were classified as adults (n= 8 5 8 , 
table 4.13) , but it is unlikely that many of these 
birds were associated wi th any breeding colony. 
Apparently, adult Kitt iwakes predominated among 
the birds seen in July in the late 1970s from 
coastal sites (#3). It was estimated from ship-
based surveys that 1200 Kitt iwakes occurred in 
coastal waters (considering seawatching results 
this could sometimes be higher), plus another 
12 ,500 individuals offshore (table 4.2). Within the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea, some 7100 Kitt i-
wakes were estimated to occur. A wreck of re-
cently fledged Kitt iwakes was witnessed in Ju-
ly/August 1987 (Costers 1987 , Camphuysen 
1 987b, 1 989c), and this wreck was a North Sea 
wide phenomenon that autumn, where large num-
bers of juveniles died either on the nests or direct-
ly after fledging. In Shetland, the local ferry was 
able to find its way in dense fog simply by sailing 
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Figure 4.95 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
August-September (n= 910) 
in against the stream of corpses of Kitt iwakes 
drift ing away from Fair Isle (Ellis 1988) . Aerial 
surveys produced a similar distribution pattern, 
w i th patches of birds scattered over the offshore 
zone. The estimated total numbers in the Dutch 
sector (ca. 9250) were also similar to those from 
ship-based surveys. 
Kitt iwakes were still widespread, but only slightly 
more numerous in late summer/early autumn 
(August-September). Moderate to high densities 
occurred in the Nordschillgrund region, but scatte-
red low densities were found elsewhere (figure 
4 .95) . It was estimated that 1100 Kitt iwakes 
occurred in the coastal zone and another 22 ,000 
individuals offshore (table 4 .2 ; 6400 within the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea). The proportion of 
adults increased from 5 0 . 4 % in August (n = 
1090) to 6 0 . 5 % in September, and this increase 
would continue in autumn (table 4.13) . Very 
small numbers of Kit t iwakes were observed from 
coastal sites in these months, although an occa-
Figure 4.96 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
October-November (n= 4050) 
sional westerly storm could produce substantial 
numbers of storm-driven birds (#3, #4). Ki t t iwa-
kes were more abundant in the Doggersbank and 
Outer Silver Pit regions during aerial surveys (#1). 
Otherwise, distribution patterns and estimated 
total numbers in the Dutch sector derived f rom 
this scheme {ca. 9750 individuals) were rather 
similar. 
Much higher numbers were encountered in au-
tumn, October-November, when moderate to high 
densities were found more frequently and scatte-
red over the entire area. High numbers were 
found in the Voordelta, northwest of Texel and in 
the Doggersbank and Nordschillgrund regions 
(figure 4.96) . Around 8 0 % of these birds were 
adults (table 4 .13) , and it was estimated that 
21 ,800 Kitt iwakes occurred in the coastal zone, 
plus some 127 ,700 individuals offshore (table 
4.2). Around 53 ,000 Kitt iwakes were estimated 
for the Dutch sector. Kitt iwakes were seen fre-
quently, but in highly variable numbers along the 
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Figure 4.97 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
December-January (n= 2643) 
coast (#3, #4) . Some westerly storms drove large 
numbers of these offshore gulls into the coastal 
zone, whereas other storms did not produce hig-
her numbers than normal. Normally, adult Kit t iwa-
kes predominated, but a huge movement recor-
ded in 1974 consisted primarily of juveniles (#3). 
On exceptional days, between 4 0 0 0 and 10 ,000 
Kitt iwakes may be counted f rom a single site on 
the mainland coast of Noord-Holland. The increa-
se in the southern North Sea was also witnessed 
during aerial surveys, but densities were generally 
low (#1). As a result, the estimated numbers for 
the Dutch sector (ca. 26 ,750 Kitt iwakes) was 
only half that estimated from ship-based surveys. 
The Southern Bight maintained its significance for 
Kit t iwakes in winter, December-January (figure 
4.97) . Unfortunately, the estimate for the off-
shore zone is quite meaningless for most waters 
north of 5 4 ° N , so the tentative estimate of 
54 ,200 Kit t iwakes offshore should not be regar-
ded seriously. In the coastal zone, some 19,500 
Figure 4.98 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
February-March (n= 3866) 
Kitt iwakes were found in winter (table 4.2). Both 
in these months and in autumn, numbers of Kitt i-
wakes peaked in the southern North Sea, reaching 
an estimated 1.8% of the NE Atlantic population 
(table 4 .3 ; Rose & Scott 1994) . Within the Dutch 
sector, being incompletely covered, at least some 
33 ,000 Kitt iwakes occurred. Around 8 0 % of the 
wintering Kitt iwakes in the southern North Sea 
were adults (table 4.13) . In recent years, Ki t t iwa-
kes were numerous along the coast in these 
months and in harbours such as Umuiden the 
presence of small wintering flocks of Kitt iwakes 
was normal (#4, Geelhoed et al. 1989) . Westerly 
storms could still produce large numbers (e.g. 
5100 individuals, 2 January 1986 Zuid-Holland). 
This was markedly different f rom observations in 
the 1970s, when wintering Kitt iwakes were rat-
her scarce (#3). The dramatic increase in numbers 
wintering in Dutch coastal waters was a feature 
which was witnessed in a variety of pelagic, 
piscivorous seabirds (Camphuysen 1990b, 1992b) 
and was also very clearly reflected in the number 
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of birds stranding on Dutch beaches in the 1 980s 
(#2, Camphuysen 1992a). Very large numbers of 
starved birds washed ashore in winter 1980/81 
and 1983 /84 . Most wrecks of Kitt iwakes in the 
southern North Sea were confined to the early 
1980s , while numbers washing ashore have decli-
ned since 1986 (#2). During aerial surveys, the 
offshore zone north of 54 °N was better surveyed 
and because this is an important area for Kit t iwa-
kes, the estimated number for the Dutch sector 
was tw ice as high as that from ship-based sur-
veys (64 ,750 individuals; #1) . In the Southern 
Bight, however, patches w i th high densities were 
scarcely found from the air, while these were 
quite frequent during ship-based surveys. 
Scattered moderate to high densities occurred in 
spring, February-March, particularly in offshore 
waters. Densities nearest to the coast were al-
ways low (figure 4 .98) . The coastal population 
was estimated to number 9200 individuals in 
these months, whereas some 112 ,200 Kitt iwakes 
were found offshore (table 4 .2 ; nearly 75 ,000 
with in the Dutch sector). The proportion of adult 
birds was on a similar level as in winter, approxi-
mately 8 0 % (table 4 .13) . Important areas for 
Kitt iwakes were part of the Voordelta, Bruine 
Bank/Breeveertien and parts of the Oestergron-
den. In the 1970s , only insignificant numbers of 
Kitt iwakes were recorded during seawatching in 
these months (#3), but in the 1 980s, substantial 
numbers were reported in February, declining 
rapidly in March (#4). Numbers of dead Kitt iwa-
kes on the beach normally peaked in February and 
gradually declined in March through May (#2). 
Nearly 8 5 % of these birds were contaminated 
w i th oil, also in years when food-shortages were 
the proximate cause of starvation and death. 
Aerial surveys produced a pattern of widespread 
low densities over the entire Dutch sector and 
moderate densities in the Bruine Bank region (#1). 
Patches w i th high densities, frequently reported 
from ships, were seldom found from the air, 
which is hard to explain (see discussion Lesser 
Black-backed Gull). As a result, the estimated 
number for the Dutch sector was considerably 
lower (35 ,500 individuals). 
Numbers of Kit t iwakes in the southern North Sea 
had declined sharply during April-May, and an 
overall westward displacement of birds was re-
corded. Moderate to high densities were scatte-
red around Outer Silver Pit, south of Bruine Bank 
and in the Doggersbank region. The coastal strip 
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Figure 4.99 Distribution of Kittiwake, 
April-May (n= 1105) 
was virtually abandoned (figure 4 .99) . The pro-
portion of adult Kitt iwakes dropped to 5 9 . 1 % in 
April ( n= 1141) and 4 9 . 6 % in May (n= 528) , 
marking the return of mature birds to breeding 
areas. An estimated 200 Kitt iwakes were left in 
the coastal zone, whereas offshore waters held 
some 103 ,600 birds (table 4.2). Only 16 ,900 
Kitt iwakes were estimated to occur within the 
Dutch sector of the North Sea, as most had retre-
ated further west (figure 4.99) . Very small num-
bers of Kitt iwakes were observed during seawat-
ching in early summer (#3, #4), confirming that 
the coastal strip was abandoned. Strandings of 
fresh corpses were scarce, but substantial num-
bers were killed in an oil spill in April 1985 (#2). 
The movement away from the coast was also 
found in aerial surveys, but the departure of birds 
away from the Dutch sector was less prominent 
(#1). The estimated numbers had hardly dropped 
since the previous two-month period and were 
now higher than numbers derived from ship-based 
surveys (ca. 26 ,750 Kitt iwakes). 
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Table 4.13 Monthly age composition in Kittiwa-
kes (adult, immature and first year) in the sou-
thern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.13 Maandelijkse leeftijdsverdeling van de 
Drieteenmeeuw (volwassen, onvolwassen en 
eerste jaars), zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
adult 
1897 
2063 
1426 
6 7 4 
262 
2 6 4 
2 4 4 
549 
4 8 9 
2959 
4 4 6 8 
1869 
17164 
imm 
65 
130 
183 
369 
101 
104 
146 
89 
102 
50 
32 
15 
1386 
first 
year 
421 
286 
196 
98 
165 
100 
452 
217 
714 
901 
445 
3995 
% 
adult 
79 .6 
83.2 
79.0 
59.1 
49 .6 
71.7 
49 .8 
50.4 
60.5 
79.5 
82.7 
80 .2 
76.1 
sample 
2383 
2479 
1805 
1141 
528 
368 
4 9 0 
1090 
808 
3723 
5401 
2329 
22545 
Discussion and conclusions Kitt iwakes were 
mainly winter visitors in the southern North Sea 
of which substantial numbers were found be-
tween October and Apri l . Peak numbers occurred 
in autumn (nearly 1 50 ,000 individuals, 53 ,000 of 
which wi th in the Dutch sector of the North Sea), 
but considering the huge NE Atlantic population, 
these waters should not be labelled as internati-
onally of great importance. Kitt iwakes were com-
mon as scavengers at commercial trawlers in 
Dutch waters in late summer, autumn and winter, 
while the species was virtually absent in April, 
May and June (Camphuysen 1993a). This seaso-
nal pattern is well in accordance wi th its status in 
coastal waters as recorded during ship-based 
surveys and seawatching. The species occurred 
both offshore and inshore, but larger numbers 
were usually seen at considerable distances from 
the coast. An exception were 350 Kitt iwakes 
scavenging behind a trawler together wi th 750 
large gulls on 2 0 February 1 989 at only 1.7 km 
from the beach. The massive wrecks which oc-
curred in the early 1980s may have coincided 
wi th larger numbers wintering in the southern 
North Sea, but adequate information (except 
indications obtained during seawatching that 
Kitt iwakes were more abundant) is not available. 
Coastal information of this pelagic species may 
be misleading, as was demonstrated in the 1987 
wreck. Near the coast, emaciated juvenile Ki t t iwa-
kes were abundant, whereas at some distances 
away from the shore a normal age composit ion, 
normal densities and apparently f i t Kitt iwakes 
were observed (Camphuysen 1987b, 1989c) . 
Numbers of stranding Kitt iwakes were low be-
tween 1965 and 1979. Between 1980 and 1985 , 
very large numbers died every winter, w i th excep-
tionally high numbers in 1981 and 1984 . These 
wrecks coincided w i th increased numbers of dead 
Razorbills and Guillemots washing ashore and 
were probably related to changes in the availablity 
of f ish in the normal wintering areas (the north-
western North Sea; Camphuysen 1990b, 1992b) . 
In these wrecks, most Kitt iwakes were starved to 
death, but the proportion of Kitt iwakes wi th oil in 
the feathers was higher than any other gull 
(1969-85 , 8 4 . 1 % , n = 7000) . Kitt iwakes were 
frequently hit in local oil incidents and chronic oil 
pollution is a factor affecting the survival of these 
birds in the southern North Sea (#2, Camphuysen 
1992a, Camphuysen & Van Franeker 1992) . 
Since 1985 , numbers of Kitt iwakes washing asho-
re went down again, but until now did not return 
to the low levels of the 1970s (NZG/NSO unpubl. 
data). Further efforts to reduce chronic oil polluti-
on in the southern North Sea are needed to signifi-
cantly lower oil rates in Kitt iwakes washing asho-
re in this area. Both Kitt iwakes and oil sicks occur 
widespread and specific actions in case of certain 
oil spills are therefore unlikely to have an effect 
on the risk for these birds to become oil contami-
nated. 
Comparison w i th data from aerial surveys led to 
a conclusion mentioned in several other gulls. 
Aerial surveys, aided by a better coverage in the 
Dutch sector, produced more areas in which low 
densities were found, but did not show patches 
wi th moderate to high densities. The overall sea-
sonal pattern showed higher numbers in the 
Dutch sector than from ship-based surveys when 
the gulls were comparatively scarce, but lower 
estimates when the species was abundant. 
4.11 TERNS 
Terns are summer visitors in the southern North 
Sea (table 4.1). All five species observed during 
ship-based surveys breed in the Netherlands and 
threeof these are almost exclusively found in the 
coastal zone (Sandwich Tern, Common Tern, Arc-
tic Tern). Common Terns are widespread in the 
northwestern half of our country and find much of 
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Figure 4.100 Distribution of Sandwich Tern, 
June-July (n= 456) 
their food in fresh water, whereas Black Terns 
breed in marshes. Besides the terns breeding in 
the Netherlands, the southern North Sea is of 
importance for migrants breeding further to the 
north and to the east. 
Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis 
In recent years, around 10 ,000 pairs of Sandwich 
Terns were breeding in coastal colonies in the 
Netherlands (Arts 1993 , Derks & De Kraker 
1993) . Important colonies were found on Hompel-
voet/Markenje (Delta area). Griend (Wadden Sea), 
and Texel (Rooth 1 989 , Brenninkmeijer & Stienen 
1992) . In Zeebrugge (Belgium) a Sandwich Tern 
colony was recently established and this colony 
attracted breeding pairs from the Delta area 
(Derks & De Kraker 1993) . Sandwich Terns are a 
coastal species in the Netherlands of which inland 
colonies as well as inland records are quite rare 
(Rooth 1989 , Platteeuw & Stegeman 1989, 
Camphuysen 1992c) . 
Figure 4.101 Distribution of Sandwich Tern, 
August-September (n= 140) 
Sandwich Terns occurred widespread but in low 
densities in the coastal zone in June-July. Highest 
numbers were seen near Griend, the largest colo-
ny in the area (figure 4 .100) . Offshore records 
were very rare and most terns were found with in 
5 km from the coast. It was estimated that some 
4 7 0 0 Sandwich Terns occurred in the coastal 
strip, w i th another 100 individuals offshore (table 
4.2). Of these terns, 3500 individuals occurred 
wi th in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. Seawat-
chers recorded peak numbers of Sandwich Terns 
in these months, and in July southward migration 
began to dominate in all coastal regions (#3, #4). 
The distribution pattern derived from aerial sur-
veys was quite similar, except that Sandwich 
Terns appeared more widespread and in higher 
densities in the Delta area (#1). It was estimated 
that over 5000 Sandwich Terns occurred in the 
Dutch sector from this source. 
Densities were slightly lower in August-Septem-
ber, when migrating terns were particularly fre-
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Figure 4.102 Distribution of Sandwich Tern, 
February-March (n= 40) 
quent off the mainland coast and in the Voordelta 
(figure 4 .101) . Several offshore records obviously 
referred to migrants. From densities found in ship-
based surveys it was estimated that around 1 0 0 0 
Sandwich Terns occurred in the coastal zone, 
plus a 100 odd individuals offshore (table 4 .2 ; 
9 0 0 terns wi th in the Dutch sector). Large num-
bers of Sandwich Terns were seen migrating to 
the south in August f rom seawatching sites, 
while numbers of terns rapidly declined in late 
September (#3, #4) . Aerial surveys produced a 
more regular distribution pattern and a much 
wider distribution in the Voordelta (#1). From 
these surveys it was estimated that over 2600 
Sandwich Terns occurred in Dutch waters in 
these months. 
Between October and January, densities of Sand-
wich Terns were very low (not mapped). Resident 
Sandwich Terns were frequently recorded from 
the coast in the Delta area (Ouweneel 1975, 
1979 , 1 9 8 1 , 1989b) , but during ship-based sur-
Figure 4.103 Distribution of Sandwich Tern, 
April-May (n= 667) 
veys only 6 Sandwich Terns were observed in 
October/November and a single individual in De-
cember/January (Voordelta). Small numbers of 
Sandwich Terns were seen from coastal sites in 
these months (#3, #4). Aerial surveys produced 
more sightings in the Voordelta (#1) and, in au-
tumn, scattered along the mainland coast and the 
Wadden Sea islands. 
Sandwich Terns returned early March; there is 
only a single record of this species in February in 
the entire ESAS database. Low densities were 
found in the coastal strip in February-March (figu-
re 1.102) and it was estimated that 200 Sand-
wich Terns occurred in the coastal strip, plus 
some 80 terns further offshore. Although the first 
Sandwich Terns arrived early March in coastal 
waters (#4), frequent passages were not recorded 
until early April (#3, #4). The arrival of terns was 
largely missed during aerial surveys (#1): very low 
densities were recorded and only in the Voordelta 
in these months. 
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Numbers increased rapidly in Apri l-May, when 
moderate densities were found off Belgium, in the 
Voordelta and along the Wadden Sea islands 
(figure 4 .103) . For the coastal zone it was esti-
mated that some 5700 Sandwich Terns occurred 
in these months, w i th another 1300 individuals 
offshore. These offshore terns were probably 
mainly migrating birds heading for colonies further 
to the east or northeast. Within the Dutch sector, 
ca. 5900 Sandwich Terns were estimated to 
occur. Along seawatching sites, large scale north-
ward movements of Sandwich Terns were recor-
ded (spring migrat ion; #3 , #4) . The intriguing fact 
that the colony on Griend is usually fully occu-
pied, well before substantial numbers of Sand-
wich Terns are recorded from seawatching sites 
along the mainland coast, could perhaps be ex-
plained by the distribution of terns at sea. In 
these months, offshore records were relatively 
common and part of the spring migration may 
have been hidden from seawatchers as a result of 
the birds' distance to the coast. In aerial surveys, 
Sandwich Terns were found in low densities over 
an even wider area off the coast than ship-based 
surveys (#1). The estimate of total numbers in 
the Dutch sector (ca. 5300) was similar to that 
derived f rom ship-based surveys. 
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Discussion and conclusions Only the coastal strip 
is of great importance to Sandwich Terns bree-
ding in the Netherlands or further northeast. Off-
shore records were scarce and probably mainly 
referred to migrants. Concentrations of sightings 
near the major colonies indicate that feeding ran-
ges are relatively small, and that most terns bree-
ding on the largest colony, Griend, obtain much 
of their prey in the Wadden Sea or the coastal 
waters near Texel and Vlieland (cf. Veen 1977 , 
Raaijmakers et al. 1 993) . Seawatching data are 
very useful to reveal migration patterns along our 
coast, but feeding flights around colonies cannot 
easily be distinguished from these passages. 
Beached bird surveys in the Netherlands, perfor-
med on a rather low level in the summer months, 
did not produce many Sandwich Terns. During 
1969-85 , most corpses were found between May 
and November (2 individuals in February), and 
3 6 . 4 % of these birds were contaminated wi th oil 
(n= 22). Al though Sandwich Terns have repea-
tedly been seen to feed in areas w i th small oil 
slicks in the southern North Sea, chronic oil pollu-
tion does not seem te be a serious threat to these 
birds, certainly not compared wi th the effect of 
disturbance or ground predators in colonies. Ship-
Figure 4.104 Distribution of "commie" terns, 
June-July (n= 173) 
based surveys and aerial surveys produced rough-
ly similar distribution patterns and similar estima-
tes of total numbers in the coastal zone. 
Common Tern Sterna hirundo 
Arct ic Tern Sterna paradisaea 
Common and Arct ic Terns breed in relatively small 
colonies scattered along the Dutch coast. Highest 
numbers are found in the Delta area (e.g. Euro-
poort, Hooge Plaaten, Land van Saeftinghe en 
Slijkplaat) and the Wadden Sea (Stienen & Bren-
ninkmeijer 1992 , Arts 1993) . For recent years 
(1985-90) , estimated numbers of breeding pairs 
for Common Terns were 9-10 ,000 pairs, 4 -5000 
in the Delta area, 3-4,000 in the Wadden Sea and 
1500-2000 in the Usselmeer. Approximately 
1000 pairs of Arct ic Terns were found in the 
Wadden Sea area, and very small numbers elsew-
here (Arts 1993) . These t w o terns are rather 
diff icult to identify under normal field conditions. 
Of 3909 terns of these species, 66.1 % were 
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Figure 4.105 Distribution of "commie" terns, 
August-September (n= 947) 
specifically identif ied. For practical reasons, distri-
bution maps of Arct ic Tern and Common Tern 
were combined and named 'commie terns'. Uni-
dentif ied terns, which could also have been Sand-
wich Terns (4538 individuals seen in very large, 
distant groups in August/September), were not 
used for the analysis. Probably, most these terns 
were Common and/or Arct ic Terns. 
In summer, June-July, scattered low densities of 
'commie' terns were found along the coast, w i th 
moderate densities around Vlieland (figure 4 .104) . 
Offshore records occurred rather frequently, 
though only just outside the coastal zone. It was 
estimated that around 1 7 0 0 'commie' terns were 
present in the coastal zone and another 2200 
offshore (only 1200 occurred in the Dutch sec-
tor). Some 2 8 . 9 % of the identified terns were 
Arct ic Terns. From the coast, rather low numbers 
of 'commie ' terns were recorded in these months 
(#3, #4) , but southward movements usually com-
menced during late July. The distribution derived 
Figure 4.106 Distribution of "commie" terns, 
April-May (n = 509) 
f rom aerial surveys was a much wider band of 
low densities along the entire coast (#1). The 
estimate of total numbers, ca. 4 4 0 0 individuals, 
was also considerably higher. 
During the peak of autumn migration, August-
September, lage numbers of 'commie ' terns were 
observed along the mainland coast. Densities 
were particularly high in the Voordelta region 
(figure 4 .105) . Offshore, 'commie ' terns were 
observed frequently, indicating a relatively wide 
' f ront ' of terns heading south into the Southern 
Bight and away through the Channel. Some very 
large feeding flocks of terns, sometimes numbe-
ring thousands of individuals, were observed on 
warm sunny days off the mainland coast in Au-
gust. Many of these terns were probably either 
Common or Arctic Terns. For the estimates of 
total numbers, these groups were not used (outsi-
de the strip-transect), but the size of individual 
groups indicated that the total estimate for these 
months (10 ,500 in the coastal zone, 1100 off-
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shore) is probably conservative. Within the Dutch 
sector, 10 ,100 'commie ' terns were thought to 
occur. Common Terns were, according to 1620 
identif ications, 10 times more numerous than 
Arct ic Terns. The estimated 10,600 Common 
Terns in the southern North Sea in these months 
formed approximately 5 .9% of the NE Atlantic 
population of this species (table 4.3) . Massive 
numbers of 'commie ' terns were seen heading 
south, particularly along the mainland coast of 
Zuid-Holland (#3, #4). Large numbers were obser-
ved along the mainland coast of Noord-Holland, 
while the stream of terns along the Wadden Sea 
islands was slightly less impressive. The increase 
in numbers f rom north to south indicates that 
substantial numbers of (Common) terns migrate 
overland and reach the North Sea mostly in Zuid-
Holland or the Delta area. Aerial surveys produced 
rather similar distribution pattern, but again a 
considerably wider band of birds along the coast 
(#1). The freqeunt offshore records in the Friese 
Front region were confirmed by sightings from 
the air. From these surveys it was also estimated 
that peak numbers (over 8 0 0 0 individuals) occur-
red in Dutch coastal waters in these months. 
Very small numbers were seen in late autumn (10 
sightings), winter (none) and early spring (8) (Oc-
tober-March, not mapped). 'Commie' Terns retur-
ned in substantial numbers in April-May, particu-
larly in the coastal zone (figure 4 .106) . However, 
offshore records occurred frequently. Small 
groups of Arct ic Terns were observed far off-
shore, sometimes demonstrating aerial display 
f l ights, and these were probably birds on their 
way to arctic breeding grounds (arrivals in June; 
Camphuysen 1991) . Arct ic Terns formed a f i f th 
of the 'commie ' terns which could be identified in 
these months (21 .7%, n = 760) . It was estimated 
that 4 3 0 0 terns occurred in coastal waters in 
these months, w i th an additional 2100 individuals 
offshore (table 4 .2 ; 4 0 0 0 in the Dutch sector). 
Very few 'commie ' terns were seen during sea-
watching between October and March, while 
these terns returned in substantial numbers mid-
April (#3, #4) . Spring migration peaked in May. 
While ship-based surveyes produced hardly any 
terns in October-November, aerial surveys indica-
te the presence of low densities in a narrow band 
along the entire coastline. It was estimated that 
around 1800 'commie ' terns occurred in Dutch 
coastal waters in these months (#1). Winter sigh-
tings were, as in ship-based surveys, very scarce. 
In April and May, when 'commie' terns were 
found to return in the coastal strip, a much wider 
distribution and considerably more offshore re-
cords were found (#1). The estimate of total 
numbers of 'commie' terns was higher than that 
derived from ship-based surveys: ca. 5000 indivi-
duals. 
Discussion and conclusions Common Terns are 
abundant in Dutch coastal waters between April 
and September. Peak numbers occur in late sum-
mer, when approximately 6 % of the NE Atlantic 
population can be found in the southern North Sea 
(table 4.3). The coastal zone is of prime importan-
ce for this species, while offshore records proba-
bly mainly refer to migrant birds. Numbers of 
Arctic Terns were always low in the study area 
when compared to the NW European population 
at large. 'Commie' terns were scarce or absent in 
the Doggersbank and Nordschillgrund region, at 
any t ime of the year. Seawatching data indicated 
that 'commie terns' arrive late March and that 
numbers increased rapidly in April and May (#3, 
#4). Comparatively small numbers were observed 
during the breeding season, whereas southward 
movements start to dominate in the second half 
of July. Large numbers were seen in August and 
early September, after which numbers gradually 
decline. Few terns were seen in November and 
December. Beached bird surveys in the Nether-
lands, performed at a rather low level in the sum-
mer months, did not produce many Common (63) 
and Arctic Terns (10; plus 15 'commie ' terns #2). 
During 1969-85 , these terns were found throug-
hout the year in very small numbers, except in 
December and January. Some 2 6 . 2 % of the Com-
mon Terns were oiled (n= 42) . Chronic oil polluti-
on does not seem te be a serious threat to these 
birds, certainly not compared w i th the effect of 
disturbance or ground predators in colonies. Aerial 
and ship-based surveys produced a rather similar 
picture w i th respect to seasonal and spatial pat-
terns, except that the aerial surveys found these 
terns to be more widespread. 
Little Tern Sterna albifrons 
Little Terns were seldom seen during ship-based 
surveys (5 individuals, figure 4 .107) . Three of 
these terns were seen in coastal waters but se-
veral kilometres away from the coast, the other 
t w o closely inshore. From seawatching results a 
regular pattern of spring migration (late Apri l /-
May), low numbers mid summer and autumn 
passage (August/September) was derived compri-
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Figure 4.107 Sightings of Little Terns, 
January-December (•, n= 5) 
sing several thousands of birds each year (#3, 
#4). Numbers f luctuated considerably between 
years: high numbers were observed in spring 
1980 , ' 8 4 , '88 and ' 8 9 , and in autumn 1980 , 
' 8 6 , and ' 8 7 . Obviously, Little Tern passage takes 
place closely inshore and ship-based surveys 
failed to produce results which can be used to 
describe the occurrence of this species in any 
detail. Remarkably, sightings from the air of this 
species were comparatively frequent. Most Little 
Terns were seen early autumn (whereas coastal 
sightings produced three times more Little Terns 
during spring migration; #4) and a concentration 
of sightings in the Voordelta region occurred. The 
difference between ship-based surveys, aerial 
surveys and seawatching data cannot be explai-
ned w i th the data available here. 
Black Tern Chlidonias niger 
Black Terns were seen occasionally and in very 
small numbers (27 individuals). Most Black Terns 
Figure 4.108 Sightings of Black Terns, 
January-December f, n= 27) 
were seen during spring migration (19, mainly in 
May), and several sightings were well offshore 
(figure 4 .108) . These sightings indicate that small 
numbers of Black Terns cross the North Sea at 
this latitude. The seasonal pattern of Black Terns 
observed from coastal sites is very similar to that 
of Little Terns, but slightly smaller numbers were 
recorded (#3, #4). Black Terns were not mentio-
ned from aerial surveys (#1). 
4 .12 AUKS 
Five species of auks were observed in the sout-
hern North Sea, one of which, the Brünnich's 
Guillemot, was a rarity. Most of the common auks 
breed in the northwestern half of the North Sea, 
whereas the Little Auk is an arctic species {e.g. 
Greenland, Svalbard). The four common species 
are basically winter visitors in the southern North 
Sea, but the larger species occur through the year 
(table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.109 Distribution of Guillemot, 
June-July (n= 925) 
Guillemot Uria aalge 
The nearest breeding colonies of Guillemots are 
found along the coast of NE England (Northum-
berland- Humberside; 1985-87 ca. 50 ,000 indivi-
duals, Lloyd et at. 1991) and on Helgoland (nearly 
2 2 0 0 pairs in 1993 ; Hansohn 1994). Very large 
numbers breed in Scotland. 
In summer, June-July, Guillemots occurred wides-
pread in the northwestern half of the study area, 
from the Doggersbank to the Friese Front area 
(figure 4 .109) . Moderate to high densities were 
found at the Doggersbank and in several patches 
further to the south. In fact , Guillemots arrived in 
substantial numbers in this region from late June 
and many of these birds appeared to be mature 
birds accompanying downy young (father-chick 
combinations; Harris & Birkhead 1985). Screa-
ming chicks begging for food (or for company 
when the adult was below the surface) could be 
encountered anywhere in the region described 
Figure 4.110 Generalised distribution of Guille-
mots and presence of chicks (impression from 
plotted sightings), July-August 
above, but particularly around the Doggersbank 
and on the Friese Front (figure 4 .110) . The first 
father-chick combination was seen on 27 June, 
the second on 30 June, 221 of such couples were 
found in July. Considering the direction from 
which these Guillemots entered the study area, 
the residual currents and prevailing winds in these 
waters, the region from Flamborough Head to the 
Firth of Forth is the most likely breeding area 
where these Guillemots originated. Birds from the 
other nearby colony, Helgoland, live 'downst ream' 
from the Friese Front area. Ringing results of 
chicks on this colony indicated that these birds 
move first to the north, towards the Skagerrak (O. 
Hüppop in litt.). Much effort was directed to the 
Frisian Front area in these months and in August. 
Part of the reason for this work was the predicta-
ble presence of juvenile Guillemots in the enriched 
zone (Leopold 1988 , 1991). It was estimated that 
around 45 ,500 Guillemots occurred in the off-
shore zone in these months plus another 100 
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birds in coastal waters (table 4.2). In July, at 
least 71.5 % were adults (n= 1106; 791 indivi-
duals accompanying a chick and/or in full bree-
ding plumage). Another 4 6 individuals showing 
head moult, but not accompanying chicks, could 
have been adults (maximum proportion adults 
75 .7%) . Some 248 individuals were recognized 
as pulli (22 .5%, n = 1106) , another 20 winter 
plumage individuals could have been pulli (maxi-
mum proportion of pulli 24 .3%) . Hence, it can be 
estimated that in July the fol lowing numbers of 
adults, immatures and pulli were found in the 
southern North Sea: 32 ,500 -34 ,500 adults, 
1900 -2700 immatures, and 10 ,200 -11 ,100 pulli. 
Along the coast, seawatchers recorded very 
low numbers of large auks (#3, #4). Considering 
the fact that Razorbills Alca torda were not seen 
during ship-based surveys in the coastal zone, all 
the auks observed during seawatching may be 
considered to be Guillemots. Numbers of Guille-
mots found dead on Dutch beaches were normal-
ly rather small in these months (#2), reflecting 
their offshore distribution. Recently fledged Guille-
mots were rarely found on our coast (Roselaar 
pers. comm., Zoological Museum Amsterdam). 
Obviously, corpses of Guillemots dying offshore 
and north of 5 3 ° 3 0 ' N have only a remote change 
to reach the Dutch coast. Currents and prevailing 
winds wil l bring such corpses further to the east 
and northeast. Aerial surveys produced a similar 
distribution pattern for 'auks', although densities 
found in the northwestern half of the study area 
were rather low (#1). The estimate of total num-
bers of auks derived f rom this source, a few thou-
sands at most, was low compared to results of 
ship-based surveys for the Dutch sector (15,500 
Razorbills/Guillemots). 
In August/September, adult-chick combinations 
were still frequently observed in the area shown 
in figure 4 . 1 1 0 , but chicks became less and less 
obvious (losing downy feathers, growing to adult 
size, full winter plumage, breaking up of father-
chick bonds). In August, 182 chicks were recog-
nized, in September only 14 individuals were 
labelled as juveniles. Guillemots became more 
widespread in waters north of 5 3 ° N and small 
numbers penetrated into the Southern Bight (figu-
re 4 .111 ). It was estimated that just over 92 ,000 
Guillemots occurred in the offshore zone in these 
months, plus another 1400 in coastal waters 
(table 4.2) . Following the same calculations as 
given for July, it can be estimated that in August 
the age distribution of Guillemots in the southern 
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Figure 4.111 Distribution of Guillemot, 
August-September (n= 2185) 
North Sea, translated to total numbers of birds, 
came at 38 ,300 -48 ,100 adults, 10 ,000 -38 ,600 
immatures (winter plumage individuals were pro-
bably juveniles) and 15 ,200-44 ,000 chicks/juve-
niles. A t seawatching sites, large auks were still 
rarely recorded, although records became slightly 
more frequent in September (#3, #4). Ship-based 
surveys failed to find any Razorbills in the coastal 
zone, so the large auks recorded during seawat-
ching were still most likely to be Guillemots. Num-
bers of beached Guillemots were still very small in 
these months (#2). Aerial surveys confirmed that 
most 'auks' occurred in the northwestern half of 
the study area and that the Southern Bight was 
penetrated only by very small numbers only (#1). 
The estimate of total numbers derived from this 
source, just under 20 ,000 auks, is low conside-
ring results of ship-based surveys (nearly 4 0 , 0 0 0 
Razorbills/Guillemots in the Dutch sector). 
Massive numbers arrived in the southern North 
Sea during October and November, and substanti-
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Figure 4.112 Distribution of Guillemot, 
October-November (n= 6990) 
al numbers entered the Southern Bight (figure 
4 .112) . Moderate to high densities were mainly 
found north of 5 3 ° N . It was estimated that 
23 ,700 Guillemots were in the coastal zone and 
2 1 1 , 3 0 0 individuals offshore: a total number of 
over 2 4 0 , 0 0 0 Guillemots in the Southern North 
Sea (table 4 .2 , 4.3) . Most Guillemots were in 
winter plumage in these months, but summer 
plumage individuals were found more frequently 
in November (mature birds; table 4.14) . A t coas-
tal sites, numbers of auks flying by increased 
sharply in these months (#3, #4). In the coastal 
zone, ship-based surveys produced a ratio of 5.6 
Guillemots : 1 Razorbill in these months, whereas 
in the offshore zone Guillemots were 9.3x more 
nume-rous (Appendix 1). Numbers of auks seen 
during seawatching were usually rather small, 
although several days w i th hundreds of auks at a 
single site have been reported. Some mass move-
ments have been recorded, (e.g. 6 October 1 984 
2150 individuals moving N, 2-3 November 1985 
6400 N, 7 November 1989 2000 moving S (all 
Figure 4.113 Distribution of Guillemot, 
December-January (n= 3788) 
mainland coast Noord-Holland), but numbers along 
the mainland coast of Zuid-Holland and further 
south were always comparatively small (#4). The 
'strandings season' of corpses of Guillemots nor-
mally starts in November. Several mass strandings 
were reported in this month (Camphuysen 1 9 8 0 , 
Camphuysen & Keijl 1991), but the normal pat-
tern was a gradual increase in numbers per km 
from early November onwards (#2). A high pro-
portion of stranded Guillemots in early winter 
were adults, many were slightly oiled and emacia-
ted. Aerial surveys produced a similer distribution 
pattern, but generally lower densities (despite the 
fact that the t w o species of auks were combined; 
#1). From these surveys, it was estimated that 
ca. 27 ,000 large auks occurred in the Dutch sec-
tor, whereas ship-based surveys resulted in an 
estimate of 147 ,300 Razorbills/Guillemots. 
In winter, December-January, the offshore zone 
north of 5 3 ° was poorly covered (figure 4 .113) . 
Densities in the Southern Bight were higher than 
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in autumn and the coastal strip had gained impor-
tance in these months. It was estimated that 
30 ,400 Guillemots were present in the coastal 
zone, whereas a decent estimate for the offshore 
zone (93 ,000 in the area covered; table 4.2) 
cannot be made. Summer plumage individuals 
became more abundant in these months, but it 
seemed as if fully mature birds left the area quic-
kly to return to the breeding colonies, as after 
January, the proportion of summer plumage indi-
viduals got stuck at just over 2 0 % (table 4 .14) . 
One individual was identified as a Briinnich's 
Guillemot Uria lomvia (the authenticity of this 
record has not been checked). Coastal sightings 
of large auks were still frequent, but in considera-
bly smaller numbers (#3, #4) . Numbers seen 
flying past declined significantly in January, but 
Guillemots (often in poor physical condition) were 
frequently seen swimming and feeding near the 
beach throughout the winter. The ratio Guillemot-
/Razorbill found during ship-based surveys in the 
coastal strip had changed in favour of the first 
species (11.3:1) , but this was not caused by a 
decline of the number of Razorbills, but rather an 
increase of the number of Guillemots in the coas-
tal zone. Aerial surveys, in which regular visits of 
the northern half of the study area were continu-
ed, showed that moderate to high densities oc-
curred frequently in this part of the study area 
(#1). From aerial surveys it was concluded that 
numbers of auks peaked in these months (a mean 
of nearly 120 ,000 over 1985-92 , but nearly 
160 ,000 individuals over 1989-1992) . Strandings 
of dead Guillemots peaked during December-April, 
when many thousands washed ashore on the 
Dutch coast each year. In some years wi th excep-
tionally high numbers of casualties, it was estima-
ted that between 10 ,000 and 25 ,000 Guillemots 
washed ashore (#2, Camphuysen 1990b). 
In February-March a remarkable 'retreat' away 
from the coast was witnessed (figure 4 .114) . 
Moderate to high densities were still widespread 
in the Southern Bight, but low densities were 
found near the coast. Further north, patches of 
moderate and high densities of Guillemots were 
found, but Guillemot were rather scarce in the 
eastern half of the study area. It was estimated 
that 9 9 0 0 Guillemots occurred in the coastal 
zone, while just over 150 ,000 Guillemots were 
present offshore (table 4.2). This estimate is 4x 
higher than the estimate derived from aerial sur-
veys for Guillemot and Razorbill combined (#1). 
Nearly a quarter of the Guillemots were summer 
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Figure 4.114 Distribution of Guillemot, 
February-March (n= 4406) 
plumage individuals (table 4.14) . The movements 
away from the coast found during ship-based 
surveys was clearly reflected in seawatching 
results (#3, #4). Numbers of auks seen from 
coastal sites became rather small, and remained 
small until autumn. In ship-based surveys, Razor-
bills became proportionally numerous in these 
months, basically because the number of Guille-
mots in the coastal zone dropped (table 4.2) . One 
Razorbill was seen on each 2.8 Guillemots in 
coastal waters, whereas in the offshore zone the 
ratio was 1:3.7. Guillemots stranded in large 
numbers in these months (#2). The retreat of auks 
away from the coast was less obvious in distribu-
tion patterns derived from aerial surveys, that 
show a rather uniform distribution (with the ex-
ception of the Bruine Bank area) for the whole 
study area (#1). From these counts it was estima-
ted that some 3 5 , 7 5 0 large auks occurred wi th in 
the Dutch sector, whereas from ship-based sur-
veys and estimate of 109 ,000 Razorbills/Guille-
mots was calculated. 
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Figure 4.115 Distribution of Guillemot, 
April-May (n= 1565) 
Low densities of Guillemots were found in the 
Southern Bight in April-May, and moderate to 
high densities in the northwestern half of the 
study area (figure 4 .115) . Numbers rapidly decli-
ned in April and Guillemots were rather scarce in 
May. In Apri l , still only around a quarter of the 
Guillemots seen at sea were summer plumage 
individuals ( 26 .7%, n = 1000) , whereas this pro-
portion was substantially higher in May (69 .4%, 
n = 9 2 9 ; table 4 .14) . It was estimated that aro-
und 900 Guillemots occurred in the coastal zone, 
w i th another 11 6 ,700 individuals offshore (table 
4.2) . Along the coast, very small numbers of auks 
were seen (#3, #4) . Aerial surveys suggested that 
auks were still evenly distributed over the entire 
area in these months (#1), but the estimate of 
total numbers was distinctly lower (ca. 1 2 ,000 in 
1985-88 , 3 6 , 0 0 0 in 1989-92 from aerial surveys, 
50 ,900 Razorbills/Guillemots from ship-based 
surveys in the Dutch sector). Mass strandings of 
dead Guillemots were less frequent in these 
Table 4.14 Monthly frequencies of plumage types 
in Guillemots (breeding, transient and winter plu-
mage) in the southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.14 Maandelijks voorkomen van verschil 
lende kleden bij de Zeekoet (broed-, overgangs-
en winterkleed) in de zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-
93. 
% 
Month breed trans win t breed sample 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
532 
582 
664 
266 
645 
23 
796 
376 
12 
7 
77 
273 
4253 
104 
89 
260 
206 
72 
1 
70 
257 
56 
35 
69 
116 
1916 
1939 
1644 
528 
212 
1 
2 4 0 
823 
6 5 0 
4 0 2 7 
4 5 5 4 
1757 
1 3 3 5 1 8 2 9 0 
20.9 
22.3 
25.9 
26.7 
69 .4 
90 .4 
72.0 
25.8 
1.6 
0.2 
1.6 
12.7 
17.8 
2 5 5 3 
2 6 1 0 
2 5 6 9 
1000 
929 
25 
1106 
1456 
718 
4 0 6 9 
4 7 0 0 
2 1 4 6 
2 3 8 7 9 
months. A stranding of heavily oiled Guillemots 
late April/early May 1985 was studied in detail. 
Dissections showed that a large proportion of 
these birds were immatures, actively moulting 
body feathers, which is in agreement w i th the 
results of ship-based surveys in which very low 
proportions of full summer plumage individuals 
were reported (table 4.14) . Most birds found dead 
in the above incident were in perfect physical 
condition when killed by the oil and the diet com-
prised a variety of fish including Sprat, Herring, 
Whit ing Merlangius merlangus and sandeel Am-
modytes spp. (Camphuysen 1 990c) . 
Discussion and conclusions The southern North 
Sea, particularly the offshore zone, is an impor-
tant area for wintering Guillemots. Peak numbers 
of over 2 4 0 , 0 0 0 Guillemots were estimated to 
occur in late autumn (October-November), repre-
senting around 3 .0% of the NE Atlantic populati-
on (table 4.3) . Total numbers in December/Janua-
ry could be higher still (cf. #1) , but poor coverage 
in these months does not allow for a proper esti-
mate. Seawatching data and information on stran-
dings suggest that this area gained importance in 
the early 1980s, after a period of ca. 10 years 
w i th comparatively low numbers of birds. It must 
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be stressed that both seawatching and beached 
bird surveys cannot be used to monitor numbers 
of auks north of 5 4 ° N , but that penetrations into 
the Southern Bight are probably recorded quite 
wel l . The area is of particular importance for 
Guillemots breeding on cliffs in East England and 
SE Scotland, to raise the just fledged chicks (Leo-
pold 1988d , 1989 , Webb e f al. 1988 , Harris et 
al. 1 9 9 1 , Leopold 1991) . Late summer/early 
autumn is probably the most crucial period for 
auks, being flightless and therefore less mobile. 
Predictable resources of food, such as the Friese 
Front has turned out to be, are very important for 
the survival of chicks in the first half year (Scott 
1990) . The diet of Guillemots in the Friese Front 
area consists mainly of juvenile Scad Trachurus 
trachurus and Sprat (Geertsma 1992) . In these 
months, the auks are extremely vulnerable to oil 
pollution, whereas late summer storms seem to 
lower the survival of chicks considerably (Harris 
et al. 1992) . The maximum number of Guillemots 
estimated to occur wi th in the study area, around 
a quarter of a million birds, included a large num-
ber of juveniles. 
Chronic oil pollution is a significant threat for 
auks wintering in the Southern North Sea. Some 
8 9 . 0 % of all Guillemots found stranded during 
1969-85 were oiled (n= 14 ,554 ; #2). Large num-
bers of auks were starved to death, however. For 
many dead Guillemots it was not clear whether 
lightly oiled, emaciated casualties were killed by 
the oil or were dying anyway. Studies of stranded 
Guillemots since the late 1 960s showed that the 
numbers washing ashore increased enormously 
since the early 1980s (#2, Camphuysen 1990b, 
1992ab). Mass strandings of Guillemots occurred 
frequently, if not annually (e.g. Camphuysen 
1 9 8 1 , 1989a, 1990cd , 1992b Camphuysen & 
Keijl 1991) . Although most Guillemots were oiled, 
it was concluded that structural food shortages in 
the winter months (further north in the North 
Sea?) had caused the repeated influxes into the 
Southern Bight and the series of wrecks witnes-
sed since winter 1 9 8 0 / 8 1 . The presence of larger 
than usual numbers of auks in the Southern Bight 
was also reflected in oil incidents in this region 
(#2, Leopold & Camphuysen 1992) . However, the 
diet of Guillemots in the southern North Sea has 
not been suff iciently studied to come up wi th 
further conclusions or suggestions on (probable) 
causes of the observed wrecks. From ringing 
recoveries, it can be concluded that most Guille-
mots stranded in the Netherlands originated from 
colonies on the east coast of Scotland and in the 
Western Isles (Outer and Inner Hebrides). Proba-
bly, Guillemots from the Faeroes do not visit these 
waters frequently, but ringing effort is comparati-
vely low on these islands (De Wijs 1985). Occasi-
onally high arctic Guillemots were found in the 
southern North Sea (Camphuysen 1989b). The 
combined effect of the series of wrecks and oil 
incidents became well visible in the development 
of colonies from which the casualties originated: 
populations stabilized or declined on study plots in 
colonies in the Western Isles and east coast Scot-
land (summarized in Camphuysen 1990b, 1992b). 
A significant reduction of chronic oil pollution is 
an important aspect in Guillemot conservation in 
the southern North Sea and this would undoub-
tedly increase the survival in winter of this spe-
cies. Of particular importance is the concentration 
of moulting birds accompanying chicks in the nor-
thern half of the Dutch sector (figure 4 .110) , a 
group of birds which is flightless and therefore 
particularly vulnerable to oil pollution. Future ship-
based surveys should aim at this region in order to 
accurately assess and monitor the distribution and 
numbers of these auks and intensified aerial patrol 
flights for oil slicks, coupled wi th clean-up operati-
ons should be recommended. 
From aerial surveys, in which sightings of Guil-
lemots and Razorbills must be combined, estima-
tes of total numbers in the Dutch sector of the 
North Sea were generally considerably lower. Only 
in December/January, when the offshore zone 
was poorly covered and when a smaller area had 
to be used to extrapolate for total numbers, the 
estimated numbers were somewhat higher. In 
other periods, estimates from ship-based surveys 
were a factor 1.7-5.5 higher. The combination of 
these underestimates and the fact that these t w o 
very different species (seasonal pattern, spatial 
distribution, diet, relative importance of Dutch 
numbers to the NE Atlantic population) cannot be 
separated, make the aerial surveys a less efficient 
tool than ship-based surveys to monitor the num-
bers of auks in the southern North Sea. 
Razorbill Alca torda 
During seawatching and in aerial surveys, Guille-
mots and Razorbills cannot normally be separated 
and the species are therefore usually treated 
together ( # 1 , #3 , #4). Patterns of occurrence of 
'large auks' from these sources are described 
under Guillemot and wil l not be repeated here. 
The nearest colonies of Razorbills are found along 
the coast of East England, on Bempton-Flambo-
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Figure 4.116 Distribution of Razorbill, 
October-November (n = 982) 
rough cliffs (ca. 7 7 0 0 individuals in 1985-87) and 
on the Farne Islands (65 sites; Lloyd et al. 1991) 
and on Helgoland (4 pairs; Hansohn 1994). 
In late summer and early autumn, June-Septem-
ber, Razorbills were very scarce in the southern 
North Sea (not mapped). From scattered areas 
wi th very low densities in June/July and Au-
gust/September it was estimated that respective-
ly 70 and 3 0 0 Razorbills occurred in the offshore 
zone (table 4.2) . In late autumn, October-Novem-
ber, this pattern changed radically. Moderate to 
high densities of Razorbills were found in the 
Friese Front region and on the Doggersbank, low 
to moderate densities were found in most of the 
coastal zone and scattered offshore (figure 
4 .116) . It was estimated that around 4 2 0 0 Razor-
bills occurred in coastal waters, plus another 
22 ,600 individuals offshore. Virtually all Razorbills 
seen in these months were winter plumage indivi-
duals, indicating that this species enters the sout-
hern North Sea after completion of the post-nup-
Figure 4.117 Distribution of Razorbill, 
December-January (n= 417) 
tial moult (table 4 .15) . Only f ew Razorbills were 
found dead on the Dutch coast in autumn (#2). 
Despite poor coverage of the offshore zone in 
December-January, an estimated 23 ,200 Razor-
bills occurred offshore in the area surveyed. Appa-
rently, numbers had increased, but further studies 
will have to demonstrate what actually happens 
north of 5 4 ° N (figure 4 .117) . An estimated 2700 
Razorbills were found in the coastal zone in this 
month, an area where 11.3x more Guillemots 
were recorded. Moderate to high densities were 
exclusively found north of the Wadden Sea is-
lands, scattered low densities occurred in the 
Southern Bight. Feeding Razorbills were often 
joined by Little Gulls (see text Little Gull). In w in-
ter, numbers of dead Razorbills on the beach gra-
dually increase (#2). Most birds were found on 
the mainland coast of Noord-Holland and an analy-
sis of biometrics of stranded Razorbills indicated 
that most individuals belonged to the subspecies 
A.t.islandica (#2). Ringing recoveries have shown 
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Figure 4.118 Distribution of Razorbill, 
February-March (n= 1296) 
that most Razorbills found dead in the Nether-
lands originated f rom colonies around the Irish 
Sea, w i th smaller numbers from Scottish colonies 
(NZG/NSO unpubl. data). A minor wreck of Razor-
bills was witnessed in December 1988 (#2). 
Most Razorbills observed in February-March were 
found in the southern Bight (figure 4 .118) . Mode-
rate to high densities were found just to the 
south of Outer Silver Pit over the sand ridges east 
of Norfolk (England). Low to moderate densities 
occurred everywhere south of 5 3 ° N . It was esti-
mated that around 4 0 , 8 0 0 Razorbills occurred 
offshore and another 3 5 0 0 individuals in coastal 
waters. It was calculated that the coastal zone 
held now only 2.8x more Guillemots than Razor-
bills (many birds had left these waters), whereas 
in offshore waters 3.7x more Guillemots than 
Razorbills occurred. The proportion of birds in 
breeding plumage had increased to over 2 0 % in 
these months (table 4.15) . Numbers of dead, 
stranded Razorbills peaked in February and March 
Figure 4.119 Distribution of Razorbill, 
April-May (n= 214) 
(#2). Several wrecks of slightly oiled, emaciated 
Razorbills were witnessed, including mass s t a n -
dings in 1 9 8 1 , 1983 , 1984 , 1990 (#2, Camphuy-
sen 1990de). 
Numbers of Razorbills declined rapidly in April-
May (figure 4 .119) . Low densities were found in 
patches in the Southern Bight, low to moderate 
densities over the sand ridges south of Outer 
Silver Pit. Only 2 0 0 Razorbills were estimated to 
occur in the coastal zone, another 11 ,300 indivi-
duals offshore. Guillemots remained in larger 
numbers wi th in the study area in these months, 
so that the coastal and offshore ratios between 
Guillemots and Razorbill had changed to 4.5:1 and 
10.3:1 respectively. Individuals in summer pluma-
ge were suddenly quite scarce in Apri l , compared 
to February and March, indicating that adults and 
older immatures had left the area. In May, when 
younger immatures have developed a breeding 
plumage, the proportion of summer plumage indi-
viduals had grown to 5 1 . 5 % (n= 56). Numbers of 
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Table 4.15 Monthly frequencies of plumage types 
In Razorbills (breeding, transient and winter plu-
mage) in the southern North Sea, 1985-93. 
Tabel 4.15 Maandelijks voorkomen van verschil-
lende kleden bij de Alk (broed-, overgangs- en 
winterkleed), zuidelijke Noordzee, 1985-93. 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Totals 
breed 
15 
192 
189 
22 
29 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
4 5 5 
trans 
8 
75 
65 
28 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
1 
0 
183 
wint 
242 
616 
419 
8 0 
26 
0 
0 
1 
5 
645 
525 
263 
2 8 2 0 
% 
breed 
5.7 
21.7 
28.1 
16.7 
51.5 
0.0 
0.6 
0.8 
13.2 
sample 
266 
882 
673 
130 
56 
1 
2 
2 
6 
648 
529 
265 
3458 
dead Razorbills washing ashore in these months 
gradually declined and most fresh birds found 
dead were immatures (#2). 
Discussion and conclusions Substantial numbers 
of Razorbills winter in the southern North Sea, 
w i th peak numbers in February/March (ca. 
4 4 , 0 0 0 individuals, 1.8% of the NE Atlantic po-
pulation; table 4.3) . Razorbills arrive after having 
finished the post-nuptial moult and an invasion of 
chicks, similar to that described for Guillemots, 
has not been observed. The proportion of summer 
plumage individuals suddenly dropped in April, 
indicating that mature Razorbills either leave 
these areas immediately after completing pré-
nuptial moult , or even prior to this moult. This 
seasonal pattern is different from that described 
for Guillemots (table 4.1) and this highlights eco-
logical differences between the t w o species. 
Such differences are also indicated by the fact 
that wrecks of Guillemots and Razorbills did not 
necessarily take place at the same t ime. Razor-
bills arrive rather late in the southern North Sea 
and, each year, their arrival is clearly witnessed in 
beached bird surveys. Chronic oil pollution is a 
significant threat to Razorbills wintering in the 
southern North Sea. Some 8 9 . 3 % of all Razorbills 
found dead during 1969-85 were contaminated 
wi th oil (#2). Recent years have produced several 
wrecks of emaciated Razorbills, similar to those 
described for Guillemots (#2, Camphuysen 
1990bde, 1992b). In contrast to most wrecks of 
Guillemots, most stranded Razorbills were adults 
or older immatures. Only in 1990 a comparatively 
large fraction (32.6%) were juveniles (n = 2 2 1 ; 
Camphuysen 1990e). As in Guillemots, for many 
dead Razorbills it was not clear whether lightly 
oiled, emaciated casualties were killed by the oil 
or were dying anyway (#2, Camphuysen 1990b, 
1992ab). Most Razorbills were oiled, but it was 
concluded that structural food shortages in the 
winter months (further north in the North Sea?) 
had caused the repeated influxes into the Sout-
hern Bight and the series of wrecks witnessed 
since winter 1 9 8 0 / 8 1 . The diet of Razorbills in the 
southern North Sea is not sufficiently studied to 
come up wi th further conclusions or suggestions 
on (probable) causes of the observed wrecks. 
From ringing recoveries, it can be concluded that 
many Razorbills stranded in the Netherlands 
originated from colonies on the west coast of 
Scotland, on the coast of Ireland and from islands 
in the Irish Sea. One ringed Razorbill found dead 
was ringed on Iceland. There are no obvious con-
centrations of Razorbills in Dutch waters, so the 
best conservation measures taken are an overall 
reduction of chronic oil pollution in the southern 
North Sea. 
Little Auk Alle alle 
Small groups of Little Auks were frequently ob-
served around the Doggersbank and in the Nord-
schillgrund area between November and March 
(figure 4 .119) . Scattered offshore sightings oc-
curred elsewhere, w i th a cluster of records at the 
Outer Silver Pit. Few Little Auks were observed 
south of 5 4 ° N , and only small numbers occurred 
in coastal waters. Estimates of total numbers of 
Little Auks in the study area were in the range of 
1 8 ,000 individuals between December and March 
(table 4.2) . Peak numbers must have occurred in 
December-January, when the offshore zone was 
poorly surveyed. Future surveys may provide 
more accurate estimates for this area. Coastal 
observations produced comparatively large num-
bers of Little Auks since 1985 (#4). Most Little 
Auks were seen between November and March, 
totalling at most several hundreds per season. 
Relatively large numbers occurred in winter 
1990/91 (Van der Ham e f al. 1991) . The distribu-
t ion pattern derived from aerial surveys is not in 
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agreement w i th that established from ship-based 
surveys, probably because most Little Auks are 
overlooked (#1). The concentration of sightings 
from ship-based data in the NW of the study area 
fits well into the overall pattern of Little Auks in 
the North Sea, w i th very large numbers in the NE 
North Sea, low to moderate densities in the NW 
and very small numbers in the SE North Sea (Ger-
man Bight and Southern Bight; Camphuysen et al. 
1993 , Stone et al. in press). Little Auks have 
increased slightly in numbers washing ashore in 
the Netherlands in recent years (Camphuysen 
1986, #2). They are well known for their massive 
influxes in areas south of the normal wintering 
range (Haverschmidt 1930 , Murphy & Vogt 
1933) . The last large scale wreck was witnessed 
in 1950 (O'Donovan & Regan 1950 , Sergeant 
1952 , Bateson 1961) , but smaller influxes and 
wrecks have occurred rather frequently (Poulsen 
1957 , Elkins & Will iams 1972 , Furtado & LeG-
rand 1979 , Lichtenbeld 1 9 8 1 , Underwood & 
Stowe 1 984 , Van der Ham et al. 1 9 9 1 , Heubeck 
Figure 4.121 Sightings of Puffins, 
January-December (•, n= 201) 
& Suddaby 1 9 9 1 , Jardine et al. 1993). Severe 
gales in autumn sometimes produced elevated 
numbers washing ashore {e.g. November/Decem-
ber 1985 , autumn 1988; #2). The oil rate of Little 
Auks stranded in the Netherlands amounted to 
8 4 . 6 % during 1969-85 (n= 9 1 ; #2) , showing the 
birds' high vulnerability to surface pollutants. 
Puffin Fratercula arctica 
Puffins occurred in very low densities and mainly 
in the northwestern half of the study area, parti-
cularly on the Doggersbank (figure 4 .120) . Of 201 
Puffins observed, 193 were seen between Octo-
ber and May. Maximum numbers were estimated 
to occur during February/March (7000 Puffins in 
the offshore zone; table 4.2) . Records of this 
species in the Southern Bight occurred more fre-
quently than those of Little Auks, but the coastal 
strip was usually avoided. Seawatchers recorded 
most Puffins between October and March, gene-
rally in slightly smaller numbers than Little Auks 
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and w i th little f luctuations between years (#3, 
#4). Slightly higher numbers were seen in 1983 , 
which coincided wi th a stranding of Puffins 
(Camphuysen 1986 , #2). The oil rate of Puffins 
stranded in the Netherlands, most of which were 
found between January and March, amounted to 
8 5 . 0 % during 1969-85 (n= 80 ; #2). Rather few 
Puffins were observed during aerial surveys, but 
the overall distribution pattern was in agreement 
wi th ship-based sightings (most birds in the NW 
and generally far offshore; #1). It is remarkable 
that Puffin sightings during aerial surveys were 
restricted to October-February, whereas ship-
based surveys produced fair numbers until May. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Seabirds in the southern North Sea: a review 
Rose & Scott (1994) summarized current know-
ledge of water fowl populations in the wor ld. From 
these estimates, it was concluded that the pre-
sent study area is of international importance for 
wintering Red-throated Divers ( 1 3 . 1 % of the NE 
Atlantic population, December-January), Great 
Crested Grebes ( 2 1 . 1 % , February-March), Eider 
(exceptionally 3 .5%, January-February 1993), 
Common Scoters (10 .4%, January-February 
1993) , Common Gull (5 .0%, December-January), 
Herring Gulls ( 12 .2%, December-January), Great 
Black-backed Gulls ( 13 .2%, October-January! and 
Guillemots (3 .0%, October-November). In sum-
mer, the area was of international importance for 
Lesser Black-backed Gull ( 18 .4%, April-May) and 
Sandwich Tern (4 .7%, Apri l-May). For migrants in 
autumn the area is important for Gannets (3 .0%, 
October-November), Great Skua (10 .7%, August-
September), Little Gull (18 .9%, October-Novem-
ber), and Common Tern (5 .9%, August-Septem-
ber). Besides, substantial numbers of Fulmars 
(2 .3% in autumn), Velvet Scoter (exceptionally 
1.3% in winter), Arct ic Skua (2 .2% in autumn), 
Kitt iwakes (1 .8% in late autumn) and Razorbills 
(1 .9% in winter) were found. The coastal waters 
were of prime importance in winter, because 
divers, grebes, seaduck, and Larus-guWs were 
found concentrated in this zone. Guillemots were 
most numerous in winter. However, these birds 
were especially vulnerable in late summer and 
autumn, when tens of thousands of moulting 
(flightless) adults accompanying downy young 
entered the area. 
Beached bird surveys in Europe have demon-
strated that the southern North Sea must be 
regarded as the area most heavily affected by 
chronic oil pollution (Camphuysen & Van Franeker 
1992). The combination of high numbers of corp-
ses and high oil rates found on the Dutch coast 
(#2) has not been reported anywhere else. The 10 
most numerous oiled seabirds stranded on the 
Dutch coast in recent years (1969-85 , n = 
65 ,654 ; #2) were Guillemot (22.6%), Common 
Scoter (16.5%), Kitt iwake (11.3%), Eider (8 .6%), 
Razorbill (6.2%), Herring Gull (4.5%), Common 
Gull (2.6%), Great Crested Grebe (2.6%), Fulmar 
(2.2%) and Black-headed Gull (2.1%), eight of 
which were found to occur in internationally im-
portant numbers in the southern North Sea. Re-
cent oil incidents in the coastal zone and illegal 
discharges of oil and other lipophilic substances 
have demonstrated the excessive vulnerability of 
these birds (Camphuysen et al. 1 988 , Camphuy-
sen 1990c, Bommelé 1 9 9 1 , Camphuysen & Keijl 
1 9 9 1 , Zoun 1 9 9 1 , Zoun et al. 1 9 9 1 , Leopold & 
Camphuysen 1992 , Zoun & Boshuizen 1992 , 
Camphuysen & Van Franeker 1992 , #2). Yet, 
chronic oil pollution of inshore and offshore wa-
ters rather than specific oil incidents, should still 
be considered one of the most significant threats 
for seabirds wintering in the southern North Sea 
(#2, Camphuysen & Van Franeker 1992) . 
Other potential hazards to seabirds in the sout-
hern North Sea have not been studied in much 
detail in recent years. Persecution or harvesting in 
colonies has declined since the late 1960s, and 
Cormorants and several species of gulls were 
allowed to expand considerably as breeding birds 
(De Wit & Spaans 1984 , Spaans et al. 1987 , 
Zijlstra & Van Eerden 1991) . Ground predators, 
destruction of habitat, and recreational pressure 
were important factors behind breeding failures 
and population declines of gulls and terns in re-
cent years (Derks & de Kraker 1993 , Furness 
1993 , Woutersen 1994). Potential hazards at sea 
are obviously not easily studied. Recreational 
pressure of the coastal zone is evidently increa-
sing in many parts of the Dutch coast, but inter-
nationally important concentrations of divers, 
grebes and seaduck are typically a winter pheno-
menon, when water sports are much less popular 
a passtime. Net and line mortali ty are factors of 
limited significance (Camphuysen 1990c, Camp-
huysen 1994b). A very low proportion of birds 
found on beaches was killed as a result of entang-
lements. The only exception was the Gannet, of 
which around 5% were killed in fishing nets, 
probably mainly in pieces of net floating around. 
Overall numbers killed were quite small, though. 
1 0 6 D iscuss ion 
Drowning in gill nets, or fish traps, occurs on a 
large scale in inland waters like the Usselmeer 
(Van Eerden & Bij de Vaate 1984) , but conside-
ring the small number of fish traps in coastal 
waters and the scarcity of set-net fishermen in 
the southern North Sea, mortal i ty in gill nets is 
probably negligable. Ingestion of plastics is a 
problem frequently encountered in stranded sea-
birds, particularly in Procellariiforms (Coleman & 
Wehle 1984 , Van Franeker 1985 , Furness 1985 , 
Furness 1993) , but cannot be labeled as a signifi-
cant threat on the population level (Connors & 
Smith 1982 , Day et al. 1985 , Ryan 1987 , 1988 , 
Ryan et al. 1988) . 
Offal and discards are important as an additio-
nal source of food for scavengers in the southern 
North Sea. High consumption rates, severe inter-
and intraspecific competit ion and large numbers 
of birds associated w i th commercial trawlers 
were observed in the southern North Sea (Camp-
huysen 1993abc, Camphuysen et al. 1993). Dras-
tic changes in fisheries policy, such as a signifi-
cant reduction of fishing days, smaller mesh 
sizes, or the establishment of areas which are 
closed for fisheries, may lead to a re-arrangement 
in the hierarchy of scavengers at trawlers and 
extra mortali ty as a result of the (partial) loss of 
an important source of food (cf. Furness 1986 , 
1992) . Reductions in the availability of f ish or 
shellfish are probably a very significant threat for 
seabirds and seaduck. The availability of pelagic 
fish such as Herring and Sprat or of bottom dwel-
ling species like sandeels for seabirds are notori-
ously hard to study (Bailey 1980 , Blake 1983 , 
Bailey 1986 , 1989 , 1 9 9 1 , Bailey et al. 1991). 
Massive wrecks witnessed in the 1 980s and early 
1990s were probably (partly) caused by serious 
reductions in the available resources of fish for 
seabirds wintering in the North Sea (Blake 1 984 , 
Camphuysen 1990b , 1992b , Harris & Bailey 
1992). Whether overfishing or natural f luctuati-
ons in stock size or in spatial distribution have 
caused these problems will probably never be 
clarified. Current developments of North Sea 
fisheries, particularly in industrial fisheries for 
sandeel and Sprat/Herring, in combination wi th 
the observed extra mortali ty of wintering seabirds 
in the North Sea are reasons for great concern, 
however (Gauld et al. 1 986 , Camphuysen 1 990b, 
Furness 1993) . Much more obvious relationships 
between overfishing of shellfish in the Wadden 
Sea, and more recently in the coastal zone of the 
North Sea as wel l , demonstrated how easy con-
fl icts between seabirds (seaduck in this case) and 
fisheries may develop (Van de Kuip 1 9 9 1 , Leopold 
1993 , Leopold & Plat in prep.). Mass mortali ty 
and emigration were direct results observed in 
Dutch coastal waters and the Wadden Sea, and 
the value of our coastal waters to wintering sea-
duck may have decreased significantly as a result. 
The Dutch sector of the North Sea 
The Dutch sector of the North Sea is of internati-
onal importance as a wintering area for Red-thro-
ated Diver (9 .5% of the NE Atlantic population, 
December-January), Great Crested Grebe (13 .7%, 
February-March), Eider (exceptionally 3 .3%, Fe-
bruary 1993), Common Scoter (exceptionally 
10 .4%, February 1993), Common Gull ( 3 .8%, 
December-January), Herring Gull (8 .4%, Decem-
ber-January), and Great Black-backed Gull (7 .4%, 
October-January). In summer, the area was of 
international importance for Lesser Black-backed 
Gull (12 .9%, April-May) and Sandwich Tern 
(3 .9%, April-May). For migrants in autumn the 
area is important for Gannets (2 .2%, October-
November), Great Skua (7 .4%, August-Septem-
ber), Little Gull (14 .3%, October-November), and 
Common Tern ( 5 . 1 % , August-September). Besi-
des, substantial numbers of Fulmars ( 1 . 1 % in 
autumn), Velvet Scoter (exceptionally 1.3% in 
winter), Arct ic Skua ( 1 . 1 % in autumn) and Guille-
mots (1 .7%, winter) were found. The coastal 
waters were of prime importance in winter, be-
cause divers, grebes, seaduck, and Larus-guWs 
were found concentrated in this zone. The largest 
numbers of seabirds in the Dutch sector were 
found in winter (February-March), when over half 
a million of birds occurred. 
Of great significance is the coastal zone, parti-
cularly in winter. The shallow areas of the Belgian 
coast, the Voordelta and a narrow strip off the 
Wadden Sea islands were found to hold substanti-
al numbers of piscivorous divers, grebes, Cormo-
rant, and terns, omnivorous gulls, and benthivo-
rous seaduck. Many of these birds are concentra-
ted in waters of less than 1 5-20 metres deep (cf. 
Skov et al. 1994, Leopold et al. 1993) . This zone 
is certainly not homogeneous. Seaduck occurred 
in huge concentrations, which coincided w i th rich 
resources of shellfish (particularly Spisula subtrun-
cata; Leopold et al. in press). Divers occurred 
everywhere in the coastal strip, but feeding flocks 
were observed frequently off the Wadden Sea 
islands and in the Voordelta. Divers were often 
concentrated in turbulent water between Wadden 
Sea islands, where also more pelagic species like 
Guillemot and Razorbill were frequently found in 
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winter. In summer, most Larus-guWs in the coastal 
zone were concentrated near colonies, whereas in 
winter, when overall numbers of gulls increased 
sharply, most species became widespread. Tidal 
fronts, which occurred freqently off the piers of 
Hoek van Holland, Scheveningen and Umuiden, 
and small areas w i th strong currents, most promi-
nent between Wadden Sea islands, attracted 
surface feeding seabirds. Little Gulls, Black-hea-
ded Gulls, and Common Gulls in winter were 
often seen feeding at tidal f ronts, but occasional-
ly, such fronts attracted rare pelagic seabirds 
such as Storm Petrels (Koerts 1992) . 
Further offshore, the area can be divided into 
t w o important parts. A 'deep water ' area (over 
35m depth) north of Terschellingerbank and a 
comparatively shallow area (less than 3 5 m depth) 
in the south. Pelagic seabirds like Fulmars and 
Kitt iwakes were usually more numerous in the 
northern part of the Dutch sector (in deeper, 
relatively clear Central North Sea water), Guille-
mots were mainly restricted to the northern half 
in late summer. Most of these species entered the 
southern Bight only in winter in large numbers. 
Puffins and Little Auks were common in winter in 
the northern part of the Dutch sector, but hardly 
penetrated into the Southern Bight. Gannets and 
Great Skuas were more widespread over the area, 
partly as a result of the fact that these species 
migrated further to the south (with Bay of Biscay, 
Atlantic waters off West Africa and the Iberian 
peninsula and the western Mediterranean as 
important wintering areas). It appeared that for 
many pelagic species wintering in the North Sea, 
the NW corner of the Netherlands normally forms 
the southern border of distribution. Locally, im-
portant concentrations of seabirds occurred in the 
offshore zone. Of particular importance (see spe-
cies accounts) were the Doggersbank {e.g. Guille-
mot, Little Auk), the Friese Front region {e.g. 
Guillemot, Lesser Black-backed Gull), the Outer 
Silver Pit {e.g. Kit t iwake), and the Bruine Bank 
region {e.g. Fulmar, Gannet and Larus-guWs asso-
ciated w i th extensive beamtrawl fisheries). 
Seabirds in surrounding areas 
In the fol lowing section, the numbers and signifi-
cance of concentrations of seabirds in the study 
area are compared to other sea and coastal areas 
wi th in the biogeographic region for the species 
under consideration, viz. the Wadden Sea (Meltof-
te et al. 1 9 9 4 in press) and the Usselmeer (Vos-
lamber 1991) , the Delta region (including the now 
reclaimed, freshwater parts; Meininger et al. 
1994), the coastal area of the whole southeastern 
North Sea from Belgium up to Blévandshuk (Den-
mark; Skov et al. 1 994), the North Sea at large 
(ESAS-database; Stone et al. 1 994 in press), and 
adjoining waters west of Britain and Ireland (Webb 
e f al. 1990) . Unless otherwise stated, figures for 
these areas that are mentioned in this section are 
taken from the sources listed above, this to avoid 
burdening the text w i th the same references t ime 
and again. 
The Red-throated Divers that winter in internati-
onally important numbers in our coastal waters 
are part of a larger wintering population, exten-
ding f rom at least Belgium to 5 6 ° N . Dedicated 
surveys, carried out in winter f rom 1 986 to 1 993 
have resulted in a total population estimate of 
42 ,740 wintering Divers ( ± 9 5 % Red-throated 
Divers). The divers are found concentrated in a 
rather narrow strip between the coast and ca. the 
20 meter isobath, (or the shipping lane, w i th its 
high incidence of disturbance) from Belgium up to 
the Elbe esturary in Germany (6625 divers); in a 
low density further offshore in the southern North 
Sea (11,800) while north of the Elbe the zone 
wi th high numbers of divers widens, f rom the 
coast to at least the 30 meter isobath, while 
lower densities are found down to the 4 0 meter 
isobath. This area contains the largest wintering 
concentration of divers in the wor ld: 3 6 , 0 0 0 . In 
spring (April-May) the divers retreat to this nor-
thern area and numbers of divers falls to 2 6 , 5 0 0 -
28 ,500 divers, now including a much higher num-
ber of Black-throated Divers (46%) that arrive in 
the area to moult. The coastal waters of the sout-
heastern North Sea are the prime diver area in the 
North Sea at large. In other coastal parts, off 
Norway and around Great Britain and Ireland, only 
several thousands divers winter. Numbers of 
wintering divers in the southeastern North Sea are 
in western Europe only challenged in the western 
and southern Baltic, where 56 ,665 divers (95% 
Red-throated) were recently estimated winter ing. 
Divers do not readily enter the enclosed waters of 
the Wadden Sea, Usselmeer or reclaimed parts of 
the Delta area, where numbers are negligable. 
The numbers of Great Crested Grebes in the 
study area are intimately linked to the principal 
freshwater winter areas in the Netherlands. In the 
Delta area, some 3000 Great Crested Grebes 
have been present on average in recent years in 
autumn, and in mid-winter average numbers go up 
to 4 -5000 . In the Usselmeer up to 4 0 , 0 0 0 spend 
late summer moulting (Piersma et al 1 986) , and 
an estimated 10-20 ,000 winter here. In the main 
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rivers of the Netherlands, nearly 2 0 0 0 birds may 
also winter (van den Bergh et al. 1979). In the 
Wadden Sea numbers are not very important. 
Unlike the divers, Great Crested Grebe distributi-
on in winter does not extend into German and 
Danish waters in the North Sea. Similar to the 
divers however, are the low numbers around the 
British isles and in the fjords of Norway, and the 
large numbers in several coastal parts of the 
Baltic, where some 11 ,300 are estimated to 
winter in areas near large freshwater bodies. 
Part of the internationally very important winte-
ring concentration of Scaup in the Usselmeer and 
adjoining part of the Wadden Sea (up to nearly 
2 0 0 , 0 0 0 have recently been counted here: Plat-
teeuw et al. 1 994) may temporarily take refuge in 
the coastal waters of the North Sea during severe 
ice-winters. Even if very large groups were not 
found in the surveys presented here (and probably 
never wi l l , f rom ships under extreme conditions) 
the area can at t imes be of great importance for 
the species. Eiders, normally living in the Wadden 
Sea, have recently also taken to the North Sea in 
large numbers, in responce to food shortage in 
their preferred habitat. Numbers in the study 
area, although impressive in recent winters, are 
small in comparison to the ' t rue' Eider areas in 
western Europe: the international Wadden Sea 
(246 -331 ,000 winter ing; 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 moulting in 
July-August; 2 0 0 - 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 in autumn; lower 
numbers in spring and summer: 6-7,000 pairs, 
w i th summering subadults totalling maybe 
100 ,000) ; the Baltic (1 milion winter ing, of which 
3 4 1 , 0 0 0 in the Kattegat); Iceland (900 ,000 win-
tering). Numbers in the western North Sea are 
considerably lower: 53 ,500 estimated wintering, 
of which the largest recent concentration of 
10 ,000 occurs in the Moray Firth, while another 
23 ,000 winter around Ireland and at the British 
westcoasts (Baillie 1986) . Numbers in the Ussel-
meer and Delta area (less than 300) are insignifi-
cant. The Common Scoters that wintered in large 
numbers off our coasts in recent years are part of 
the southeastern North Sea wintering population 
of some 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 birds. Large flocks may winter 
anywhere between Belgium and Blâvandshuk, 
Denmark in the shallow coastal zone. The Nether-
lands wil l probably loose their large concentrati-
ons of seaduck to Germany or Denmark in the 
near future, where the non-treatment of the fishe-
ry problem wi th regard to the clam Spisula sub-
truncata has not (yet) resulted in the almost total 
removal of this seaduck food source from the 
habitat. The wintering 'population' in the North 
Sea is probably linked to the much larger numbers 
(800-940,000) wintering in the Baltic and Katte-
gat area and another 1 50 -200 ,000 birds wintering 
further south. Numbers of wintering birds around 
the British isles are in the order of 30 ,000 birds 
(Webb pers. comm.) and numbers off the Norwe-
gian coast are around 4 0 0 0 birds (Nygard 1992) . 
Considerable numbers must winter somewhere 
south of the study area, as 1 50 -200 ,000 pass the 
Netherlands each year (Platteeuw 1990). As 
numbers in Belgium (max 12 ,000 : Maertens et al. 
1988, 1990 , Seys 1993) , France (27-40 ,000 : 
Girard 1992), Spain (unknown but unlikely to be 
significant), Portugal (5800: Rufino 1992) and the 
Mediteranian coastal waters (insignificant, Cortes 
et al. 1 980) , together do not nearly make up for 
the suggested total , the North West Afr ican coast 
may be of greater importance than as yet suppo-
sed. The numbers wintering today in the Wadden 
Sea are rather insignificant. A t least 4 0 , 0 0 0 were 
estimated to winter in the Western part of the 
Dutch Wadden Sea in the 1960 's , but today less 
than 1000 remain here (Leopold et al. 1994a), 
and there is little evidence for the presence of 
large flocks elsewhere in the Wadden Sea. Com-
mon Scoters do not normally enter freshwater 
lakes and are thus as good as absent from Ussel-
meer and Delta. The Baltic is also the main winte-
ring area for Velvet Scoters (932 ,690 is the cur-
rent estimate). Off Norway another 3 0 , 0 0 0 are 
estimated to winter (Nygard et al. 1988). Other 
areas, including the present study area are only 
marginally important: around the British isles only 
3000 winter and off France 8 0 0 0 . 
The apparent importance of the study area for 
the Great Skua (some 1 0 % of the world populati-
on is to be found here in late summer/early au-
tumn) is somewhat surprising, as by far the most 
important area in summer is the sea around its 
breeding strongholds: Shetland and Orkney. In 
July and August quite a large number cross over 
to the Skagerrak, probably to benefit f rom the 
riches that also the Guillemots and several Larus 
gulls seek out. When the Great Skuas leave the 
North Sea in September, the stream from the 
breeding area in the northwestern North Sea 
meets the stream of birds f rom the Skagerrak, 
towards the southern exit of the North Sea, and 
hence numbers in the study area increase. The 
birds do not seem to be in a hurry on their way 
south, and linger for a considerable amount of 
t ime in the southern North Sea, bringing numbers 
up to an internationally important figure. 
Likewise, important numbers (tens of thou-
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sands) of Little Gulls migrate through the area. 
Although in autumn many birds linger at current 
lines and plume fronts, which seems to indicate 
that the area suits the species as a feeding area 
in this t ime of year, only some 4 0 0 0 remain in 
winter. As at least some 10-15 ,000 birds are 
considered to winter in the nearby Usselmeer, the 
numbers wintering at sea in the study area are 
somewhat low. 
Common Gulls winter in the North Sea in most 
coastal areas that are bordering major estuaries, 
where they are particularly abundant around plu-
me fronts. Most are found in the southern North 
Sea, off the Wash, Tyne and Thames in the west , 
in the Delta area and the Wadden Sea, but also in 
vast numbers inland. The number estimated at 
sea in the Dutch sector are comparable wi th 
those in the Wadden Sea (up to 100,000) , but 
rather small when related to the estimated total 
for the Netherlands as a whole: 350 -400 ,000 
(SOVON 1987) . The distribution at sea off the 
Wadden Sea does not end at the German Border 
however, and for the whole coastal strip from 
Belgium to Blavandshuk some 72 ,380 are estima-
ted to winter. This is hardly more than the current 
estimate for the southern North Sea which stres-
ses the importance of the latter area, in combina-
tion w i th the Wadden Sea, Dutch mainland and 
Delta as a wintering area for the species. In the 
Baltic, another 71 ,880 are estimated to winter at 
sea. Numbers at sea west of Britain are small, as 
this gull is mainly an inland bird that does not 
venture too far out into the open sea. During 
spring migration (March-April) Common Gulls are 
found almost exclusively in the North Sea along 
the eastern seaboard, w i th high densities all the 
way from Cap Griz Nez in France to the top of 
Jut land, Denmark, and down again into the wes-
tern Baltic. This is a good illustration of the highly 
important migratory pathway used by a large 
proportion of the Scandinavian birds, that make 
up for most of the total European population. 
In terms of percentage of the NE Atlantic Popu-
lation, the area is of even greater importance to 
the Herring Gull, in the Netherlands usually seen 
as a bird that is too common to be of interest. 
The core of the distribution extends over the 
whole North Sea, both offshore and inshore and 
into estuaries, bays and freshwater bodies, from 
northern Scotland down to the Channel and along 
the east coasts up to southern Norway (with an 
estimated population of some 300 -500 ,000 birds: 
Camphuysen et al. 1993) . The area w i th high 
numbers of Herring Gulls probably continue fur-
ther to the north and south, but no estimates of 
numbers are available. In the Baltic some 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 
winter at sea, but throughout the region also 
considerable numbers winter inland. The overall 
picture for the winter distribution of the species is 
one of a large range, of which the present study 
area is only a part. In the breeding season, the 
situation is distinctly different: now the birds are 
very much concentrated in the coastal zone and 
this area is of prime importance to the species all 
along the eastern North Sea seaboard. 
The number of wintering Great Black-backed 
Gulls in the study area is an important part of the 
total wintering population that apparently has its 
core wintering area in the North Sea at large, w i th 
important extensions around the top of Scotland 
into the Irish Sea in the west , and around the top 
of Jutland, into the western Baltic, in the east. 
Winter 'population' estimates exist for the North 
Sea at large (e.g. 180 ,000 individuals, February 
1993 ; Camphuysen et al. 1993 and 190 ,000 , 
February; ESAS Database unpubl. data), for the 
Baltic (21,000), and the Wadden Sea (some 
8000) . Numbers in freshwater areas are relatively 
insignificant: e.g. on the Usselmeer no more than 
several hundreds have been found. 
The Lesser Black-backed Gull is a species that 
breeds in internationally important numbers in the 
Netherlands. As our breeding birds forage mainly 
in the North Sea, the study area is vital for our 
colonies. Avoiding competit ion w i th Herring 
Gulls, that occupy the nearshore waters in large 
numbers, the Lesser-black Backed Gulls use fee-
ding areas further offshore (Camphuysen 1 993c) . 
This distribution pattern of t w o abundant coastal 
breeders extends along the German Frisian 
islands. In the German Bight, surprisingly high 
numbers of Lesser Black-backed Gulls have re-
cently been found in a similar strip, beyond the 
'reach' of its more coastal counterpart in the 
breeding season, the Herring Gull. In the south of 
the study area, where some 1 5,000 pairs breed, 
the Dutch Lesser Black-backed Gulls meet their 
English conspecifics halfway in the Southern 
Bight. As the North Sea is narrow there, the spe-
cies can exploit the entire span of the sea in the 
south. In the North Sea, Lesser Black-backed 
Gulls exploit most of the coastal areas in the 
breeding season, but the Southern and German 
Bights and the Skagerrak appear to be of greatest 
significance. As the majority of the British and 
Irish Lesser Black-backed Gulls (totalling some 
90 ,000 pairs: Gibbons et al. 1993) breed along 
the western coasts, densities at sea to the west 
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of the British isles, w i th concentrations often well 
offshore are also considerable. 
Another species that breeds in internationally 
important numbers in the Netherlands, the Sand-
wich Tern, has strongholds in much the same 
regions: the Delta and Wadden Sea. In the North 
Sea, the vast majority is found in the souteastern 
North Sea, f rom Belgium to Blavandshuk, Den-
mark, i.e. of the Delta and international Wadden 
Sea, where ca. half of the total Northwest Euro-
pean breeding population is found. The study area 
is obviously a part of this greater habitat. Being 
an inshore species rather than a pelagic seabird in 
summer, large numbers of the 4 0 , 0 0 0 pairs that 
breed in the Wadden Sea, also use the Wadden 
Sea itself, and particularly the major tidal inlets 
between the islands for foraging. This tern does 
not venture into fresh water bodies in any num-
bers, and therefore the Usselmeer and reclaimed 
parts of the Delta are unimportant to the species. 
In the western North Sea and to the west of 
Great Britain numbers are distinctly lower than in 
and around the study area in the eastern half, 
w i th only 14 ,000 pairs in Great Britain and an 
Irish population of just 4 4 0 0 pairs (Gibbons ef al. 
1993) . 
The most abundant auk of the North Sea, the 
Guillemot, enters Dutch waters in late summer, 
when tens of thousands find the Friese Front 
suitable for raising chicks and to moult. This 
patch is unique in the North Sea, in that other 
offshore areas w i th similar concentrations of 
Guillemots in this t ime of year, are unknown. 
Most North Sea Guillemots either raise their 
chicks and moult off the British eastcoast, or 
cross over to do so in the Skagerrak area. In win-
ter, when numbers in the study area are highest, 
the Guillemots in our waters comprise the southe-
astern end of a broad band of Guillemots, that 
spans the North Sea in an NW-SE direction, from 
NE Scotland down to the Netherlands. A second 
band of Guillemots circumvents SW Norway, off 
the Norwegian Deep, into the Skagerrak and Kat-
tegat. This leaves the central northern, central 
and southwestern North Sea, including the Chan-
nel as areas of minor importance to wintering 
Guillemots. Changes in food availability, even 
though these may happen far outside the study 
area, particularly further to the northwest, may 
greatly inlfuence numbers in Dutch waters, by 
either pushing the major band of Guillemots fur-
ther to the southeast, i.e. into our waters, or to 
the northwest , out of the study area. In the 
1970 's when numbers at sea in the Dutch sector 
were apparently small (Engelsman & Hulsmann 
1974 , #2) the former was probably the case. 
Winter food shortages in the 1 980 's in the north-
western North Sea have apparently increased 
numbers in our waters significantly (Camphuysen 
1990b). 
Razorbills only reach our waters in any numbers 
in October. Hence, these birds do not use the 
virtues of the Friese Front like the Guillemots do in 
August and September. In early winter (October-
January) their distribution in the North Sea resem-
bles that of the Guillemot, but later in winter 
(February-March) relative numbers in the southern 
North Sea ( 5 1 ° - 5 4 ° N) are considerably larger. 
Razorbills tend to concentrate in the northwestern 
North Sea and in the Kattegat and Skagerrak in 
autumn and winter. Unlike the distribution pattern 
in the Guillemot, the Razorbills wintering in the 
southern North Sea birds seem only loosely con-
nected to these concentration areas further north. 
Razorbills move mainly on the wing (Guillemots 
swim most of the way in summer, being accom-
panied by growing chicks and simultaneously 
moulting their f l ight feathers). They suddenly 
appear in the southern North Sea in autumn wi t -
hout an obvious build-up from anywhere. Appa-
rently, also many birds f rom the Irish Sea region 
winter in the North Sea. As Guillemots and Razor-
bill are very hard to separate during seawatching, 
diffences in their migratory habits are very hard to 
detect this way. Intriguing in this respect is the 
often impressive passage of 'Razormots' along the 
Dutch coast in October-November (#4), which 
may signify the arrival of the Razorbills, as well as 
the arrival of (more) Guillemots that moulted 
elsewhere. 
Migration through the study area 
Systematic watches from land at several locations 
along the eastern North Sea seabord (most nota-
bly Blavandshuk (DK), Hondsbossche Zeewering 
(NL) and Cap Gris Nez (F), have shown that the 
coastal zone of the eastern North Sea is a major 
f lyway for migrating (sea)birds. One could argue 
that migrating birds do not really use the area for 
anything else than a passing-through corridor, and 
that the ecological significance of such an area is 
l imited. In the case of seabirds migration over sea, 
however, the birds have the opportunity to forage 
on the way, and indeed are frequently seen doing 
so. Because of this, the f lyway may also be a 
much needed foraging area. However, stops are 
usually brief and the birds make relatively little 
contact w i th the water during the migration peri-
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od, as shown by the relatively low number of oil-
vict ims in these periods, despite the fact that 
vast numbers of seabirds pass through the area. 
Migrating Sandwich, Arct ic and Common Terns 
obviously forage on the way, as do the Arctic 
Skuas that chase them. Little Gulls often stop at 
plume fronts in autumn (but pass rapidly in 
spring) and Gannets specifically seek out our 
coastal waters in autumn for foraging. All these 
species however forage by surface dipping or 
plunge diving, avoiding long periods of contact 
w i th the water, which explains the comparatively 
small number of oil v ic t ims. Guillemots and Razor-
bills are often seen 'truely migrating' as are sea-
duck, but these birds also winter in the area and 
as a result suffer much more from local oil polluti-
on, making the picture less clear in this respect. 
Species that normally prefer offshore waters, 
such as the Fulmar and the Kit t iwake are usually 
only seen along the coast during or after storms, 
on compensatory movements that resemble, but 
are not true migratory fl ights (Blomqvist & Peterz 
1984) . To such species the coastal zone is a 
boundary rather than a bonus. 
In conclusion, the study area treated in this report 
has great significance for a number of different 
seabird species. The coastal strip is very impor-
tant for wintering Red-throated Divers, Great 
Crested Grebes, Common Scoter, Eider and Com-
mon Gull. In summer it is an undispensable fora-
ging area for the breeding gulls and terns. This 
coastal area forms part of a much larger network 
of related inshore habitats, stretching f rom the 
Baltic, via the Wadden Sea, Usselmeer, Delta and 
parts of the English eastcoast, further south to at 
least France, and for some species to western 
Afr ica. In the offshore part densities of seabirds 
are generally lower, but important numbers of 
birds winter (Herring Gull, Guillemot and Razorbill) 
and migrate through the area (Great Skua). Core 
areas are the Frisian Front, the Brown Bank and 
probably the slopes of the Dogger Bank. 
Ship-based surveys and aerial counts compared 
The principal objective for the production of this 
atlas was to present an overview of the results of 
ship-based counts of seabirds in the Dutch sector 
of the North Sea. In order to facilitate a first com-
parison between ship-based and aerial survey 
data, the distr ibution maps are given in the same 
formats as presented in the recently published 
atlas on aerial surveys in the area by Baptist & 
Wolf (#1). A comparison of results was conside-
red appropriate, particularly because future plan-
ning would benefit from an analysis of advantages 
and disadvantages of the t w o methods. A tho-
rough comparison of data is beyond the scope of 
this report. This would involve an extensive statis-
tical analysis of both databases, using the raw 
data. Simultaneous surveys should be planned to 
better judge the outcome of both methods. In this 
report, we can only compare distribution patterns, 
and estimates of total numbers of birds occurring 
wi th in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. It 
should be noted that both estimates of numbers 
of birds in the area have their own , presumably 
large but unknown standard error (#1). A striking 
difference, however, between the maps of ship-
based counts presented in this atlas and those 
from the aerial surveys is found in several coastal 
species. Distribution patterns of divers, Larus-guWs 
and terns differ f rom those produced f rom aerial 
surveys, all these species appear to have a much 
broader and more uniform distribution. This featu-
re seems to be only partly effort related. Without 
insight in the data processing techniques employ-
ed by Baptist and Wolf (#1), we cannot elaborate 
on how their smooth distribution patterns, exten-
ding relatively far offshore, emerged from the 
aerial data. In Fulmar, Gannet and gulls, a patchy 
distribution occurs as a result of aggregations 
near fishing vessels and flocks of surface feeding 
birds. The patchiness of seabirds at sea, a well 
known aspect of seabird biology, is obvious in 
patterns of spatial distribution of these seabirds in 
the southern North Sea, as derived from ship-
based surveys. These patches contributed signifi-
cantly to the estimates of total numbers of so-
called ship-followers, and this patchiness showed 
up clearly in the results of ship-based surveys. It 
is surprising to find the maps resulting f rom the 
aerial surveys (#1) to be more uniform in most 
cases. This suggests that numbers of birds invol-
ved in mass-feeding have been underestimated 
during the t ime available to the aerial observers, 
who might get 'swamped' in situations where 
they meet such concentrations [cf. Dayton 1993) . 
The similarity between spatial distribution patterns 
of ecologically quite different species like Herring 
Gull and Lesser Black-backed Gull is remarkable 
and not corroborated by data from ship-based 
surveys. The similar patterns found for different 
species during aerial surveys may be partly the 
result of identification problems, particularly in 
large flocks associated wi th fishing vessels. These 
flocks contributed significantly to the overall den-
sity in an area and, hence, errors in the asses-
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sment of group-size and species composition of 
such cases can lead to major errors. The conclusi-
on of Baptist & Wolf (#1), that ships are of little 
use for mapping gulls and other ship-followers, is 
unwarranted. Birds that were obviously attracted 
to reseach vessels were in the field routinely 
omit ted and hence, excluded f rom density estima-
t ions. Obviously, some attraction may be too 
subtle for the observers to be noticed, which wil l 
than result in overestimates of densities. Howe-
ver, observed mass-feedings contributed signifi-
cantly to the overall estimate of numbers and 
probably overrides the effects of ship-attraction. 
A true comparison between results of aerial and 
ship-based surveys cannot be made as yet, be-
cause the variabilities in both data sets have not 
been sufficiently evaluated. Therefore, distributi-
on patterns were compared only qualitatively. 
Gross and systematic differences between the 
t w o sets of estimates can also provide informati-
on on the strengths and weaknesses of either 
method. To this end, we compared our own bi-
monthly estimates for the Dutch sector of the 
North Sea (table 4.4) to the estimates given by 
Baptist & Wolf (#1). Estimates based on aerial 
surveys were obtained by taking the mean of the 
estimates for 1985-88 and 1989-92 , from the 
bar-diagrams in # 1 . The estimated numbers were 
log-transformed and plotted in figure 5 . 1 . Compa-
risons were made for divers and large auks (com-
paratively inconspicuous species), Gannets (con-
spicuous) and gulls and Fulmar (often diff icult to 
separate f rom the air), for all periods but Decem-
ber-January, when most of the northern half of 
the area was not surveyed by ship. Only data-
points for which both estimates were larger than 
100 birds were used. Both sets of estimates are 
positively correlated. However, several deviations 
are obvious. In divers and auks, the estimates 
f rom ship-based surveys were considerably higher 
in all periods (by a factor 1.7-5.5 for the auks and 
1.4-4.0 for divers). This difference cannot be 
explained from the corrections for birds not seen 
from the ship only (table 3.1), and from this we 
conclude that detection of this group of mostly 
swimming, dark-backed birds was considerably 
better f rom ships. Similarly, other dark-backed 
species that spend most of their t ime swimming 
rather than f ly ing, like Great Crested Grebe, Puf-
fin and Little Auk were not seen frequently e-
nough from the air for a meaningful estimate of 
numbers (#1). 
In the Gannet estimates derived from ship-ba-
sed surveys were also higher (by a factor 1.2-
4.7). In this case, attraction to research vessels 
appears to have been an important factor. Gan-
nets have a habit of checking out nearby vessels, 
perhaps even stronger than Fulmars and gulls, 
which may lead to higher numbers in transect 
than in species wi th less interest in vessels. Wit-
hout large concentrations contributing significant-
ly to the total estimate, like in the next group, 
ship-based surveys probably lead to an overesti-
mate in this species. 
In gulls and Fulmar, aerial surveys produced 
remarkably small f luctuations in estimated num-
bers between different periods. When a species 
was comparatively abundant (in both schemes), 
ship-based surveys produced higher estimates. 
When a species was scarce (again, in both sche-
mes), aerial surveys produced the higher estima-
tes (regression line in figure 5.1). This does not 
support the suggestion by Baptist & Wolf (1993) 
that ships attract these birds to a large extent. 
Attract ion should have the greatest influence in a 
low-density situation, when it is not masked by 
the occurrence of large flocks attracted to the far 
more attractive fishing vessels. It rather seems 
that ship-based observers have been 'too str ict ' in 
discarding possibly attracted birds from the 
counts. Fulmars and gulls often form large aggre-
gations, either around fishing vessels or during 
'natural ' feeding, and these patches are responsi-
ble for high densities in certain areas. These pat-
ches masked the effect of attraction that vessels 
may have on these birds. Estimates of total num-
bers of terns (not plotted in figure 5.1) varied, 
were sometimes lower, sometimes higher on the 
basis of aerial surveys. 
To summarize and conclude, (1) estimates of 
numbers in inconspicuous diving species as di-
vers, grebes and auks were systematically lower 
in aerial surveys, (2) numbers of Gannets were 
probably over-estimated from ship-based data, 
and (3) numbers of gulls and Fulmar were appa-
rently underestimated during ship-based surveys 
in areas or periods wi th low densities, and unde-
restimated by aerial surveys in areas or periods 
wi th high densities. 
In general, the data gathered from ship and plane 
differ considerably. Detection and specific deter-
mination is likely to be comparatively better from 
the slower platform, which makes estimates of 
seabird density more accurate. The argument 
used by Baptist and Wolf (1993) that only com-
mon species are important to management-orien-
tated monitoring is valid in itself, but loses cogen-
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Figure 5.1 Estimates of total numbers of birds in 
the Dutch sector of the North Sea derived from 
ship-based surveys and aerial surveys compared 
(log transformed, only if > 100 birds were 
found, see text). Diagonal line: log(y) = log(x) 
(equal esimates), top dashed line: log(y) = 
log(2.0x) (estimates from aerial surveys two 
times higher than ship-based surveys), bottom 
dashed line: log(y) = log(0.5x) (estimates from 
ship-based surveys two times higher than aerial 
surveys), regression line: relationship between 
estimates of Fulmar and gulls derived from 
aerial surveys and ship-based surveys. 
cy if several of the target species (divers, black-
backed gulls, swimming Fulmar/grey-backed gulls, 
terns/Little Gutt/Sepia skeletons, and auks) cannot 
properly be identified from the platform selected 
for the work. For management purposes, informa-
tion on the species level is very important. Moreo-
ver, different age-classes in birds usually have 
different seasonal patterns and spatial distributi-
on, and therefore a different vulnerability to surfa-
ce pollutants or other threats. For instance, the 
concentration of adult Guillemots and chicks at 
the Friese Front is very vulnerable, due to the 
presence of the (flightless) succesful breeders. 
Concentrations of Guillemots later in the season, 
such as at the Brown Bank in late winter, are 
more likely to comprise mainly immatures, which 
are less 'valuable' in terms of breeding potential. 
There is no doubt that ships are the best platform 
for determining such age-related distribution pat-
terns. 
Finally, from ships other data can be gathered 
simultaneously, that may be related to , or even 
explain distribution patterns of seabirds (Briggs et 
al. 1985). Examples are simultaneous measure-
ments on salinity and water temperature, to de-
termine the location of fronts (Van Haren & Joor-
dens 1990 , Baars 1991) , fine-scale determination 
of water depth (Durinck et al. 1994) , measure-
ments on water clarity (Leopold ef al. 1994b) , 
data from echo-sounding equipment, showing 
(prey)fish distribution (Leopold 1988d, 1991) , or 
bottom sampling to determine food abundance for 
seaduck (Leopold & Plat in prep.). 
Future research 
Monitoring would not be necessary in a stable 
environment. The results obtained by Baptist and 
Wolf (1993), Camphuysen (1990b), Camphuysen 
& Van Franeker (1992) and Platteeuw et al. 
(1994) strongly suggest however, that at least 
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numbers and possibly also the distribution of 
seabirds in our part of the North Sea show consi-
derable year to year f luctuations and/or long term 
trends. For an adequate management of shifting 
seabird populations, up to date knowledge of 
distribution patterns is a prerequesite. For a pro-
per monitoring scheme, the virtues of aircraft 
(quick, but dirty; #1) and ships (slow, but tho-
rough) are best combined. Ships have been consi-
dered to be an expensive tool to measure seabird 
densities at sea (#1). This is not necessarily the 
case. Wi th the wealth of marine research going 
on in the North Sea, involving a large number of 
research vessels, there is no problem in finding 
platforms that are free of charge for seabird ob-
servers. In fact , the bulk of our counts has been 
obtained this way. By intregrating seabird counts 
into regular cruises of ships monitoring other 
marine variables, true monitoring of seabird distri-
bution is well possible. The Holland-cruises are a 
good example. A limited amount of work from 
dedicated ships has been necessary to cover 
areas of particular interest that were not covered 
by ships of opportunity. The database that resul-
ted f rom the combination of regular monitoring 
cruises (Holland), more or less randomly distribu-
ted 'piggy back rides' on a variety of ships, inclu-
ding ships manned by teams from other coun-
tries, and the dedicated surveys, probably does 
not compare unfavourably (in size or costs) w i th 
the data gathered by plane. Sti l l , the present 
database is by no means perfect, and by definiti-
on out of date. The composite maps presented 
may suggest that coverage of the Dutch sector of 
the North Sea has been good, but maps showing 
the data on a month by month basis for each of 
the years 1985-93 would show a much less 
impressive and far more erratic picture. Only the 
work aboard the Holland was ever meant for 
monitoring the environment, whi le some of the 
Navicula 'seaduck cruises' may also be seen as 
such. For monitoring the environment from ships, 
research vessels engaged in long-term fixed sam-
pling programmes are best used. It is of particular 
importance to realise that seabird observations 
cannot be made at night and the ship should not 
cover large distances in the darkness. Seabird 
work should be considered when designing future 
monitoring programmes, or current schemes 
should be adapted to accomodate ornithologists. 
Obviously, the scheme should cover the Dutch 
sector in an appropriate way. However, this area 
has seaward borders that are biologically meanin-
gless. Surveys in the surrounding waters of the 
North Sea are useful for a proper interpretation of 
data obtained in the Southern Bight. Observations 
from the air should be integrated, visiting the 
same areas at the same t ime, but the plane can 
also be used to make quick surveys of the whole 
sector at other t imes, to monitor sudden changes 
(particularly in seaduck). Intercalibration of data 
obtained from both platforms at the same t ime 
and place could lead to a better appreciation of 
both datasets. 
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124 Appendices 
Eur ing Scientific name Jun-Jul Aug-Sep Oct-Nov Dec-Jan Feb-Mar Apr-May Total 
6470 Alle alle 
6540 Fratercula arctica 
6545 unidentified small auk 
6549 unidentified auk 
6655 Columba 'domestica' 
6680 Columba oenas 
6700 Columba palumbus 
6840 Streptopelia decaocto 
6870 Streptopelia turtur 
7670 Asio otus 
7680 Asio flammeus 
7950 Apus apus 
9720 Galerida cristata 
9740 Lullula arborea 
9760 Alauda arvensis 
9780 Eremophila a Ipest ris 
9789 unidentified lark 
9810 Riparia riparia 
9920 Hirundo rustica 
10010 Delichon urbica 
10090 Anthus tri vial is 
10110 Anthus pratensis 
10119 unidentified pipit 
10140 Anthus spinoletta 
10170 Motacilla flava 
10190 Motacilla cinerea 
10200 Motacilla alba 
10202 Motacilla alba yarrellii 
10209 Motacilla spec. 
10660 Troglodytes troglodytes 
10840 Prunella modularis 
10990 Erithacus rubecula 
11210 Phoenicurus ochruros 
11220 Phoenicurus phoenicurus 
11370 Saxicola rubetra 
11460 Oenanthe oenanthe 
11860 Turdus torquatus 
11870 Turdus merula 
11980 Turdus pilaris 
12000 Turdus phi lomelos 
12005 T. phi lomelos / iliacus 
12009 Turdus spec. 
12010 Turdus iliacus 
12020 Turdus viscivorus 
12430 Acrocephalus schoenobaenus 
12560 Hippolais caligata 
12760 Sylvia borin 
12770 Sylvia atricapilla 
13110 Phylloscopus collybita 
13115 P. collybita / P. trochilus 
13120 Phylloscopus trochilus 
13140 Regulus regulus 
13350 Muscicapa striata 
13490 Ficedula hypoleuca 
14640 Parus major 
15600 Corvus monedula 
15630 Corvus frugilegus 
15670 Corvus corone 
15820 Sturnus vulgaris 
15980 Passer montanus 
16360 Fringilla coelebs 
16365 unidentified finch 
16380 Fringilla montifringiI la 
16490 Carduelis chloris 
16540 Carduelis spinus 
16600 Carduelis cannabina 
16660 Loxia curvirostra 
18470 Calcarius lapponicus 
18770 Emberiza schoeniclus 
18820 Miliaria calandra 
18829 Emberiza spec. 
19999 unidentified passerine 
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Appendix I I . S c i e n t i f i c , D u t c h and Engl ish n a m e s of b i rds d i s c u s s e d in de ta i l in t h i s r epo r t . 
Scientif ic name Nederlandse naam English name 
Gavia stellata 
Gavia arctica 
Gavia immer 
Gavia adamsii 
Podiceps cristatus 
Podiceps griseigena 
Podiceps auritus 
Podiceps nigricollis 
Diomedea melanophris 
Fulmarus glacialis 
Puffinus griseus 
Puffinus puff inus 
Puffinus puff inus mauretanicus 
Hydrobates pelagicus 
Oceanodroma leucorhoa 
Sula bassana 
Phalacrocorax carbo 
Phalacrocorax aristotelis 
Somateria moll issima 
Clangula hyemalis 
Melanitta nigra 
Melanitta fusca 
Bucephala clangula 
Stercorarius pomarinus 
Stercorarius parasiticus 
Stercorarius longicaudus 
Stercorarius skua 
Larus melanocephalus 
Larus minutus 
Larus sabini 
Larus ridibundus 
Larus canus 
Larus fuscus 
Larus argentatus 
Larus cachinnans 
Larus glaucoides 
Larus hyperboreus 
Larus marinus 
Rissa tridactyla 
Sterna sandvicensis 
Sterna hirundo 
Sterna paradisaea 
Sterna albifrons 
Chlidonias niger 
Uria aalge 
Alca torda 
Alle alle 
Fratercula arctica 
Roodkeelduiker 
Parelduiker 
Usduiker 
Geelsnavelduiker 
Fuut 
Roodhalsfuut 
Kuifduiker 
Geoorde Fuut 
Wenkbrauwalbatros 
Noordse Stormvogel 
Grauwe Pijlstormvogel 
Noordse Pijlstormvogel 
Vale Pijlstormvogel 
Stormvogelt je 
Vaal Stormvogelt je 
Jan van Gent 
Aalscholver 
Kuifaalscholver 
Eidereend 
Useend 
Zwarte Zeeëend 
Grote Zeeëend 
Brilduiker 
Middelste Jager 
Kleine Jager 
Kleinste Jager 
Grote Jager 
Zwar tkopmeeuw 
Dwergmeeuw 
Vorkstaartmeeuw 
Kokmeeuw 
Stormmeeuw 
Kleine Mantelmeeuw 
Zilvermeeuw 
Geelpootmeeuw 
Kleine Burgemeester 
Grote Burgemeester 
Grote Mantelmeeuw 
Drieteenmeeuw 
Grote Stern 
Visdief 
Noordse Stern 
Dwergstern 
Zwarte Stern 
Zeekoet 
Alk 
Kleine Alk 
Papegaaiduiker 
Red-throated Diver 
Black-throated Diver 
Great Northern Diver 
White-bil led Diver 
Great Crested Grebe 
Red-necked Grebe 
Slavonian Grebe 
Black-necked Grebe 
Black-browed Albatross 
Fulmar 
Sooty Shearwater 
Manx Shearwater 
Balearic Shearwater 
Storm Petrel 
Leach's Petrel 
Gannet 
Cormorant 
Shag 
Eider 
Long-tailed Duck 
Common Scoter 
Velvet Scoter 
Goldeneye 
Pomarine Skua 
Arct ic Skua 
Long-tailed Skua 
Great Skua 
Mediterranean Gull 
Little Gull 
Sabine's Gull 
Black-headed Gull 
Common Gull 
Lesser Black-backed Gull 
Herring Gull 
Yellow-legged Gull 
Iceland Gull 
Glaucous Gull 
Great Black-backed Gull 
Kittiwake 
Sandwich Tern 
Common Tern 
Arctic Tern 
Little Tern 
Black Tern 
Guillemot 
Razorbill 
Little Auk 
Puffin 
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Appendix III. Abbreviations and terms used in this report 
Breeveertien 
Bruine Bank 
Coastal zone 
CvZ 
DGW 
Doggersbank 
Dutch sector 
IBN-DLO 
Friese Front 
Grevelingen 
Griend 
ICES squares 
Usselmeer 
INB 
K7-FA-1 K8-FA-1 
mainland coast 
Meetpost Noordwijk 
Mi jnbouwvakken 
NIOZ 
Nordschillgrund 
NZG 
Oestergronden 
Offshore zone 
Ornis Consult 
Outer Silver Pit 
RIKZ 
RV 
SAST 
Southern Bight 
southern North Sea 
Terschellingerbank 
Vlaamse Banken 
Voordelta 
VWH 
Wadden Sea 
Wadden Sea islands 
Westerschelde 
area off the mainland coast (figure 2.1a) 
clay ridge in the centre of the Southern Bight (figure 2.1a) 
Estimates of total numbers of birds at sea were made on the basis of 30 'N x 1 °E 
squares and summarized for a coastal zone of 1 1 (parts of) such rectangles (figure 
3 . 1 , see also 'Offshore zone') 
'Club van Zeetrekwaarnemers', group of seawatchers, currently a working group 
of the Dutch Seabird Group, NZG/CvZ) 
'Dienst Geti jdewateren', division of Rijkswaterstaat, Ministry of Transport, Public 
Works and Water Management (currently named RIKZ) 
major shallow area (20-30m depth) in the northwestern part of the study area and 
beyond (see figure 2.1a) 
Dutch sector of the North Sea (figure 2.1a), also used to estimate total number of 
birds (defined in figure 3.2) 
' Insti tuut voor Bos- en Natuuronderzoek - Dienst Landbouwkundig Onderzoek' 
Transition zone between Breeveertien and Oestergronden (figure 2.1a); see also 
De Gee et al. 1991) 
enclosed brackish water area in the Delta (figure 2.1b) 
Small island in the Wadden Sea (figure 2.1b) 
30 'N x 1 °E rectangles, used to estimate total numbers of birds in areas from 
densities in transect 
large lake in the Netherlands, former part of the Wadden Sea (figure 2.1b) 
' Insti tuut voor Natuurbehoud', Hasselt, Belgium 
offshore gas production platforms, used for observations by the Club van 
Zeetrekwaarnemers in 1984/85 (Platteeuw e t al. 1985) 
coast of Noord- and Zuid-Holland (figure 2.1b) 
research platform in the coastal zone off mainland Zuid-Holland 
rectangles of 10 x 20 geographical minutes, used to plot densities of birds on 
distribution maps 
'Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee' 
offshore waters in the northeastern part of the study area, ca. 5 5 ° N , 5°E (figure 
2.1a) 
'Nederlandse Zeevogelgroep', Dutch Seabird Group 
offshore waters in the northern part of the study area, ca. 5 4 ° N , 4 °E (figure 2.1a) 
Estimates of total numbers of birds at sea were made on the basis of 30 'N x 1 °E 
squares and summarized for an offshore zone of 30 (parts of) such rectangles 
(figure 3 . 1 , see also 'Coastal zone') 
consultancy, Copenhagen, Denmark 
deep water area just to the southwest of Doggersbank (figure 2.1a) 
'Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee', National Institute for Coastal and Marine 
Management, division of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
Management. 
research vessel 
'Seabirds at Sea Team', division of Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 
Aberdeen, U.K. 
Southern half of the southern North Sea, from the Vlaamse Banken to 
approximately 5 3 ° N (figure 2.1a) 
study area, defined as between 5 1 ° - 5 6 ° N , 0 2 ° - 0 7 ° E (figure 2.1a). This area 
includes some of the British, Belgian, German and Danish parts of the North Sea, 
plus the entire Dutch sector. 
waters north off the Wadden Sea islands (figure 2.1a) 
shallows off the Belgian coast (figure 2.1a) 
shallows off the (Dutch) Delta area (figure 2.1 ab) 
'Inselstation Vogelwarte Helgoland', Helgoland, Germany 
estuarine sea area between the mainland coast and the North Sea (figure 2.1 ab) 
Texel, Vlieland, Griend, Terschelling, Ameland, Schiermonnikoog, Rottum, Borkum 
(figure 2.1b) 
mouth of river Scheldt (Delta area, figure 2.1b) 
